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histone! marks.! Intracisternal! AQparticles! (IAPs)! are! evolutionarily! young!
murineQspecific! endogenous! retroviruses! (ERVs).! Some! are! capable! of!
retrotransposition!and!many!harbour!regulatory!sequences!with!the!potential!to!
influence! host! gene! expression.! Previous!work! has! shown! that,! at! the!Agouti!
Viable!Yellow!(Avy)!locus,!an!IAP!insertion!provides!an!alternative!promoter!for!
the!Agouti!coat!colour!gene.!Variable!methylation!of!this!IAP!is!correlated!with!
coat! colour! expressivity.! In! addition,! the!Avy! allele! exhibits! transgenerational!
epigenetic! inheritance,! susceptibility! to! environmental! exposures,! and! strainQ
specific!modulation.!!
A!recent!screen!conducted!in!the!C57BL/6J!mouse!strain!identified!a!subset!of!
IAPs! that! show! variable! methylation! levels! across! genetically! identical!
individuals.!This!thesis!characterises!this!novel!repertoire!of!variably!methylated!
IAPs! (VMQIAPs)! and! in! doing! so! assesses! the! extent! to! which! endogenous!
retroviruses! in! the! mammalian! genome! display!AvyQlike! properties.! Findings!













conditions:! abnormal! folate!metabolism!appears! to! shift!VMQIAP!methylation!
levels! and! influence!VMQIAPQassociated!gene! expression,!while!no! significant!
effects!are!observed!following!exposure!to!the!endocrineQdisruptor!BisphenolQA!
(BPA)!or!to!an!obesogenic!diet.!A!longitudinal!ageing!analysis!indicates!that!VMQ
IAPs! are! stable! across! the! murine! lifespan,! with! only! modest! increases! in!
methylation! detected! for! a! subset! of! loci.! Reciprocal! hybrid! breeding!
experiments!reveal!that!VMQIAP!methylation!levels!are!subject!to!maternal!and!
genetic!background!effects!that!can!be!harnessed!to!map!strainQspecific!VMQIAP!
modifiers.! Finally,! a! naturally! occurring! geneticallyQconferred! epiallele! that!
influences!neighbouring!gene!expression!is!identified!and!characterised.!!
This!body!of!work!highlights!the!value!of!using!VMQIAPs!as!a!model!to!study!
TE! regulation! and! mammalian! epigenetic! stochasticity,! and! serves! as! a!





































































































































































Figure! 3.11:! Tail! and!placental!methylation! levels! are! correlated! for!most!
VMQIAPs!..................................................................................................................!90!
























Figure! 4.10:! Maternal! exposure! to! an! obesogenic! diet! has! no! effect! on!
VMQIAP!methylation!levels!.................................................................................!116!















Figure! 5.5:! Segregation! of! VMQIAPRab6b! methylation! states! in! N2! mice! is!
independent!of!VMQIAPRab6b!copy!number!.........................................................!138!
Figure! 5.6:! VMQIAPRab6b! and! VMQIAPSema6d! likely! share! a! dominant! CAST!
modifier..................................................................................................................!140!








































Figure! A.6:! VMQIAPRab6b! and! VMQIAPSema6b! exhibit! maternal! and! zygotic!
GBEs!.......................................................................................................................!267!


























































































































While! studying!maize! genetics! in! the! 1950s,!Barbara!McClintock! proposed!
that!kernel!colour!variegation!was!driven!by! ‘controlling!elements’! that!could!
mobilise! in! the! genome! (McClintock! 1950,! 1951,! 1953,! 1956).! Although! the!








expression!phases! that!occurred! in! a!developmentally!regulated!manner.! It! is!
now! recognised! that! the! phase! changes! she! documented! were! epigenetic! in!
nature!and!the!product!of!fluctuating!DNA!methylation!states.!The!study!of!TE!
regulation! has! thus! become! tightly! linked! to! the! field! of! epigenetics,! which!
investigates! heritable! changes! in! gene! expression! that! are! not! mediated! by!
alterations!to!the!underlying!DNA!sequence.!This!thesis!lies!at!the!intersection!










TEs! are! capable!of! intracellular!mobilisation,! leading! to!multiple! interspersed!
copies! of! the! same! element! throughout! the! genome.! Their! abundance! and!
diversity!in!eukaryotic!genomes!necessitates!a!hierarchical!classification!system!
(Figure!1.2;!Wicker!et!al.!2007).!Depending!on!their!mechanism!of!transposition,!
TEs! are! classified! as! retrotransposons! (type! 1)! or! DNA! transposons! (type! 2).!
Retrotransposons! are! transcribed! into! RNA! intermediates! which! are! reverse!
transcribed!into!DNA!before!insertion!into!a!new!target!site.!DNA!transposons!
are! excised! by! transposase! enzymes! and! reinserted! in! a! different! location!
without! passage! through! an!RNA! intermediate.! TEs! can! also! be! classified! as!
autonomous! or! nonQautonomous:! autonomous! TEs! carry! all! the! necessary!
proteinQcoding!sequences!to!mobilise!independently!whereas!nonQautonomous!








Figure! 1.1:! Content! and! distribution! of! the! mouse! repeat! genome.! Percentages! were!
computed!by!RepeatMasker!based!on!the!GRCm38/mm10!genome!assembly.!Abbreviations:!






















Figure! 1.2:! Hierarchical! classification! system! for! murine! transposable! elements! (TEs).!
Abbreviations:! LTR,! long! terminal! repeat;! ERV,! endogenous! retrovirus;! LINE,! long!
interspersed!element;!SINE,!short!interspersed!element;!MuLV,!murine!leukemia!virus;!VL30,!
virusQlike! 30;! IAP,! intracisternal! AQparticle;! MusD,! mus! musculus! type! D;! ETn,! early!
transposon;!MuERVQL,!murine!endogenous!retrovirus!L.!
1.1.1! Retrotransposons!
Retrotransposons! make! up! 40%! of! the! mouse! genome,! far! outnumbering!






kilobases! (kb)! in! length! and! code! for! two! open! reading! frames! that! catalyse!
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genes! required! for! viral! replication! (Figure! 1.3).! The! gag! gene! codes! for! a!
polyprotein!necessary!for!viral!particle!assembly.!The!pro!gene!yields!a!protease!
enzyme!involved!in!the!maturation!of!retroviral!proteins.!The!pol!gene!produces!







transcriptional! regulation!motifs,! including! transcription! factor! binding! sites,!
polyadenylation! signals,! and! splice! acceptor! sites! (Maksakova! et! al.! 2006).!


























region;! R,! regulatory! LTR! region;! U5,! unique! 5′! LTR! region;! TFBSs,! transcription! factor!
binding! sites;!PolyA,!polyadenylation! signal;!SA,! splice!acceptor! site.! Figure! inspired! from!
Jern!&!Coffin!2008.!!
1.1.2! Intracisternal!A@particles!(IAPs)!
IAPs! are! evolutionarily! young! murineQspecific! ERVs! present! in!
approximately!12,000!copies!in!the!C57BL/6J!(B6)!inbred!mouse!strain!(Smit!et!al.!
2015).! They! form! virusQlike! particles! that! assemble! in! the! cisternae! of! the!
endoplasmic!reticulum!(ER).!These!particles!have!been!observed!in!tumour!cells,!






envQlike! sequences,! designated! IAPEs,! but! only! two! of! these! are! fullQlength!
elements!with!an!intact!env!gene!and!identical!LTRs!(Reuss!&!Schaller!1991;!Ribet!
et!al.!2008).!The!loss!of!env!was!found!to!be!correlated!with!a!30Qfold!increase!in!
IAP! proliferation,! suggesting! that! the! adoption! of! an! intracellular! replication!
mechanism!facilitated!their!unusually!rapid!amplification!in!the!mouse!genome!
(Magiorkinis! et! al.! 2012).! In! addition! to! the! loss! of! env,! most! IAPs! have! a!
divergent!domain!in!the!gag!gene!causing!the!localisation!of!IAP!particles!to!the!
ER!instead!of!the!cellular!membrane!(Ribet!et!al.!2008).!!









Although! IAPs! are! theoretically! capable! of! intracellular! retrotransposition,!
approximately!half!of!the!IAPs!in!the!mouse!genome!are!solo!LTRs!and!only!a!
small!minority!have!intact!proviral!genes.!Historically,!IAPs!have!been!classified!
based! on! common! structural! variations.! For! example,! the! 1!1! IAP! subclass!
carries!a!1.9kb! inQframe!deletion!between! the!gag!and!pol!genes,! resulting!in!a!
gagBpol! fusion!protein! (Kuff!&!Lueders! 1988).!Given! that!both!gag!and!pol! are!
required! for! autonomous! retrotransposition,! the!mobilisation!of! 1!1! elements!
relies! on! the! transcription! of!gag!and!pol! from!other! IAPs! (Dewannieux! et! al.!
2004).! Counterintuitively,! the! majority! of! new! IAP! insertions! are! of! the! 1!1!
subtype!(Maksakova!et!al.!2006).!!
The! most! commonly! used! IAP! classification! system! at! present! is! the! one!
established! by! the! reference! database! Dfam! and! used! by! the! Repeatmasker!
program! for! genome! annotation.! This! system! classifies! IAP! LTRs! (e.g.!
IAPLTR1_Mm,! IAPLTR2_Mm)! and! internal! IAP! portions! (e.g.! IAPEzQint,!
IAPEyQint)! separately,! and! assigns! them! to! a! subclass! based! on! sequence!










TEQinduced! mutations! in! the! mouse! and! determined! their! strain! of! origin!
(Gagnier! et! al.! 2019).! This!metaQanalysis! revealed! that! 84%! of! IAP! insertional!
mutations!originated!in!the!C3H!mouse!strain,!suggesting!IAPs!are!more!active!
in!C3H! than! in!other! strains.!The! cause! for! this! is!unknown!but!may! involve!
altered! transcriptional!regulation,!consistent!with! the! fact! that! IAP!expression!







As! a! consequence! of! their! mobilising! ability! and! inherent! regulatory!
sequences,! retrotransposons! can! disrupt! genome! function! and! contribute! to!






Retrotransposons! can! also! influence! gene! expression! in! a! trans! capacity! via!
enhancer!activity!or!via!transcription!of!regulatory!RNAs!(Thompson!et!al.!2016).!
Finally,! the! high! sequence! similarity! between! retrotransposons! can! result! in!
aberrant! recombination! events! such! as! duplications,! deletions,! and!
translocations!(Mieczkowski!et!al.!2006).!
Mutations! caused! by! retrotransposons! can! have! negative! effects! on! host!
fitness.!Somatic!LINEQ1!retrotransposition!has!been!detected!in!a!range!of!cancer!
tumours!and!124!human!genetic!diseases!have!been!linked!to!LINEQ1Qmediated!
insertions! (Hancks! &! Kazazian! 2016).! Numerous! repeatQinduced! deleterious!
mutations!have!also!been!documented!in!the!mouse.!Examples!include!a!MusD!
insertion!at!the!Dac!locus!that!leads!to!limb!malformation!(Kano!et!al.!2007),!an!
IAPEz! insertion!into! the!Dnmt3C!gene! that! induces!male!sterility! (Barau!et!al.!
2016),!and!a!LINEQ1!insertion!into!the!Pde6C!gene!that!causes!impaired!vision!
(Chang!et!al.!2009).!Host!genome!defence!mechanisms!have!evolved!to!repress!
retrotransposon! activity! and! mitigate! these! effects,! as! discussed! in! the! next!
section.!
Despite! their! potentially! deleterious! consequences,! retrotransposons! have!
also! been! coQopted! over! evolution! by! the! host! for! adaptive! purposes.! For!
instance,! the!mammalian! Syncytin! cell! fusion! proteins,! essential! for! placental!
development,!are!derived!from!the!ERV!env!gene!(Mi!et!al.!2000),!and!salivary!
amylase!evolved!in!primates!due!to!a!primateQspecific!ERV!insertion!that!drives!
amylase! expression! in! salivary! glands! (Ting! et! al.! 1992).! In! addition,! murine!
retrotransposons!have!been!reported!to!regulate!host!gene!expression!in!oocytes!





2014;! Macfarlan! et! al.! 2012).! The! molecular! domestication! of! retrotransposon!






1980;!Orgel!&!Crick!1980).!This!model!argues! that! the! innate!ability!of!TEs! to!
mobilise!and!promote!their!own!transmission!fully!accounts!for!their!spread!in!
the! genome! over! evolution,! rendering! the! improvement! of! host! fitness!
nonQessential!for!their!survival.!In!reality,!the!TE!coQoption!model!and!the!selfish!

















between!an! individual!TE!and! its!host.! Importantly,! the! inherent!biochemical!
activity!of!TEs!does!not!demonstrate!a!role!in!host!genome!function!(Bourque!et!
al.! 2018).! The! development! of! sequencing! and! analytic! technologies! better!
optimised! for! the! study! of! repetitive!DNA!will! help! determine! the! extent! to!
which!TE!domestication!has!taken!place!in!the!mammalian!genome.!A!thorough!
assessment!of!the!functional!significance!of!TEs!must!include!largeQscale!studies!
that! quantify! purifying! selection! on! TE! sequences! as! well! as! more! focused!
experiments!investigating!the!phenotypic!impact!of!losing!specific!elements.!
! Host!defence!mechanisms!against!retrotransposition!




mobilisation,! the! epigenetic! mechanisms! described! below! are! particularly!
important!for!the!repression!of!evolutionarily!young!elements.!!
DNA! methylation,! histone! modification,! nonQcoding! RNAs,! and! DNAQ
binding!proteins!have!all!emerged!as! important!and! intertwined!host!defence!
mechanisms!against! retrotransposition.!Of!note,!evolutionary! theory! indicates!
that!retrotransposons!are!under!simultaneous!selection!to!(1)!propagate!in!the!
host!germline! to!ensure! their!survival! in! the!next!generation!and!(2)! limit! the!
extent!of!their!mobilisation!to!avoid!host!death!or!infertility.!This!suggest!that!





the! fifth! carbon! of! cytosine! bases! (5Qmethylcytodine,! 5mC)! and! is! mostly!




eukaryotes! and! is! thought! to! have! originated! as! a! bacterial! immune! system!
(Bestor! 1990;! Zemach! et! al.! 2010).! A! number! of! species! have! since! lost! DNA!




1982).! In!mammals,! DNA!methylation! occurs! almost! exclusively! at! cytosineQ
guanine!dinucleotides!(CpGs).!70!to!80%!of!CpGs!in!the!mammalian!genome!are!
methylated! in! somatic! tissues,! with! the! notable! exception! of! CpG! islands!
(stretches!of!CpG!rich!DNA!often!found!at!promoters)!(Bird!2002;!Ehrlich!et!al.!
1982).!
The! selfQcomplementarity! of! CpGs! allows! methylation! patterns! to! be!
faithfully! copied! onto! newly! synthesised! DNA! strands! during! cell! division!
(Riggs! 1975).! This! mitotic! heritability! is! catalysed! by! the! maintenance!
methyltransferase! DNMT1! (DNA! methyltransferase! 1)! (Bestor! et! al.! 1988).!










the!mouse.!Dnmt1!mutants! are! embryonic! lethal! at! embryonic! day! 9.5! (E9.5),!
Dnmt3A!mutants!exhibit!postnatal!lethality!at!4!to!8!weeks!of!age,!and!Dnmt3B!
mutants!are!embryonic!lethal!at!E14.5!(Li!et!al.!1992;!Okano!et!al.!1999).!Deletion!







It! has! been! proposed! that! DNA! methylation! originally! evolved! as! a! host!
defence!mechanism!against!TEs!that!was!subsequently!coQopted!as!a!repressive!
mark!in!other!biological!contexts!(Yoder!et!al.!1997;!Zemach!et!al.!2010).!Indeed,!
TEs! are! highly! methylated! in! mammalian! genomes.! Treating! mice! with! 5Q
azacytidine!(a!toxic!DNA!methylation!inhibitor)!induces!retroviral!transcription!
in!postnatal!somatic!tissues!(Jaenisch!et!al.!1985),!though!the!extent!of!this!on!a!
per! element! basis! is! not! known.! Dnmt1Bdeficient! embryos! show! a! striking!
increase! in! IAP!transcription!(Walsh!et!al.!1998)!and! loss!of!Dnmt3L! results!in!
reactivation!of!both!LTR!and!nonQLTR!retrotransposons! in! the!male!germline!
(Bourc’his!&!Bestor!2004).!Lack!of!Dnmt3L!also!leads!to!abnormal!chromosome!
pairing,! suggesting! DNA! methylation! may! mask! otherwise! homologous!
repetitive! sequences! to! prevent! erroneous! pairing! during! cell! division.! In!
addition,! mutations! in! the! recently! identified! rodentQspecific! de! novo! DNA!
methyltransferase!gene!Dnmt3C!cause!an!upregulation!of!evolutionarily!young!




DNA! methylation! regulates! other! biological! functions! in! mammals! in!
addition! to! the!mitotically! heritable! silencing! of! TEs.! These! include! genomic!
imprinting!and!X!chromosome!inactivation.!Genomic!imprinting!is!the!process!
by! which! germlineQspecified! differential! methylation! results! in! monoallelic!
expression! of! a! gene! based! on! its! parental! origin! (FergusonQSmith! 2011).!
Mammalian! X! chromosome! inactivation! is! the! gene! dosage! compensation!
mechanism!leading! to!stable! transcriptional!repression!of!one!of! the! female!X!
chromosomes!(Xi),!and!is!maintained!by!DNA!methylation!which!is!secondary!
to! other! repressive! mechanisms! (Chaligné! &! Heard! 2014).! However,! X!
chromosome!and!imprinted!genes!aside,!there!is!little!evidence!for!a!widespread!
and!instructive!role!for!DNA!methylation!in!gene!expression!regulation.!Many!
studies! have! shown! correlations! between! gene! promoter! demethylation! and!





enriched! at! gene! bodies,! especially! exons! (Lister! et! al.! 2009).! Gene! body!
methylation! represents! the! most! evolutionarily! conserved! methylation!
patterning!across!eukaryotes!but!does!not!appear!to!be!essential!(Feng!et!al.!2010;!
Zemach! et! al.! 2010).! Additional! work! is! required! to! determine! its! functional!
significance,!with!current!hypotheses!suggesting!roles!in!the!masking!of!cryptic!
promoters! and! in! the! regulation! of! alternative! splicing! via! the! methylation!
sensitive!DNAQbinding!protein!CTCF!(CCCTC!binding! factor)! (Gelfman! et! al.!
2013;!Neri!et!al.!2017;!Shukla!et!al.!2011).!
DNA! methylation! has! emerged! as! a! powerful! biomarker! for! disrupted!
cellular!states.!Global!hypomethylation!and!CpG!island!hypermethylation!were!
observed! in! tumour! samples! decades! ago! (De! Bustros! et! al.! 1988;! Feinberg!&!
Vogelstein!1983;!Toyota!et!al.!1999).!Abnormal!DNA!methylation!patterns!have!












The! mammalian! methylome! undergoes! two! rounds! of! genomeQwide!
reprogramming,!once!during!preimplantation!development! and!again!during!
germline! specification! (Figure! 1.5;! Monk! et! al.! 1987;! Sanford! et! al.! 1987).!
Immediately! after! fertilisation,! the! highly! condensed! paternal! genome! is!
stripped!of!protamines!and!reassembled!into!nucleosomes!using!oocyteQderived!
histones! (McLay! &! Clarke! 2003).! Soon! after,! germlineQspecific! methylation!








(Gu! et! al.! 2011).! Passive! demethylation! involves! the! replicationQdependent!
dilution!of!DNA!methylation!in!the!absence!of!DNMT1,!which!is!excluded!from!
the!nucleus!during!early!embryonic!cleavages!(Carlson!et!al.!1992).!The!maternal!
genome! is!mostly! reprogrammed!via! passive! demethylation,! although! recent!
evidence! suggests! that! TET3Qmediated! oxidation! also! occurs! on! the!maternal!
genome!to!a! lesser!extent! (Guo!et!al.!2014;!Shen!et!al.!2014).!In!both!mice!and!
humans,!the!lowest!level!of!global!DNA!methylation!is!reached!at!the!blastocyst!
stage! (E3.5! in! mice).! After! implantation,! cell! lineageQspecific! methylation!
patterns!are!established!by!de!novo!methyltransferases.!!
The! second!wave! of! global! demethylation! occurs! in! primordial! germ! cells!
(PGCs)!after!their!emergence!from!the!epiblast!(E7.25!in!mice).!In!both!male!and!
female!PGCs,! an! initial!phase!of!global!passive!demethylation! is! followed!by!
TET1Q! and! TET2Qmediated! locusQspecific! active! demethylation,! resulting! in! a!
largely!unmethylated!genome!by!E13.5! (Hackett!et!al.!2013;!Seisenberger!et!al.!
2012;!Vincent!et!al.!2013).!Subsequent!de!novo!DNA!methylation!occurs!at!distinct!




novo!methylation! after! birth! during! ovulation! (Seisenberger! et! al.! 2013).! Final!
global!methylation!levels!are!significantly!lower!in!oocytes!(~50%)!than!in!sperm!
(~80%)!(Figure!1.5;!Wang!et!al.!2014).!
This! twoQwave! model! of! mammalian! epigenetic! reprogramming! is! not!
applicable!to!the!entire!murine!genome:!approximately!20%!and!10%!of!CpGs!
are!methylated!at!the!blastocyst!stage!and!in!E13.5!PGCs,!respectively!(Wang!et!
al.! 2014).! This! suggests! that! some! sequences! are! refractory! to! methylation!
reprogramming.! The! bestQdescribed! example! of! resistance! to! demethylation!
occurs!at!genomic!imprints.!Differential!methylation!established!at!ICRs!during!
germline! specification! is! retained! during! preimplantation! reprogramming,!
leading! to! parentQofQoriginQspecific! monoallelic! gene! expression! in! the!
developing!embryo!(FergusonQSmith!2011).!This!protection!of!imprinted!regions!







preimplantation! development! and! germline! specification! (Lane! et! al.! 2003;!










Figure! 1.5:! Genome@wide! epigenetic! reprogramming! in! mammals.! The! mammalian!
methylome! undergoes! two! waves! of! erasure! during! development.! The! first! wave! of!
demethylation!begins!immediately!after!fertilisation!and!continues!until!the!blastocyst!stage,!












referred! to! as! chromatin.!The! residues!on! the!NQterminal! tails! of!histones! are!
postQtranslationally!modified!by!a! range!of! chemical!modifications,! including!
methylation!and!acetylation.!The!distribution!of!such!marks!along!the!genome!
has! important! consequences! for! chromatin! structure! and! genome! function,!
although!the!specific!role!of!each!modification,!the!total!number!of!which!is!everQ
expanding,!is!not!fully!understood!(Zhao!&!Garcia!2015).!Widespread!chromatin!




Only! a! few! histone! modifications! have! been! reported! to! associate! with!
retrotransposons.!In!mouse!embryonic!stem!cells!(ESCs),!ERVs!are!enriched!for!





as!ESET)! is! required! for!ERV!silencing!but! that! the!H4K20!methyltransferases!




H3K9me3Qdependent! and! methylationQindependent! mechanism! that! may! be!
reflective! of! ERV! regulation! in! the! unmethylated! preimplantation! embryo.!
Simultaneous!deletion!of!both!Setdb1!and!Dnmt1!in!ESCs!does!not!lead!to!greater!
ERV!activation!compared!to!deletion!of!Setdb1!alone,!with!the!exception!for!the!
IAPEz! subclass! of! IAP! elements! which! show! a! cumulative! effect! in! double!
knockout!cells!(Karimi!et!al.!2011).!These!IAPs!may!represent!the!elements!that!
are! resistant! to! global! demethylation! during! early! development.! Of! note,!
transient! retroelement! transcription! has! been! reported! in! oneQ! and! twoQcell!
embryos,! suggesting! that! at! least! a! subset! of! elements! are! epigenetically!
derepressed! immediately! after! fertilisation! (Kigami! et! al.! 2003;! Peaston! et! al.!
2004).! In! an!attempt! to!mimic! early! embryo!dynamics,!Walter! and! colleagues!




serumQbased! to! 2i+vitC! (MEK! and!GSK3! inhibition!with! vitamin! C)!medium!
(Walter!et!al.!2016).!Following!the!transfer,!a!progressive!accumulation!of!histone!
3!lysine!27!trimethylation!(H3K27me3)!was!observed!at!fullQlength!elements!of!
various! ERV! families,! but! not! at! IAPEz! elements.! In! addition,! mouse! ESCs!




The! active! removal! of! histone! modifications! that! associate! with!
transcriptional!activation!has!also!been!implicated!in!ERV!repression.!Chemical!
inhibition!of!histone!deacetylases!(HDACs)!with!trichostatin!A!(TSA)!in!mouse!





following! genomeQwide! reprogramming! are! currently! the! topic! of! intense!
investigation.! RNAQmediated! mechanisms! and! KRAB! zinc! finger! proteins!
(KZFPs)! have! both! emerged! as! important! mediators! of! sequenceQspecific!
epigenetic!repression!of!retrotransposons.!!
1.3.3.1! RNABmediated!mechanisms!
The! piRNA! (piwiQinteracting! RNA)! pathway! was! first! discovered! in!
Drosophila!and!has!since!been!identified!in!species!across!the!animal!kingdom.!












Studies!over! the!past! two!decade!have! shown! that! the!mammalian!piRNA!
pathway!plays! a! crucial! role! in! silencing!young! retrotransposons! in! the!male!
germline.! TransposonQderived! piRNAs! are! readily! detected! in! testes! and! all!




fold! increase! in!LINEQ1!and! IAP!expression! (Aravin! et! al.! 2007;!Carmell! et! al.!
2007).!This!is!accompanied!by!a!decrease!in!DNA!methylation!at!these!elements,!
suggesting! piRNAs! may! drive! the! sequenceQspecific! targeting! of!






dependent! de! novo! DNA! methylation! and! provides! a! mechanism! for! the!
sequenceQspecificity!of! the!process.!However,!more!recent!work! suggests! that!
the!vast!majority!of!LINE!and!LTR!elements!undergo!de!novo!DNA!methylation!
in!the!male!germline!independently!of!the!piRNA!pathway,!with!loss!of!Mili!and!
Miwi2! only! interfering! with! de! novo!DNA!methylation! of! a! small! subset! of!
evolutionarily!young!retroelements!(Molaro!et!al.!2014).!The!piRNA!pathway!has!







oocytes! and! Mili! knockout! female! germ! cells! display! an! increase! in! IAP!











sequences.! TransposonQderived! siRNA! populations! are! detected! in! mouse!
oocytes! and! Dicer! knockout! oocytes! exhibit! upregulation! of! RLTR10! ERV!
elements!(Tam!et!al.!2008;!Watanabe!et!al.!2008).!RNAi!may!also!be!involved!in!
retrotransposon!repression!in!the!early!mouse!embryo!because!Dicer!knockdown!
results! in! an! increase! in! IAP! and! MuERVQL! transcripts! at! the! 8Qcell! stage!
(Svoboda! et! al.! 2004).!However,! additional! experiments! are! required! to!more!
clearly! elucidate! the! role! of! RNAQmediated! mechanisms! in! retrotransposon!
silencing!in!the!female!germline!and!preimplantation!embryo.!
1.3.3.2! KRAB!zinc!finger!proteins!(KZFPs)!
KZFPs! are! highly! specific! DNA! binding! proteins! representing! the! largest!
transcription!factor!family!in!higher!vertebrates.!Their!array!of!C2H2!zinc!fingers!
recognizes! nucleic! acid! motifs! and! their! KRAB! domain! recruits! KAP1! (also!
known!as!TRIM28!and!TIF1"),!which!in!turn!triggers!heterochromatin!formation!
via!H3K9!methylation!and!DNA!methylation.!KAP1Qinteracting!factors!include!
Heterochromatin! protein! 1! (HP1),! the! histone! deacetylating! NuRD/HDAC!
complex,! the!H3K9!methyltransferase! SETDB1,! and!DNA!methyltransferases!
(Figure!1.6;! reviewed!Ecco! et! al.! 2017).!KAP1!depletion! in!human!and!mouse!
ESCs! leads! to! loss! of!H3K9me3! and!upregulation! of! ERVs! (Rowe! et! al.! 2010;!
Turelli! et! al.! 2014).!A!genomeQwide! study! reported! that! a!majority! of! human!
KZFPs! bind! retrotransposons! (Imbeault! et! al.! 2017).! This! occurs! in! a!
combinatorial! fashion:! multiple! KZFPs! are! able! to! recognise! a! single!
retrotransposon! subfamily! and! a! single! KZFP! is! able! to! bind! multiple!
retrotransposon!subfamilies.!A!handful!of!studies!have!characterised!the!role!of!
individual!human!or!mouse!KZFPs!in!retrotransposon!regulation.!In!humans,!







the! paralogues! ZFP932! and! Gm15446! regulate! ERVK! elements,! and! the! ZFP!
Gm6871!represses!LINEQ1!elements!(CastroQDiaz!et!al.!2014;!Ecco!et!al.!2016;!Tan!




KZFPs!arose! in! the!common!ancestor!of!coelacanths!and! tetrapods!and!are!
present! in! the! hundreds! in! most! species! analysed! to! date,! except! for! birds.!
Despite!their!comparable!number!across!species,!KZFPs!are!highly!speciesQ!and!
classQspecific,! indicative! of! rapid! evolution! and! amplification! (Imbeault! et! al.!
2017).! In!vertebrate!genomes,!LTR!retrotransposon!abundance! is!correlated! to!
the!number!of!host!Zfp!genes!(Thomas!&!Schneider!2011).!This!supports!an!arms!
race!model!by!which!retrotransposons!mutate!to!evade!KZFP!repression,!which!
in! turn! prompts! the! selection! of! novel! KZFPs! that! can! bind! to! the! ‘escapee’!
elements.!The!selective!pressures!resulting!from!this!competition!are!thought!to!
drive! their! coQevolution! and! increase! genome! complexity.! Specific! instances!
supporting!this!model!have!been!identified.!For!example,!human!ZNF93!targets!
L1PA! LINE! elements! but! is! unable! to! bind! newer! L1PA! subfamilies! due! to!
deletion!of!the!ZNF93!binding!site!(Jacobs!et!al.!2014).!A!similar!relationship!with!
L1PA!elements!was! later!observed! for!ZNF141,!ZNF649,! and!ZNF765,!where!
zincQfinger! mutations! appeared! concomitant! with! new! L1PA! subfamilies!
(Imbeault!et!al.!2017).!However,!the!latter!study!found!widespread!KZFP!binding!
of!degraded!elements!that!have!lost!the!ability!to!mobilise!in!the!genome!and!
reported!examples!where! the! invasion!of!TEs! in! the!human!genome!occurred!
after,!not!before,!the!emergence!of!KZFPs!capable!of!binding!to!them.!The!same!
study! identified!extensive! tissueQspecific!expression!of!KZFPs.!Based!on! these!
findings,! the! authors! propose! that! the! evolutionary! arms! race! model! is! too!












Figure! 1.6:! Heterochromatin! formation! by! the! KZFP@KAP1! complex.! Following! the!
recognition!of!a!DNA!motif!by!the!KZFP!zinc!finger!array,!the!KRAB!domain!recruits!KAP1,!






KZFPs! extend! beyond! the! repression! of! parasitic! DNA.! As! previously!
mentioned,!ZFP57!and!ZNF445/ZFP445!protect!ICRs!from!demethylation!during!
preimplantation!epigenetic!reprogramming!(Li!et!al.!2008;!Strogantsev!et!al.!2015;!
Takahashi! et! al.! 2019).! Other! nonQTE! related! KZFP! functions! include! roles! in!
metabolism! (e.g.! ZFP69! and!ZN224)! and! cellular!differentiation! (e.g.! ZFP689,!
ZFP13,!ZNF268)!(Barde!et!al.!2013;!Chung!et!al.!2015;!Lupo!et!al.!2011;!Zeng!et!al.!
2012).!The!next!decade!is!likely!to!be!a!prolific!period!for!studies!focused!on!both!




A! recent! forward! genetic! screen! for! regulators! of! transgene! positionQeffect!







three! subunits:! TASOR! (transgenic! activation! suppressor),! MPP8! (MQphase!
phosphoprotein! 8),! and! periphilin.! The! complex! localises! to! regions! of! the!
genome!enriched!for!H3K9me3!and!promotes!the!spreading!of!this!mark!via!the!
recruitment! of! the! H3K9! methyltransferase! SETDB1! (Tchasovnikarova! et! al.!
2015).! HUSHQmediated! heterochromatinisation! relies! on! the! recruitment! and!
ATPase! activity! of! MORC2! (microchidia! CWQtype! zincQfinger! 2)!
(Tchasovnikarova! et! al.! 2017).!A! study!on!mouse!naïve!pluripotent! stem!cells!
showed! that!HUSH! components! cooperate!with!KAP1! to! repress! a! subset! of!
young! LINEQ1! retrotransposons! (RobbezQMasson! et! al.! 2018).! Unlike! KAP1,!
which! relies! on! KZFPQmediated! recognition! of! target! sequences! to! recruit!



















Mammalian! TEs! are! rarely! unmethylated! in! fully! differentiated! cell! types.!
Rarer!still!are!TEs!that!exhibit!variable!DNA!methylation!levels!in!the!absence!of!
genetic!or!environmental!variation.!Metastable!epialleles!fall! into!this!unusual!
category! of! genomic! loci.! They! have! been! regarded! as! examples! of!




consider! two! classic! examples! in! the!mouse:! the!Agouti! viable! yellow! (Avy)! and!








controlled! expression! pattern! is! responsible! for! brown!wildQtype! ‘agouti’! fur.!
The!Agouti!peptide! can!also! interfere!with!metabolic!pathways!and!has!been!
linked! to!obesity,!glucose! intolerance,!and! tumourigenesis! (Miltenberger!et!al.!
1997;! Yen! et! al.! 1994).! In!Avy!mice,! a! cryptic!promoter! in! the! IAP!LTR!drives!




















mice! shown!are!on!a!B6!background!and!are!not! ageQmatched! siblings.!B.!The!Avy! allele! is!












kinked! tail! (Rakyan! et! al.! 2003;!Vasicek! et! al.! 1997).!Of!note,!while! the!AxinFuQ
associated! IAP! is! intragenic,! the! one! associated! with! the! Avy! locus! is! 100kb!
upstream!of! the!affected!exons,! supporting! the!previously!mentioned!concept!
that!retrotransposonQmediated!gene!regulation!can!occur!both!locally!and!from!
a!distance.!!
Unlike!most!mutations,!Avy!and!AxinFu!mice! show!variable! penetrance! and!
expressivity!despite!genetic!homogeneity.!The!coat!colour!of!individual!inbred!
Avy!mice!ranges!from!completely!yellow!to!seemingly!wildQtype!agouti!(termed!
















mechanism! underlying! the! continuous! phenotypic! spectra! is! epigenetic! in!
origin,!with!DNA!methylation!at!the!IAPs!inversely!correlated!with!expressivity.!
Hypomethylation! at! the! IAP! LTR! thus! corresponds! to! increased! allelic!
expression,!and!vice!versa!(Morgan!et!al.!1999;!Rakyan!et!al.!2003).!Remarkably,!
the!full!span!of!phenotypes!can!be!observed!within!a!single!litter!regardless!of!
parental! phenotype,! illustrating! the! instability! of! their! epigenetic! state! after!
passage!through!the!germline!(Dickies!1962;!Reed!1937).!!
The!term!metastable!epiallele!should!make!more!sense!now.!The!word!metastable!
was! first! used! in! this! context! by! plant! biologists! to! describe! alleles! whose!
epigenetic!state!is!capable!of!switching!between!active!and!repressed!states!from!
one!generation!to!another!(Hollick!et!al.!1995;!Miura!et!al.!2009;!Styles!&!Brink!
1966).!Adapted! for!mammals!by!Emma!Whitelaw!and!colleagues! in!2002,! the!
term!metastable! epiallele! is! intended!to!highlight! (1)! the!epigenetic!basis! for! the!
phenotypes! associated!with! these! alleles! and! (2)! the! apparent! stochasticity!of!
their! epigenetic! state! (Rakyan! et! al.! 2002).! In! practice,! this! has! translated! to!
methylation! variation! between! genetically! identical! individuals! and,!
importantly,!consistency!in!methylation!levels!within!a!single!individual.!While!
the!methylation! level! of! the! IAPs!associated!with!Avy!and!AxinFu! varies! across!
different!mice,!it!is!constant!across!different!tissues!of!a!single!mouse,!suggesting!
the! methylation! state! is! established! early! in! development! before! tissue!
differentiation! and! maintained! mitotically! thereafter! (Waterland! et! al.! 2006;!
Waterland! &! Jirtle! 2003).! This! differentiates! metastable! epialleles! from!






consistent! intermediate! pigmentation.! DNA! methylation,! however,! is!
dichotomous.!A!single!CpG!site!is!either!methylated!or!unmethylated.!Hence,!
the! evident! interQindividual! range! of! methylation! results! from! different!
proportions!of!methylated!alleles!in!a!cell!population.!Following!from!that,!the!







result! in! an! approximately! equal! methylation! percentage! across! tissues! but!
would! allow! for! local! patches! of! cells! to! be! different! depending! on! the!
methylation! state! of! their! clonal! origin.! This! is! reminiscent! of! the! black! and!
orange! mosaic! fur! pigmentation! observed! in! tortoiseshell! cats! due! to!






As! discussed! above,! retroelement! insertions! play! a! key! role! in! the! unique!












from! the! 5′! LTR.! The! interQindividual!methylation! range! of!CabpIAP! (~20%)! is!
much! narrower! than! those! observed! at! Avy! and! AxinFu,! and! no! identifiable!
phenotype!is!associated!with!its!epigenetic!variability!(Druker!et!al.!2004).!
The!advent!of!highQthroughput! sequencing! in! the!past!decade!has! enabled!




mouse! genome! using! genomeQwide! expression! microarray! data.! Transcripts!
exhibiting!wideQranging!interQindividual!variation!and!lowQranging!interQtissue!
variation!were! selected!as! candidates! in! an!attempt! to! capture! the! expression!
pattern!observed!for!the!Agouti!gene!in!Avy!mice!(Weinhouse!et!al.!2011).!Only!
two!loci!(Dnajb1!and!Glcci1)!were!analysed!in!depth!and!though!they!showed!
interQindividual! methylation! differences,! neither! exhibited! methylationQ
associated!expression.!
The!second!attempt!screened!for!IAP!insertions!with!promoter!activity.!The!
study! identified! retrotransposons! near! mRNA! promoters! associated! with!
H3K4me3,!an!activating!histone!modification!(Ekram!et!al.!2012).!This!enriched!
for!active!IAP!LTR!promoters!and!resulted!in!a!set!of!143!candidate!regions,!from!
which!13!were! selected! for! experimental!validation.!Only! three!of! these!were!
found! to! exhibit! significant! methylation! variation! between! individuals,! with!
ranges! of! approximately! 50%! (Ekram! et! al.! 2012).! Also! focusing! on! repeat!
elements,!Faulk!and!colleagues!recognized!that!the!IAPs!associated!with!Avy!and!




preliminary!evidence! that! the!younger!clades!are!more! lowly!methylated!and!


















the! B6! genome! (Kazachenka! et! al.! 2018).! More! than! 50! of! these! have! been!
experimentally! validated.! Much! like! the! Avy! and! AxinFu! alleles,! VMQIAP!
methylation!levels!are!variable!between!individuals!but!consistent!across!tissues!
within! a! single! individual! (Figure! 1.8A! and! B).! VMQIAPs! are! enriched! for!






variable! but! their! methylation! levels! are! discordant.! Inverse! correlations! are!
observed! between! VMQIAP! methylation! and! adjacent! gene! expression! for! a!
subset! of! VMQIAPs,! but! these! transcriptional! effects! are! not! widespread!
(Kazachenka!et!al.!2018).!This! indicates! that!cisQacting!gene!regulation! is!not!a!
prerequisite!for!metastability.!The!term!‘VMQIAP’!will!be!used!hereafter!when!
discussing! the! metastable! epialleles! identified! in! this! recent! study! screen! to!
avoid!confusion!with!the!Avy!and!AxinFu!loci.!
Although! the! metastable! epialleles! discussed! here! are! endogenous! and!
naturally! occurring,! a! chimeric! long! interspersed! nuclear! element! (LINE)!
retrotransposon! of! the! LINEQ1! subclass! was! recently! experimentally! inserted!
into!the!Axin!gene,!inducing!the!kinked!tail!phenotype!with!variable!penetrance!
much!like!the!spontaneous!AxinFu!insertion!(Wang!et!al.!2019).!Unlike!AxinFu,!the!
AxincL1!mutation! is! not! associated!with! variable!methylation! levels! but! rather!
with! variable!H3K9ac! enrichment.! Additional! experimental!manipulations! of!












Figure! 1.8:! VM@IAP! methylation! levels! are! variable! between! individuals! and! constant!
across! tissues.! A.! VMQIAPTfpi! and! VMQIAPBmf! methylation! levels! assessed! via! bisulphite!
pyrosequencing! in! kidney! tissues! of! eight! individuals.! Sequenced!CpGs! are! the! four!most!
distal!CpGs!of!the!VMQIAP!5′!LTRs.!Each!line!represents!an!individual.!Colours!are!individualQ
specific!and!correspond!to!those!used!in!panel!B.!Error!bars!represent!the!standard!deviation!
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to! human! phenotypic! variation! and! to! assess! the! relevance! of! using! murine!
metastable!epialleles!as!models!to!study!epigenetic!variation!in!humans.!While!
analysing!monozygotic! (MZ)! twin!cohorts!can!aid! in!overcoming!some!of! the!
challenges!associated!with!genetic!variation,!a!recent!cautionary!study!described!
the! phenomenon! of! “epigenetic! supersimilarity”! (ESS)! between! human! MZ!
twins! (Van! Baak! et! al.! 2018).! ! Loci! exhibiting! ESS! show! greater! epigenetic!
similarity!between!MZ!twins!than!can!be!explained!by!their!identical!genomes,!




An! alternative! strategy! to! control! for! genetic! differences! in! human!
populations!has!been!to!use!a!large!number!of!genetically!diverse!methylomes.!




definition! of! metastable! epialleles! should! be! relaxed! to! include! variably!
methylated! regions! that! are! susceptible! to! genetic! influence,! at! least! in! the!
human!context!where!this!issue!is!unavoidable!(Kessler!et!al.!2018).!Under!this!













indicate! that! repeat! elements! play! an! important! and! conserved! role! in! the!











DNA! transmitted! from! parent! to! offspring.! Epigenetic! inheritance! across!





mechanisms! remain! poorly! understood.! Metastable! epialleles! are! frequently!
cited!as!the!best!example!of!this!phenomenon!in!mammals.!!
1.4.3.1! Partial!inheritance!of!parental!epigenetic!state!
Epigenetic! inheritance! across! generations! is! one! of! the! most! striking!
properties!of!Avy!and!AxinFu!mice.!In!the!case!of!Avy,!maternal!(but!not!paternal)!
coat!colour!phenotype!affects!the!range!of!phenotypes!observed!in!the!offspring;!
the! coat! colour! distribution! of! offspring! born! to! yellow! mothers! is! shifted!









coat! colour! at! Avy! was! originally! attributed! to! metabolic! differences! in! the!
intrauterine!environments!of!developing!embryos!(Wolff!1978).!Elegant!embryo!
transfer! experiments! showed! that! this! is! not! the! case.! Transferring! fertilised!
oocytes! from!yellow!dams! to! black! foster!mothers! not! carrying! the!Avy! allele!
produces!offspring!with!the!same!coat!colour!distribution!as!offspring!born!to!
yellow!dams!without!embryonic!intervention!(Morgan!et!al.!1999).!This!confirms!








maternal! and!paternal! transmission.! Parents!with! several! tail! kinks! are!more!
likely!to!produce!offspring!with!kinked!tails!(Rakyan!et!al.!2003).!Interestingly,!
the! effect! is! more! pronounced! following! paternal! inheritance,! at! least! in! the!
129P4/RrRk!mouse!strain!(Rakyan!et!al.!2003).!Of!note,!variable!phenotypes!and!
methylation!states!are!reacquired!in!the!next!generation!at!both!the!Avy!and!the!
AxinFu! loci!despite! the!observed!phenotypic!bias!in! the!F1!generation! towards!
parental! phenotype.!More! careful! consideration!must! be! given! to! the! asQyetQ
unknown!mechanism!underlying!this!faithful!reconstruction!of!variability!from!
one!generation!to!the!next.!!
It! is!worth! noting! that! all! of! the! studies! reporting! Avy!or!AxinFu! epigenetic!
inheritance!use!coat!colour!and!tail!morphology!as!phenotypic!readouts!of!DNA!
methylation,! respectively.! No! comprehensive! statistical! analysis! has! been!
conducted!on!parent!and!offspring!DNA!methylation!data!at!the!Avy!or!AxinFu!
loci,!and!very!few!have!carried!out!offspring!phenotyping!in!a!manner!blind!to!
parental!phenotype.!While! the! correlation!between! IAP!LTR!methylation!and!














Figure! 1.9:! ! Inheritance! patterns! at! the! Avy! locus.! A.! Maternal! coat! colour! phenotype!
influences!the!coat!colour!distribution!in!Avy/a!offspring!in!the!B6!genetic!background.!B.!A!
grandQmaternal!effect!is!observed!when!the!Avy!allele!is!transmitted!through!two!generations!
of!pseudoagouti! females,! resulting! in! a!more! severe!phenotypic! shift.!C.!No! inheritance! is!
observed!upon!paternal!transmission!on!this!genetic!background!(adapted!from!Morgan!et!al.!
1999).!D.!In!utero!dietary!methyl!supplementation!shifts!Avy!coat!colour!towards!pseudoagouti!


































therefore! preventing! the! transmission! of! paternal! phenotype.! Such! strainQ
specific!modification!has!been!studied!in!other!contexts!but!has!not!been!tested!
at!metastable!epialleles!(Latham!&!Sapienza!1998).!It!is!nonetheless!evident!that!
genetic! background! has! vital! implications! for! the! design! and! resulting!




It! is!difficult! to!reconcile!genomeQwide!epigenetic! reprogramming!with! the!
perpetuation!of!epigenetic!states!across!generations.!This!has!led!to!considerable!
debate!in!the!everQgrowing!field!of!epigenetic!inheritance.!As!mentioned!above,!
some!IAP!elements!are!resistant! to!global!demethylation! in!both! the!germline!
(Seisenberger!et!al.!2012)!and!during!preimplantation!development!(Lane!et!al.!
2003).!This!provides!an!attractive!mechanism!by!which!the!IAPQdriven!Avy!and!









DNA! methylation! is! not! perpetuated! as! the! direct! mediator! of! phenotypic!
heritability!(Figure!1.10;!Blewitt!et!al.!2006;!FernandezQGonzalez!et!al.!2010).!Little!
is! known! about! the! methylation! dynamics! at! putative! human! metastable!










methylation! levels!of! the!Avy!allele! in!gametes!and!blastocysts!upon!maternal!and!paternal!
transmission!are!depicted!based!on!clonal!bisulphite!sequencing!data!from!Blewitt!et!al.!2006.!
Methylation! levels! in! sperm! and! oocytes! reflect! the! coat! colour! phenotype! and! somatic!
methylation!levels!of!the!individual,!while!blastocysts!are!largely!unmethylated!regardless!of!














is! likely! associated! with! other! variable! epigenetic! factors.! Two! studies! have!








locus! at! the! blastocyst! stage! found! significant! differences! in! H3K4me2! and!
























are! (1)! linked! to! variable! DNA! methylation! levels,! (2)! modulated! by! strain!
background,!and!(3)!influenced!by!parental!origin!(Allen!et!al.!1990;!Reik!et!al.!
1987;! Sapienza! et! al.! 1987;! Swain! et! al.! 1987).! For! some! transgenes,! variable!
expressivity! is! recapitulated! from!one! generation! to! the! next! in! a! predictable!
manner!(Opsahl!et!al.!2002;!Preis!et!al.!2003).!Others!exhibit!memory!of!parental!
methylation!level,!their!silenced!state!stably!inherited!to!subsequent!generations!





the! overlapping! characteristics! with! transgenes! are! worth! considering! while!
investigating! the! mechanisms! underlying! epigenetic! stochasticity.! Both! are!
associated! with! foreign! DNA! sequences! with! regulatory! potential,! likely!
triggering! similar! host! genome! recognition! and! response! pathways.! Parallels!
have!been!drawn!between!transgenesis!and!retrotransposition!before!(Blewitt!&!
Whitelaw! 2013;! Slotkin! &! Martienssen! 2007);! some! have! even! classified!




behaviour! of! the! Avy,!AxinFu! and!CabpIAP! loci,! Emma!Whitelaw! and! her! team!
embarked!on!a!largeQscale!NQethylQNQnitrosourea!(ENU)!mutagenesis!screen!for!
modifiers!of!epigenetic!variability!(Blewitt!et!al.!2005;!Daxinger!et!al.!2013).!The!
study! used! a! mouse! line! carrying! a! GFP! reporter! transgene! expressed! in! a!
variegated!fashion!in!red!blood!cells.!Importantly,!the!variegated!expression!of!






for! enhancement! or! suppression! of! variegation! by! screening! for! shifts! in! the!
percentage! of! GFPQexpressing! red! blood! cells.! The! resulting! mutations! were!












epigenetic! regulatory! properties.! These! include! genes! involved! in! DNA!





component! following! a! similar! screen! for! modifiers! of! PEV! in! human! cells!
(Tchasovnikarova!et!al.!2015).! In!addition,!many!of! the! identified!genes!in! the!
MommeD! screen! were! previously! detected! in! screens! for! modulators! PEV! in!
Drosophila,! reflecting! the! highly! conserved! nature! of! epigenetic! modifiers!
(Schotta!et!al.!2003).!!
In! line! with! previously! reported! similarities! between! transgene! and!
metastable!epiallele!epigenetic!states,!MommeDs!were!also! found!to!modulate!
the!Avy! locus.! In! particular,! crossing!MommeD! heterozygotes! with!Avy/a!mice!
resulted!in!offspring!with!shifted!coat!colour!distributions.!In!general,!there!was!
concordance! between! positive! regulation! of! GFPQtransgene! expression! and! a!
shift! in!coat!colour! towards!yellow,!and!vice!versa.!YellowQshifting!MommeDs!







Smarca5! and!Dnmt1!were! the! first! ever! reported! paternal! effect! genes! in! the!
mouse! (Chong! et! al.! 2007).!More!recently,!Setdb1!was! found! to! exhibit! similar!
behaviour!(Daxinger!et!al.!2016).!
The!genes!underlying!MommeDs!have!diverse!functions!at!endogenous!loci!
extending! beyond! the! regulation! of! transgene! variegation.! For! example,!




Complex! interactions!between! the!many!genes!uncovered!by! the!MommeD!
mutagenesis!screen!are!likely!involved!in!the!maintenance!of!epigenetic!states!at!
metastable! epialleles.! However,! not! all! MommeDs! have! been! studied! with!
regards!to!their!effect!on!Avy!coat!colour,!and,!perhaps!due!to!the!nature!of!the!
screen,!none!affect!the!establishment!of!metastability!itself.!Considering!that!the!
HUSH! complex! spreads! heterochromatin! over! inserted! transgenes! in!
mammalian! cells! and! is! implicated! in! the! epigenetic! regulation! of! murine!



























Despite! these! advances,! the!mechanisms!underlying! the! establishment! and!






The! Avy! mouse! line! has! become! a! popular! model! for! the! study! of!
environmentally!induced!epigenetic!change,!the!most!documented!intervention!
being!in!utero!methyl!supplementation.!Maternal!dietary!supplementation!with!




increase! in! methylation! at! the! Avy! IAP! (Waterland! &! Jirtle! 2003).! However,!
having! shown! that! the! silent! pseudoagouti! version! of! the! Avy! allele! is! not!
normally!fully!methylated!but!rather!averages!~65%!methylation,!Cropley!and!
colleagues! compared! the! IAP! methylation! levels! of! methylQexposed! and!
unexposed!pseudoagouti!Avy/a!offspring!and!found!no!difference!in!methylation!








Consistent!with! this! finding,!a!study! in!wildQderived!deer!mice! (which! lack!a!
repeat!element!at!the!Agouti!locus)!showed!that!AgoutiQcontrolled!pelt!colour!is!
susceptible! to! methyl! donor! supplementation! in! the! absence! of! a! variably!
methylated!retroelement!(Shorter!et!al.!2014).!!
Some!of!the!previously!discussed!hallmark!properties!of!metastable!epialleles!
reQemerge! in! methyl! supplementation! studies.! These! include! genetic!
background! effects,! whereby! the! magnitude! of! the! Avy! coat! colour! shift! is!
dependent! on! the! mouse! strain! used! for! the! experiment! (Wolff! et! al.! 1998).!
Additionally,! the!coat!colour!of!offspring!born! to!methylQsupplemented!dams!








Studies! investigating! environmental! modulation! of! the! epigenome! often!




window!of!exposure! to!a!specific!developmental! time!point.!For!example,! the!
confinement!of!methyl!supplementation!to!a!single!week!during!midQgestation!





preQimplantation! embryogenesis! is! not! the! only! environmentally! susceptible!
period!in!development!yet!confirms!that!coat!colour!phenotype!in!Avy!mice!and!










phenotypes! or! epigenetic! changes! triggered! by! ancestral! exposures! to!
environmental!insults!(e.g.!Carone!et!al.!2010;!Ng!et!al.!2010;!Radford!et!al.!2014).!
Others! track! phenotypes! in! wildQtype! offspring! caused! by! a! mutation! in! a!
previous! generation! (e.g.! Nelson! et! al.! 2010;! Padmanabhan! et! al.! 2013).! The!
volume!of!these!studies!is!ever!expanding.!In!response,!it!has!become!useful!to!
distinguish! transgenerational! from! intergenerational! epigenetic! inheritance.! For!
true! transgenerational! epigenetic! inheritance! to! take! place,! the! induced!





from!unexposed!germ!cells.!This! is!not! an! issue! for!paternal! exposure,! so! the!




epigenetic! inheritance.! This! is! based! on! the!pivotal! finding! that!maternal!Avy!
phenotype,!which! is!epigenetically!controlled,! influences! that!of! the!offspring!
(Morgan!et!al.!1999).!As!mentioned!previously,!grandQmaternal!phenotype!also!
affects!Avy!coat!colour!(Morgan!et!al.!1999).!The!extent!to!which!this!compounding!
effect! extends! beyond! the! F2! generation! is! unclear.! In! addition,! these! effects!









crosses! extending! down! multiple! generations.! Therefore,! it! is! currently!
unknown! whether! innate! epigenetic! inheritance! at! the! Avy! locus! is! transQ! or!
intergenerational.!
That! said,! the! unique! nonQgenetic! inheritance! of! the! Avy! pelt! patterns!
combined! with! their! reported! environmental! susceptibilities! have! sparked!
interest! in!determining! the!heritability!of! environmentally! induced!epigenetic!
changes!at!the!Avy!locus.!In!utero!exposure!to!methyl!donors!was!found!to!shift!
coat! colour! toward! pseudoagouti! in! both! the! F1! and! F2! generations!without!
additional!supplementation!of!F1!dams!(Cropley!et!al.!2006).!This!implies!that!
aspects! of! the! mechanism! of! epigenetic! change! in! response! to! exposure! can!
persist!(either!directly!or!indirectly)!throughout!gamete!maturation!and!embryo!
development.!Whether!or!not!the!complete!demethylation!of!Avy/a!embryos!at!




2007).! However,! a! subsequent! study! showed! that! multiQgenerational! methyl!
supplementation! leads! to! a! progressive! increase! in! the! proportion! of!
pseudoagouti!mice!if!the!supplementation!is!coupled!with!selection!for!the!silent!
pseudoagouti! phenotype,! whereby! only! pseudoagouti! offspring! are! bred! to!
produce! the! next! generation! (Cropley! et! al.! 2012).! This! cumulative! effect!was!






inheritance! across!generations.!Equally! important,!however,! is! the!distinction!
between! generational! and! cellular! (mitotic)! epigenetic! inheritance! to!
differentiate! parentQtoQoffspring! and! mitotic! cellQtoQcell! transmission,!








generational! epigenetic! inheritance! are! innate! or! induced! and! can! be! further!
categorised! as! interQ! or! transgenerational! when! appropriate! (Figure! 1.11).!
Considering!the!direction!of!studies!in!this!field,!the!latter!distinction!will!most!
often! be! reserved! for! induced! contexts.! Accordingly,!Avy!mice! display! innate!




Avy! mice.!Maternal! ethanol! consumption! shifts! offspring! coat! colour! towards!
pseudoagouti,!regardless!of!whether!ethanol!is!administered!preconceptionally!
or!during!gestation! (KaminenQAhola!et!al.!2010).!A!shift! in! the!same!direction!
and!an!increase!in!methylation!levels!at!the!IAP!LTR!were!observed!following!
maternal!supplementation!of!genistein,!an!isoflavone!abundant!in!soy!(Dolinoy!




effect! on! Avy/a! offspring! coat! colour! distribution,! shifting! it! towards! yellow!
(Anderson! et! al.! 2012;! Dolinoy! et! al.! 2007;! Faulk! et! al.! 2013b).! More! recently,!
maternal! exposure! to! phthalates,! commonly! found! in! plastics! and! cosmetics,!
caused!altered!coat!colour!distributions!and!higher!IAP!LTR!methylation!levels!















Figure! 1.11:! Reconstruction! and! heritability! of! epiallelic! states.! A.! Reconstruction! of!
epigenetic! metastability.! The! full! range! of! epiallelic! states! is! reconstructed! after! passage!
through! the! germline,! regardless! of! parental! state.! B! and! C.! Generational! epigenetic!





maternal! exposure! (or! to! the! F2! generation! following! paternal! exposure),! the! effect! is!
transgenerational.! It! is! intergenerational! if! it! only! persists! to! F2! (or! F1! upon! paternal!
transmission)! (FergusonQSmith! &! Patti! 2011).! Since! the! distinction! between! transQ! and!
intergenerational! inheritance! is! most! often! associated! with! induced! instances,! it! is! only!




Epiallelic state Genetic or envr. insult
B. Innate generational epigenetic inheritance 



























of! 426! mouse! litters! and! six! different! dietary! interventions! was! unable! to!
reproduce!previously!reported!effects!of!BPA!and!genistein!on!Avy/a!offspring!
coat!colour!(Rosenfeld!et!al.!2013).!The!same!study!revealed!a!strong!parity!effect,!




While! most! research! programs! on! the! environmental! modulation! of!
metastable!epialleles!have! focused!on!Avy,! there!is!evidence! that!other! loci!are!
also! susceptible.! Maternal! methyl! supplementation! causes! a! decrease! in! the!
incidence! of! kinked! tails! in! AxinFu/+! offspring! and! an! increase! in! DNA!
methylation! at! the!AxinFu! locus! (Waterland! et! al.! 2006).!Methylation! levels! at!
CabpIAP!are! decreased! in! offspring! born! to! BPAQexposed! dams! (Dolinoy! et! al.!
2007),! and! mildly! increased! following! lead! exposure! (Faulk! et! al.! 2014).! As!
observed!for!AvyQassociated!phenotypes,!in!vitro!culture!of!AxinFu/+!embryos!from!
the! zygote! to! the!blastocyst! stage! leads! to! a!more! severe! tail! kink! phenotype!
(FernandezQGonzalez!et!al.!2010).!
Since!the!Avy!and!AxinFu!loci!arose!from!insertional!mutations,!commonly!used!
laboratory!mouse! strains! do! not! carry! these! loci.! The! recent! identification! of!
novel! metastable! epialleles! in! the! B6! genome! allows! for! the! assessment! of! a!
repertoire! of! regions! in! the! same! set! of! environmentally! perturbed! mice! to!
determine! whether! they! respond! synchronously,! and! to! the! same! extent,! to!
intrauterine! environmental! influences.! One! such! study!detected! small! tissueQ
specific! DNA! methylation! differences! at! three! variably! methylated! IAPs!
following!perinatal!lead!exposure!(Faulk!et!al.!2013b;!Montrose!et!al.!2017).!Table!





















Silencing! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! !
Methyl!donors! Avy! twd.!pseudoagouti! Increase! Cooney!et!al.!2002;!
Wolff!et!al.!1998!
AxinFu! twd.!straight!tail! Increase! Waterland!et!al.!2006!
! ! ! ! !
Genistein! Avy! twd.!pseudoagouti! Increase! Dolinoy!et!al.!2006!
Avy! None! N/A! Rosenfeld!et!al.!2013!
! ! ! ! !
Casein!and!soy!
protein!isolate1!
Avy! None! N/A! Badger!et!al.!2008!
! ! ! ! !
Ethanol! Avy! twd.!pseudoagouti! Increase! KaminenQAhola!et!al.!
2010!
! ! ! ! !
Ionizing!radiation! Avy! twd.!pseudoagouti! Increase! Bernal!et!al.!2013!
! ! ! ! !
Dibutyl!phthalate! Avy! twd.!pseudoagouti! Increase! Neier!et!al.!2019!
! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! !
Activating! ! ! ! !
! ! ! ! !
BPA! Avy! twd.!yellow2! Decrease! Dolinoy!et!al.!2007!
Avy! None! N/A! Rosenfeld!et!al.!2013!
CabpIAP! N/A! Decrease! Dolinoy!et!al.!2007!
! ! ! ! !
Lead! Avy! twd.!yellow! Cubic!trend3! Faulk!et!al.!2013b!
CabpIAP! N/A! Cubic!trend3! Faulk!et!al.!2013b!
IAP!110! N/A! Decrease! Montrose!et!al.!2017!
IAP!236! N/A! Decrease! Montrose!et!al.!2017!
IAP!506! N/A! Decrease! Montrose!et!al.!2017!
! ! ! ! !
Embryo!culture4! Avy! twd.!yellow! Decrease! Morgan!et!al.!2008!
AxinFu! twd.!kinky!tail! Decrease! FernandezQGonzalez!
et!al.!2010!











detectable.! Coat! colour! in!Avy! mice! appears! to! be! acutely! sensitive! to! slight!








Avy! offspring! coat! colour,!no! significant! shifts!were!observed! (Rosenfeld! et! al.!
2013).!Together,!this!not!only!makes!the!use!of!the!Avy!mouse!model!a!costly!and!
inefficient! biosensor! of! environmental! perturbation,! but! also! questions! its!
efficacy! in! this! context.! Further! studies! on! the! more! recently! identified!










Until! recently,! variable! methylation! of! repeat! elements! in! the! absence! of!
genetic!variation!was!associated!with!a!select!few!examples!in!mammals,!mainly!
the!Avy! and! AxinFu! loci.! These! classic! alleles! have! been! the! subject! of! intense!
investigation!and!public! interest!due! to! their!striking!phenotypes!and!unique!
biological! characteristics,! including! epigenetic! inheritance,! environmental!
sensitivity,!and!unstable!methylation!states!upon!passage!through!the!germline.!
The! recently! identified! catalogue! of!VMQIAPs! in! the! B6! genome! allows! these!













Chapter! 2! explores! VMQIAP! inheritance! patterns,! showing! that! stochastic!
methylation! at! VMQIAPs! is! reQestablished! from! one! generation! to! the! next!
regardless! of! maternal! or! paternal! methylation.! A! breedingQintensive!
experiment! reveals! that! epigenetic! inheritance! at!metastable! epialleles! is! rare,!
with!only!one!out!of!six!loci!exhibiting!memory!of!maternal!methylation!level.!
Chapter!3!delves!into!the!developmental!dynamics!of!VMQIAP!methylation!and!










Chapter! 4! is! devoted! to! investigating! the! susceptibility! of! VMQIAP!
methylation!to!various!environmental!contexts!and!to!ageing.!Results!show!that!
abnormal! folate!metabolism! shifts!VMQIAP!methylation! levels! and! influences!
VMQIAPQassociated! gene! expression.! In! contrast,! no! significant! effects! are!
observed!following!exposure!to!the!endocrineQdisruptor!bisphenol!A!(BPA)!or!
to!a!maternal!obesogenic!diet.!In!addition,!VMQIAP!methylation!is!found!to!be!
stable! across! the! murine! lifespan.! Together,! the! findings! from! this! chapter!




parentQofQorigin! and! genetic! background! effects! at! VMQIAPs.! Subsequent!
backcrossing! experiments!demonstrate! that! these! strainQspecific! effects! can!be!
exploited!to!identify!genetic!modifiers!of!VMQIAPs,!opening!up!a!new!avenue!of!
future!investigation.!Finally,!Chapter!6!describes!the!unexpected!identification!
of!a! recombinationQinduced!polymorphic! IAP! in! the!B6!population!associated!
with!a!unique!epigenetic!signature.!!
The!main! findings! from! this! thesis! are! brought! together! and! discussed! in!
Chapter! 7.! In! addition! to! proposing! future! experiments,! the! discussion!
conceptualises! a!model! that!places!KZFP!binding!kinetics! at! the! centre!of! the!

















The! Avy! and! AxinFu!metastable! epialleles! are! often! cited! as! evidence! that!
transgenerational!epigenetic!inheritance!can!occur!in!mammals!in!a!genetically!
homogeneous!context.!Yellow!Avy!dams!maintained!on!a!C57BL/6J!(B6)!genetic!
background! produce! more! yellow! offspring! compared! to! pseudoagouti! Avy!
dams!(Morgan!et!al.!1999).!In!AxinFu!mice!maintained!on!a!129P4/RrRk!genetic!
background,!both!maternal!and!paternal!phenotypes!influence!the!distribution!
of! tail! phenotypes! in! the! offspring! (Rakyan! et! al.! 2003).! These! two! wellQ
characterised! loci! have! established! a! paradigm! for! mammalian! epigenetic!
inheritance,!but!it!is!unclear!whether!other!genomic!regions!with!similar!genetic!
and!epigenetic!properties!also!display!this!behaviour.!















due! to! technological! limitations.!Thus,! although!more! than!50!VMQIAPs!have!
been!experimentally!validated!in!the!B6!genome,!a!subset!of!12!were!selected!for!
this!project.!All!loci!are!not!always!tested!in!every!experiment.!Table!2.1!contains!
information!on! the!12!VMQIAPs!of! interest,! including! their! location,!structure,!
subtype! classification,! and! length.!VMQIAPs!are!named!based!on! their! closest!
coding! gene! (placed! in! subscript),! but! this! does! not! assume! a! functional!
relationship! to! said! gene.! In! fact,! there! are! cases!where! the! closest! annotated!
coding!gene!is!more!than!300!kb!away!from!the!VMQIAP.!!
The! DNA! methylation! results! presented! in! this! thesis! were! generated! by!
bisulphite! pyrosequencing.! The! detailed! procedure! for! this! technique! is!
described! in! the! methodology! chapter! (Chapter! 8)! but! the! principles! are!
described!here!to!ensure!comprehension!of!the!data!that!follows.!Genomic!DNA!
is! treated! with! bisulphite! to! convert! all! unmethylated! cytosine! (C)! bases! to!
thymine!(T)!bases,! leaving!methylated!Cs!intact.!BisulphiteQconverted!DNA!is!
subsequently!used!as!template!in!a!polymerase!chain!reaction!(PCR)!to!amplify!
regions! of! interest,! which! are! ideally! ~300! bp! in! length.! PCR! products! are!
sequenced! via! pyrosequencing,! a! liveQtracking! sequencingQbyQsynthesis!
technology!that!detects!light!emitted!when!pyrophosphate!is!released!following!
the!incorporation!of!a!nucleotide!(Tost!&!Gut!2007).!The!percent!methylation!at!
each! CpG! is! quantified! by! calculating! the! ratio! of! incorporated! Ts! to!
incorporated!Cs!at!each!site!(Figure!2.1).!Bisulphite!pyrosequencing!is!therefore!













VMQIAPMbnl1! 3! Intragenic! FullQlength! IAPLTR1_Mm;!!IAPEzQint! 5,211!
VMQIAPTfpi! 2! Intragenic! FullQlength! IAPLTR1_Mm;!!
IAPEzQint!
5,211!
VMQIAPBmf! 2! Intergenic! Truncated!
IAPLTR2_Mm;!!
IAPEzQint! 3,609!
VMQIAPRnf157! 11! Intragenic! FullQlength! IAPLTR1_Mm;!!IAPEzQint! 5,304!
VMQIAPEps8l1! 7! Intragenic! FullQlength! IAPLTR1_Mm;!!IAPEzQint! 5,260!
VMQIAPDiap3! 14! Intergenic! Solo!LTR! IAPLTR2_Mm;!!N/A! 478!
VMQIAPFam78b! 1! Intergenic! Solo!LTR! IAPLTR2_Mm;!!N/A! 471!
VMQIAPMarveld2! 13! Intergenic! FullQlength! IAPLTR1_Mm;!!IAPEzQint! 5,273!
VMQIAPRab6b! 9! Intergenic! Solo!LTR! IAPLTR2_Mm;!!N/A! 510!
VMQIAPSema6d! 2! Intergenic! Solo!LTR! IAPLTR2_Mm;!!
N/A!
471!
VMQIAPGm13849! 6! Intragenic! FullQlength!
IAPLTR1_Mm;!!
IAPEzQint! 5,267!
VMQIAPSlc15a2! 16! Intragenic! FullQlength! IAPLTR1_Mm;!!IAPEzQint! 5,297!
1Chromosome;!complete!genomic!coordinates!are!listed!in!Appendix!A,!Table!A.1.!
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Figure! 2.1:! Bisulphite! pyrosequencing! workflow.!Genomic! DNA! is! bisulphite! converted!
prior!to!PCR!amplification!of!the!distal!region!of!the!VMQIAP!5′!LTR.!To!avoid!nonQspecific!
amplification,!either!the!forward!or!reverse!PCR!primer!(green!arrows)!is!designed!to!target!


























VMQIAPs! are! a! tissueQagnostic! experimental! system:! they! exhibit! highly!
variable! methylation! levels! across! genetically! identical! individuals,! but!
consistent!methylation!levels!across!tissues!within!an!individual.!Therefore,!it!is!
possible!to!ascertain!somatic!VMQIAP!methylation!levels!using!DNA!extracted!
from!ear!notches! rather! than! internal! tissues.!This! approach! to! studying!VMQ
IAPs! is!experimentally!more!efficient!and!allows!mice! to!be!kept!alive,!which!
will!become!an!obvious!benefit! in! the! longitudinal! ageing! study!discussed! in!
Chapter!4.!However,!interQindividual!methylation!variation!at!VMQIAPs!had!to!
be! verified! in! ear! because! the! original! validation! experiments! conducted! on!
candidate!VMQIAPs!were!carried!out!in!brain,!kidney,!liver,!and!spleen!samples!
(Kazachenka!et!al.!2018).!
DNA! was! extracted! from! ear! notch! samples! collected! from! B6! mice! and!
VMQIAP!methylation!levels!were!quantified!by!bisulphite!pyrosequencing.!Each!




this! thesis,! only! six! out! of! the! 12! (VMQIAPTfpi,! VMQIAPMbnl1,! VMQIAPBmf,! VMQ


















extracted! from! ear! samples! collected! from! B6! mice! 10! days! after! birth! (n! =! 10).! Percent!
methylation! was! quantified! for! the! 4! to! 5! most! distal! CpGs! of! the! VMQIAP! 5′! LTRs! via!
bisulphite! pyrosequencing.! Each! line! represents! data! from! one! individual! and! error! bars!
represent!the!standard!deviation!between!technical!triplicates.!!!
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methylated! (Kazachenka! et! al.! 2018).!To!verify! this! finding!and!quantitatively!
explore! coQvariation! of! VMQIAP!methylation! levels!within! an! individual,! the!





levels! (Figure! 2.3A).! No! clear! coQvariation! patterns! were! observed.! The!
normalised! covariance! matrix! shown! in! Figure! 2.3B! indicates! that! the!
methylation!level!of!each!VMQIAP!does!not!significantly!correlate!with!that!of!
other!VMQIAPs!within!an!individual,!which!confirms!that!methylation!patterns!







cohort.! To! determine! crossQgenerational! methylation! dynamics,! somatic! VMQ
IAP! methylation! levels! were! assessed! in! pups! born! to! highly! or! lowly!
methylated!parents.!For!all!tested!VMQIAPs,!the!methylation!variability!between!
individuals! observed! at! each! locus! in! the! F0! generation! (Figure! 2.2)! was!
recapitulated!in!the!F1!generation!regardless!of!whether!maternal!(Figure!2.4)!or!
paternal! (Figure! 2.5)! methylation! levels! were! high! or! low.! This! finding!
demonstrates! that! interQindividual! methylation! variation! at! VMQIAPs! is!
faithfully!reconstructed!in!the!next!generation!after!passage!through!the!female!
and!male!germlines.!Of!note,!the!distinct!range!of!methylation!values!observed!
at! each! region! was! also! retained! in! the! next! generation.! This! disputes! the!

















coefficients! range! from! Q1! to! 1;! values! close! to! 0! specify! independence!of! two! parameters.!
PQvalues!indicate!the!likelihood!of!obtaining!each!correlation!coefficient!by!chance.!!
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mechanism! that! drives! stochastic!methylation! bounded! between! fixed! locusQ
specific!maxima!and!minima.!This!mechanism!remains!poorly!understood!and!
likely!involves!a!combination!of!elementQspecific!factors!(e.g.!the!DNA!sequence!




Underlying!genetic!variation! is! always!a!potential!explanation! for!putative!
epigenetic! phenomena.! Prior! to! the! finding! explained! above,! it! remained! a!
possibility!that!the!variable!methylation!levels!observed!across!inbred!B6!mice!
at!VMQIAPs!were!brought!about!by!spontaneous!DNA!mutations.!It!is!feasible!
that!a!single!nucleotide!polymorphism!(SNP)! in! the!B6!population,!present! in!
some! mice! but! not! in! others,! could! lead! to! variable! methylation! at!
retrotransposons.!If!this!were!the!case,!all!offspring!born!to!a!single!B6!mouse!
would!inherit!the!hypothetical!mutation!and!would!only!display!the!associated!













were! quantified! via! bisulphite! pyrosequencing! and! Slc15a2! and! Eps8l1!








Figure! 2.6:! Inverse! correlations! between! neighbouring! gene! expression! and! VM@IAP!
methylation!are! recapitulated! in! the!F1!generation.!Slc15a2! (A)!and!Eps8l1! (B)! expression!
levels!are!inversely!correlated!with!VMQIAPSlc15a2!and!VMQIAPEps8l1!methylation!levels!in!the!F1!
generation,! respectively! (twoQtailed! Pearson! excluding! maternal! data! point;! r,! Pearson!
correlation! coefficient).! Diagrams! of! VMQIAPs! in! relation! to! their! neighbouring! gene! are!
depicted!above!the!graphs!(drawn!to!scale).!Gene!transcripts!from!the!University!of!California,!
Santa!Cruz!(UCSC)!Genome!Browser!(Haeussler!et!al.!2019)!are!shown!in!black!and!VMQIAPs!
in!purple.!ColourQcoded!arrows! represent! the! location!of!qRTQPCR!primers.!Two!different!











































































(qRTQPCR)! using! two! different! primer! pairs! for! each! gene.! As! previously!
observed!in!the!F0!generation!(Kazachenka!2018),!expression!levels!of!both!genes!
were! variable! among! F1! littermates! and! inversely! correlated! with! VMQIAP!
methylation! levels! (Figure! 2.6).! Together! with! the! results! from! the! previous!
section,! these!findings! indicate! that! the!unique!methylation! signature!of! each!








pseudoagouti! Avy/a! dam! is! capable! of! giving! birth! to! yellow,! mottled,! and!
pseudoagouti!offspring,!but!is!more! likely! to!produce!pseudoagouti!offspring!
than!a!yellow!Avy/a! dam! is.!A! litter!of! eight!pups,! as!used! in! the! experiments!
described!above,!is!not!a!large!enough!sample!size!to!detect!such!skews.!This!is!
particularly! true! if! the! effect! sizes! are! small.! Therefore,! a! breedingQintensive!
experiment!was!conducted!on!VMQIAPs!to!assess!the!prevalence!of!epigenetic!
inheritance!at!metastable!epialleles.!
The! breeding! schemes! used! for! the! inheritance! studies! on! the! Avy! locus!
consisted! of! reciprocal! crosses! between! Avy/a! and! a/a! mice.! Similarly,! those!
conducted!on!the!AxinFu!locus!involved!crossing!AxinFu/+!mice!to!+/+!mice.!This!
enabled! the!researchers! to! track! the!parental!origin!of! the!allele,!with!half! the!
offspring! inheriting! a! single! copy! and! half! inheriting! none.!These! insertional!
mutations! did! not! originally! arise! in! the! mouse! strain! on! which! they! are!
currently!maintained,!allowing! the! inheritance!analyses! to!be!carried!out! in!a!
genetically! homogenous! context! apart! from! the! allele! in! question.! This!
experimental! design! is! not! applicable! in! our! case! because! VMQIAPs! were!




















the! lmer()! function!from!the!lme4!package! in!R! (Bates!et!al.!2015).!Effect!sizes!
were!quantified!by!computing!marginal!R!2!values!for!each!fixed!effect!using!the!
r2beta()!function!from!the!r2glmm!package!in!R!(Jaeger!et!al.!2017).!!
For! five! out! of! the! six! VMQIAPs! tested,! neither! maternal! nor! paternal!
methylation!level!had!a!significant!effect!on!offspring!methylation!levels!(Table!
2.2).! For! VMQIAPGm13849,! maternal! methylation! level! significantly! affected!
offspring!methylation!levels!(p!=!0.004;!q!=!0.036;!Table!2.2).!In!contrast,!paternal!




















Figure! 2.7:! Inheritance! analysis! at! VM@IAPs.! A–F.!Methylation! levels! at! VMQIAPs! were!
quantified! from! ear! samples! taken! from! B6! breeding! pairs! and! their! offspring.! Offspring!
methylation! level! is!plotted!against!maternal! and!paternal!methylation! level!separately! for!
VMQIAPTfpi! (A),! VMQIAPMbnl1! (B),! VMQIAPBmf! (C),! VMQIAPMarveld2! (D),! VMQIAPGm13849! (E),! and!
VMQIAPRnf157! (F).! Each! dot! represents! the! methylation! level! of! a! single! F1! individual.!
Methylation!levels!represent!averages!across!the!first!four!distal!CpG!sites!of!the!VMQIAP!5′!
LTRs.! LMM! summary! statistics! highlighting! VMQIAPGm13849! as! the! sole! locus! that! exhibits!
maternal!heritability!can!be!found!in!Table!2.2.!
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t!value! R2*! pQvalue! qQvalue!
! ! ! ! ! ! !
VMQIAPTfpi!(n!=!264)!
! ! ! ! ! !
Maternal!%!5mC†! 0.094! 0.062! 1.52! 0.02! 0.171! 0.513!
Paternal!%!5mC†! 0.025! 0.077! 0.32! 0.001! 0.757! 0.847!
Sex! 0.152! 0.121! 1.26! 0.006! 0.21! 0.54!
!! !! !! !! !! !! !!! ! ! ! ! ! !
VMQIAPMbnl1!(n!=!265)!
! ! ! ! ! !
Maternal!%!5mC†! 0.117! 0.114! 1.03! 0.012! 0.323! 0.569!
Paternal!%!5mC†! 0.241! 0.099! 2.43! 0.068! 0.048! 0.173!
Sex! Q0.039! 0.065! Q0.6! 0.001! 0.547! 0.757!
!! !! !! !! !! !! !!! ! ! ! ! ! !
VMQIAPBmf!(n!=!278)!
! ! ! ! ! !
Maternal!%!5mC†! 0.119! 0.096! 1.24! 0.021! 0.24! 0.54!
Paternal!%!5mC†! Q0.038! 0.152! Q0.25! 0.001! 0.8! 0.847!
Sex! 0.071! 0.07! 1.01! 0.003! 0.31! 0.569!
!! !! !! !! !! !! !!! ! ! ! ! ! !
VMQIAPMarveld2!(n!=!183)!
! ! ! ! ! !
Maternal!%!5mC†! Q0.016! 0.085! Q0.19! 0! 0.849! 0.849!
Paternal!%!5mC†! 0.023! 0.081! 0.29! 0.001! 0.776! 0.847!
Sex! 0.204! 0.088! 2.32! 0.026! 0.022! 0.113!
!! !! !! !! !! !! !!! ! ! ! ! ! !
VMQIAPGm13849!(n!=!262)!
! ! ! ! ! !
Maternal!%!5mC†! 0.301! 0.08! 3.78! 0.166! 0.004! 0.036!
Paternal!%!5mC†! Q0.091! 0.098! Q0.92! 0.011! 0.379! 0.569!
Sex! 0.142! 0.063! 2.26! 0.017! 0.025! 0.113!
!! !! !! !! !! !! !!! ! ! ! ! ! !
VMQIAPRnf157!(n!=!213)!
! ! ! ! ! !
Maternal!%!5mC†! 0.032! 0.093! 0.35! 0.001! 0.73! 0.847!
Paternal!%!5mC†! 0.068! 0.073! 0.94! 0.008! 0.36! 0.569!
Sex! 0.367! 0.082! 4.49! 0.078! 1.20EQ05! 2.16EQ04!








methylated! B6! females! were! selected! for! breeding! and! VMQIAPGm13849!
methylation!levels!were!measured!in!firstQlitter!offspring.!The!methylation!level!
of! offspring!born! to!highly!methylated!mothers!was! significantly!higher! than!
that! of! offspring! born! to! lowly! methylated!mothers,! which! corroborates! the!
previous!LMM!result!(p!=!0.0069;!n!=!5!litters!per!group;!Figure!2.8).!Together,!
these!studies! indicate! that! inheritance!of!methylation! levels! is!not!a!universal!
feature!of!metastable!epialleles.!Instead,!VMQIAPs!show!evidence!of!epigenetic!








Figure! 2.8:! Independent! validation! of! the! maternal! heritability! effect! observed! at!







































































Having! quantified! the! methylation! level! of! six! VMQIAPs! in! hundreds! of!
offspring!allowed!for!the!reQevaluation!of!VMQIAP!methylation!dynamics!in!the!
B6!population.!Previous!data!had!shown!that!VMQIAP!methylation!state!varies!
between! two! set! boundaries! in! a! locusQspecific! manner,! but! the! frequency!
distribution! within! those! boundaries! was! unknown.! Frequency! distribution!
histograms! were! generated! for! each! VMQIAP! using! the! average! methylation!
value!for!each!individual!offspring!(Figure!2.10).!The!resulting!histograms!were!
not!uniform,!revealing!that!all!VMQIAP!methylation!values!are!not!equally!likely!
in! the! population.! In! addition,! the! data! were! not! normally! distributed:! they!
displayed!skewed!bell!curve!shapes.!This!was!tested!and!confirmed!by!standard!
normality! tests!and!QQ!plots! (Appendix!A,!Table!A.3!and!Figure!A.1).!These!

































value! and! will! therefore! be! useful! for! future! studies! that! aim! to! model! the!









Figure! 2.10:! Frequency! distribution!histograms! of!VM@IAP!methylation! levels! in! the!B6!



























































n = 183 n = 262







the! only! metastable! epialleles! to! have! been! investigated! with! regards! to!
epigenetic! inheritance! (Morgan! et! al.! 1999;! Rakyan! et! al.! 2003).! These! pivotal!
studies! carried! out! in! 1999! and! 2003! injected! optimism! into! the! field! of!
mammalian! transgenerational!epigenetic! inheritance!and!suggested! that!other!
regions! in! the! mouse! genome,! especially! those! with! similar! properties,! may!
behave! similarly.! However,! only! one! out! of! the! six! VMQIAPs! examined! here!
showed! evidence! of! heritability! through! the!maternal! line! reminiscent! of!Avy!
inheritance! dynamics.! For! the! lone! VMQIAPGm13849! locus,! the! effect! size! of! the!
maternal!contribution!to!offspring!methylation!level!was!distinctly!small,!raising!
questions!about!its!biological!relevance.!Therefore,!this!work!demonstrates!that!
methylation! variation! at! repeat! elements! is! rarely! associated! with! epigenetic!
inheritance! and! challenges! the! generalizability! of! this! phenomenon! at!
metastable!epialleles.!
Despite!their!lack!of!heritability,!VMQIAPs!conform!with!the!Avy!and!AxinFu!
metastable! epialleles! in! that! they! reacquire! a! variable! epigenetic! state! after!
passage!through!the!germline.!It!is!precisely!this!characteristic!that!led!to!the!use!
of! the! term! ‘metastable’! in! the! naming! of!metastable! epialleles! (Rakyan! et! al.!
2002).! This! result! squarely! places! VMQIAPs! in! this! genomic! category! and!




methylation! profiles,! which! enabled! a! more! quantitative! and! comprehensive!
assessment! of! their! epigenetic! state.! The! results! revealed! that! VMQIAP!
methylation!distributions!in!the!B6!population!exhibit!skewed!bellQcurve!shapes!
that! are! highly! locus! specific.! The! frequency! distributions! of!Avy! and!AxinFu!
methylation!levels!have!not!yet!been!explored!but!are!also!expected!to!be!nonQ








B6! inbred! mouse! strain.! This! facilitates! comparative! experiments! across! loci!
while!keeping!genetic!background!and!experimental!individuals!constant.!The!
coQvariance!analysis!in!this!chapter!took!advantage!of!this!and!showed!that!the!
methylation! level! of! a!given!VMQIAP! is! independent! of!methylation! levels! at!
other! VMQIAPs! within! the! same! individual.! This! indicates! that! VMQIAP!
methylation! levels! are! not! determined! by! an! individualQspecific! factor! (e.g.!
varying! expression! levels! of! DNA!methyltransferases! in! early! development).!
This!finding!does!not!rule!out!a!transQacting!mechanism!that!fosters!metastability!
at!repeat!elements!(which!may!be!occurring,!as!discussed!in!Chapters!5!and!7),!
but! it! does! demonstrate! that! the! stochastic! process! that! causes! variable!
methylation!levels!is!happening!autonomously!at!each!VMQIAP.!
We!suggest!that!it!is!the!predictable!reconstruction!of!epigenetic!stochasticity!
from! generation! to! generation! that! raises! the! most! compelling! mechanistic!
questions,!rather!than!the!subtle!memory!of!parental!methylation!level!observed!
at! a!minority! of!metastable! epialleles.!What! is! the! role! of! genomic! context! in!
delimiting!the!consistent!methylation!distributions!observed!at!each!locus?!What!
factors! are! at! play! during! the! probabilistic! acquisition! of! methylation! states!
within! the! limits! of! each! distribution?! At! what! developmental! time! point! is!
parental! methylation! level! forgotten,! and! when! is! the! methylation! state! of!
offspring!established?!How!long!is!the!period!of!stochastic!establishment!and!is!
a!somatically!heritable!state!established! later! in!development?!Which!of! these!
mechanistic!aspects!vary!between!VMQIAPs?!The!answers!to!these!questions!will!
provide!considerable!insight!into!the!mechanisms!that!underlie!the!resetting!of!



















epigenetic! reprogramming! that! occur! in! mammalian! development:! the! first!
during!preimplantation!embryogenesis,!and!the!second!during!early!germ!cell!
lineage!specification.!After!fertilization,!genomeQwide!DNA!methylation!erasure!
occurs! via! active! and! passive! demethylation! of! the! paternal! and! maternal!
genomes,! respectively.! The! second! genomeQwide! demethylation! event! occurs!
exclusively! in! primordial! germ! cells,! after! which! spermQ! and! oocyteQspecific!











early! development! provides! a! mechanism! by! which! parental! VMQIAP!
methylation!levels!are!erased,!but!does!not!explain!the!acquisition!of!stochastic!
methylation! levels! in! the! next!generation.! It! has! been! reported! that! germline!
methylation!levels!of!the!Avy!!and!AxinFu!loci!reflect!methylation!dynamics!in!the!
soma,!and!blastocysts!were!shown!to!be!unmethylated!at!both!regions!regardless!
of! parental! methylation! state! (Appendix! A,! Figure! A.2;! Blewitt! et! al.! 2006;!




within! an! individual! exhibited! by! both! VMQIAPs! and! classic! metastable!
epialleles!provides!indirect!evidence!that!their!methylation!state!is!established!
early! in! development,! prior! to! germ! layer! differentiation,! and! perpetuated!
mitotically! thereafter! by! maintenance! methyltransferases! (Kazachenka! et! al.!
2018;!Waterland!et!al.!2006;!Waterland!&!Jirtle!2003).!!
The!work!described!in!this!chapter!aims!to!increase!our!understanding!of!the!





















six! to! ten!adult!C57BL/6J! (B6)!males.!Tail! samples! from! the! same! individuals!




all!VMQIAPs!were! fully!methylated! in!sperm!in!all! individuals! tested,!and!no!







The!methylation! levels!of! two! imprinted! loci,!Peg3!and!H19! (Kuroiwa!et!al.!
1996;!Tremblay!et!al.!1997),!were!assessed!in!bisulphiteQconverted!sperm!DNA!
samples.! This!was! done! to! confirm! that! the! observed!methylation! pattern! in!
sperm! was! not! due! to! failed! bisulphite! conversion,! which! would! lead! to!
apparent!hypermethylation!in!all!samples.!!In!every!case,!paternally!expressed!
Peg3!was!completely!unmethylated!while!maternally!expressed!H19!was!fully!
methylated! (Figure!3.2).!This!verified! the!success!of! the!bisulphite!conversion!
step! and! simultaneously! acted! as! a! sperm! sample! purity! control,! given! that!
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samples! are! unmethylated! at! paternally! expressed! Peg3! and! methylated! at! maternally!
expressed!H19!(n!=!10).!Percent!methylation!was!quantified!via!bisulphite!pyrosequencing.!












one! could! reflect! technical! differences! in! the! methods! used! to! isolate! sperm!
and/or!quantify!methylation.!




000017)! and!are! currently! collaborating!with!us!on!a!number!of! experimental!






























before! initiating! more! breedingQintensive! heritability! studies,! which! are!
currently!ongoing!following!the!success!of!the!experiments!presented!here.!!
The! first! experiment! compared!Avy!methylation! levels! between! spleen! and!
sperm!samples!collected!from!nine!Avy/a!adult!males!that!spanned!the!spectrum!
of!coat!colour!phenotypes!(including!yellow,!mottled,!and!pseudoagouti!mice).!
Avy!methylation! levels! were! quantified! by! bisulphite! pyrosequencing! using!




and! the! results!were!only! compared!after!both!analyses!were! complete.!Coat!






et! al.! 2009).!This!method!determined! coat! colour!proportions! computationally!
based!on!photographic!input!and!was!therefore!more!objective!and!quantitative!
than!the!first.!Figure!3.3!shows!photos!of!the!nine!male!mice!used!for!the!initial!
study,! along! with! their! associated! coat! colour! quantification! using! the! two!
methods!outlined!above.!Comparing!the!M8!mouse!to!the!M9!mouse!illustrates!
that!the!computational!score!is!not!necessarily!more!accurate!than!the!visually!
determined! one,! highlighting! the! value! of! using! two! separate! quantification!
methods.! A!more! detailed! comparison! of! the! two!methods! can! be! found! in!
Appendix!A!(Figure!A.3).!
3.2.2.1! Avy!methylation!levels!are!inversely!correlated!with!coat!colour!phenotype!
Avy! methylation! levels! quantified! from! spleen! samples! displayed! wideQ













Figure! 3.3:!Avy/a$coat! colour! quantification.!Nine!Avy/a!males! that! span! the!Avy!coat! colour!
spectrum! were! selected! for! a! pilot! experiment.! Mice! were! visually! classified! by! David!
Schroeder!using!a!subjective!coat!colour!score!(CCS)!that!ranged!from!1!(yellow!or!nearly!all!








CCS: 4 CCS: 3 CCS: 3
CCS: 2 CCS: 3 CCS: 2










mice! is! required! to! evaluate! the! population! frequency! distribution! of! Avy!
methylation!levels.!The!correlation!between!Avy!methylation!and!coat!colour!was!
measured! using! the! two! coat! colour! quantification! methods! separately.!
Statistically!significant!inverse!correlations!were!detected!between!methylation!







Figure! 3.4:! Avy! methylation! levels! are! inversely! correlated! with! coat! colour.! A.! DNA!
methylation!levels!of!the!Avy!IAP!5′!LTR!were!measured!in!spleen!samples!collected!from!nine!
adult! Avy/a! males! spanning! that! span! the! phenotypic! coat! colour! spectrum.! Each! line!
represents!an! individual!and!error!bars!represent! the!standard!deviation!between!technical!
triplicates.! The! rightQhand! panel! shows! average! methylation! levels! across! CpGs! for! each!








The!methylation! levels! of! imprinted! loci!Peg3! and! IGBDMR! in!Avy/a! sperm!
samples! were! consistent! with! the! expected! methylation! levels! in! the! male!
germline,!verifying!the!success!of!the!bisulphite!conversion!and!the!purity!of!the!
samples! (Figure! 3.5).! Unlike! Avy/a! spleen! samples,! all! Avy/a! sperm! samples!
exhibited!high!methylation!levels!at!the!Avy!IAP!5′!LTR!irrespective!of!coat!colour!
and!somatic!methylation!level!(Figure!3.5).!This!indicates!that,!at!least!in!the!B6!












quantified!at!the!Avy! IAP!5′!LTR! in!mature!sperm!samples! (orange)!collected!from!the!nine!
Avy/a!males! shown! in! Figure! 3.3.! Spleen!methylation! levels! in! the! sample! individuals! are!
shown!for!comparison!(purple).!Each!line!represents!an!individual!and!error!bars!represent!
the! standard!deviation!between! technical! triplicates.!The!Peg3!and! IGBDMR! imprinted! loci!
were!tested!in!sperm!samples!to!assess!purity!and!bisulphite!conversion!efficiency.!!
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Figure! 3.6:! VM@IAP! metastability! is! conserved! in! Avy/a! mice.!Methylation! levels! at! six!
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it! was! hypothesized! that! DNMT3C! is! responsible! for! methylating! VMQIAPs!
during! spermatogenesis.! This! was! tested! in! collaboration! with! Dr.! Déborah!






It! is! not! possible! to! quantify! methylation! levels! in! Dnmt3CKO/KO! mature!
spermatozoa! because! spermatogenesis! is! halted! at! the! pachytene! stage! of!
meiosis! I! in!Dnmt3CKO/KO!males.! Instead,!germ!cells!were!collected!by!Dr.! Joan!
Barau!from!Dnmt3CWT/WT,!Dnmt3CKO/WT,!and!Dnmt3CKO/KO!males!at!postnatal!day!
10! (P10).! The! germ! cells! were! sorted! by! fluorescenceQactivated! cell! sorting!
(FACS)! with! the! EpCAM! antibody,! a! marker! for! progenitor! spermatogonia!
(KanatsuQShinohara!et!al.!2011).!VMQIAP!methylation!levels!were!quantified!in!
the! P10! germ! cell! samples! to! assess! whether!Dnmt3C! is! responsible! for! the!
methylation!of!VMQIAPs!in!the!male!germline.!!
Dnmt3CWT/WT!P10!germ!cells!were!highly!methylated!at!the!11!VMQIAPs!tested,!
reflecting!previous! findings! in!mature!sperm.!This! finding!indicates! that!VMQ
IAPs! acquire! methylation! in! the! male! germ! line! before! differentiating! into!
spermatozoa! (Figure! 3.7).! VMQIAP! methylation! levels! in! heterozygote!
Dnmt3CKO/WT!P10!germ!cells!reflected!the!levels!observed!in!wild!type!germ!cells,!







highly! conserved! IAPEz! elements! also! showed! a! significant! decrease! in!






two! individual! nonQvariable! IAP! elements,! IAPZak! and! IAPCdk15,! which! both!
showed!only!modest!reductions!in!methylation!in!Dnmt3CKO/KO!samples!(Figure!
3.7).!





and! the! variability! between! individuals! was! greater! than! that! observed! in!
previous!experiments!using!mature!sperm!samples!(Figure!3.7).!Because!DNA!
methylation!at!imprinted!DMRs!are!established!prior!to!the!spermatogonia!stage!
(Sasaki! &! Matsui! 2008),! this! observation! is! likely! due! to! the! presence! of!
contaminating!somatic!cells! that!were!nonQspecifically!bound!by! the!antibody!
during!FACS.!This!is!a!common!difficulty!with!this!type!of!experiment!and!may!













quantified! in! Dnmt3CWT/WT! (WT;! orange! circles),! Dnmt3CKO/WT! (HET;! yellow! circles),! and!
Dnmt3CKO/KO! (HOM;!brown!circles)!male!germ!cells! isolated!by!FACS!from!P10!male!pups.!





































































































































































Figure! 3.8:! Individual@specific! methylation! patterns! in! FACS@isolated! P10! germ! cells.!







individuals! retained!metastability! at!VMQIAPs,! the! same!methylation!analysis!
previously! conducted! on!DNA! from!P10! germ! cells!was! carried! out! on! liver!
DNA!from!the!same!individuals.!As!expected,!methylation!levels!were!high!and!
invariable!at!control!IAPs!and!intermediate!at!imprinted!loci!(Figure!3.9A).!VMQ
IAPs! exhibited! interQindividual! methylation! variation,! indicating! that! their!
characteristic! epigenetic! feature! is! conserved! in! the!Dnmt3C!knockout!mouse!
line! (Figure! 3.9B).! However,! upon! closer! examination! of! the! data,! VMQIAP!
methylation!levels!appear!to!cluster!by!Dnmt3C!genotype!(Figure!3.9B).!Unlike!





































B.!Methylation!data! for! 11!VMQIAP!5′!LTRs.!The!Dnmt3CKO/WT!samples!have!been! removed!
from!the!lower!graph!to!improve!visualization!of!data!clustering.!Plotted!values!represent!the!










































































































Dnmt3CKO/WT! and! Dnmt3CKO/KO! mice,! albeit! for! only! a! subset! of! VMQIAPs.!
Dnmt3CKO/WT! and!Dnmt3CKO/KO! mice! were! generated! by! crossing!Dnmt3CKO/KO!
females! to! Dnmt3CKO/WT! males,! while! Dnmt3CWT/WT! mice! were! generated! by!
Dnmt3CKO/WT! intercrosses.! The! clustering! may! therefore! be! due! to! maternal!
depletion!of!Dnmt3C.!Dnmt3CKO/WT!and!Dnmt3CKO/KO!individuals!were!often!more!
highly! methylated! than! Dnmt3CWT/WT! individuals,! potentially! pointing! to! a!
dominant!negative!effect!over!other!DNMTs!in!early!development!(Figure!3.9B).!
This! analysis! needs! larger! sample! sizes! of! each! genotype! before! conducting!
statistical!analyses!or!drawing!firm!conclusions.!Nonetheless,!this!preliminary!
result! argues! that! DNMT3C! activity! influences! the! establishment! of! VMQIAP!
methylation!in!the!soma,!which!contrasts!with!previous!reports!indicating!that!
Dnmt3C! expression! is! restricted! to! the! male! germline! (Barau! et! al.! 2016).!





















whole! placentas! were! dissected! at! E16.5.! All! tested! VMQIAPs! showed!
significantly! lower!methylation! levels! in!placenta! compared! to! corresponding!





































































































T : E16.5 tail P : E16.5 placenta





embryonic!methylomes! (Ehrlich! et! al.! 1982;! Schroeder! et! al.! 2015).!Despite! the!
reduced!methylation!levels,!interQindividual!methylation!variation!was!retained!
in! placental! tissues! for!most! VMQIAPs! (Figure! 3.10).! In! addition,! statistically!






Figure! 3.11:! Tail! and! placental! methylation! levels! are! correlated! for! most! VM@IAPs.!
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p = 0.4443 
r = 0.9447
p =  0.0045
r = 0.9728 















corresponding! tail! methylation! levels! for! most! VMQIAPs! (Figure! 3.11).! This!




also! showed! significantly! lower! methylation! levels! in! placenta,! but! most!
remained!nonQvariable!and!above!70%!methylation! (Figure!3.12).! IAPCdc73!and!
IAPSlc124a3! exhibited! the! most! substantial! decreases,! with! IAPSlc24a3! showing!
narrowQranging! interQindividual! variation! suggestive! of! a! possible! placentaQ
specific!VMQIAP!(Figure!3.12).!This!is!an!interesting!possibility!given!that!Jessica!

































































































It! is! difficult! to! obtain! highQquality! quantitative! methylation! data! when!
working!with!low!DNA!concentrations.!This!issue!is!pertinent!when!assessing!
methylation!levels!in!individual!preimplantation!embryos:!technical!replicates!
deviate! from! one! another! due! to! the! random! preferential! amplification! of!
methylated! or! unmethylated! target! copies,! which! causes! the! results! to! be!
unrepresentative! of! the! methylatedQtoQunmethylated! ratio! in! the! original!
sample.! This! problem! is! inconsequential! when! the! locus! in! question! is! fully!
methylated! or! unmethylated,! but! becomes! a! significant! hindrance! when!
working!with!intermediately!methylated!regions!such!as!VMQIAPs.!A!common!
solution!to!this!issue!is!the!pooling!of!samples!to!bolster!the!concentration!of!the!
starting! material,! but! this! is! not! ideal! for! the! purposes! of! the! present! study!
because!the!focus!is!on!interQindividual!differences!in!methylation.!!
To! avoid! this! technical! difficulty! and! still! gain! insight! into! VMQIAP!
methylation! dynamics! in! the! early! embryo,! VMQIAP! methylation! was!
investigated!in!embryonic!stem!cells!(ESCs).!Four!ESC!lines!were!generated!from!
the!ICM!of!B6!male!blastocysts!and!genomic!DNA!was!extracted!two!or!three!
passages! after! the! establishment! of! each! line.! The! detailed! protocol! used! to!
generate! the! ESCs! can! be! found! in! Chapter! 8.! For! the!majority! of! VMQIAPs,!




levels! in! ESCs! compared! to! somatic! methylation! levels! (Figure! 3.13).! The!
methylation! levels! of! the! imprinted! loci! Peg3! and! H19! were! around! 50%!
methylation! and! none! of! the! cell! lines! exhibited! consistently! low! or! high!
methylation!levels!across!the!VMQIAPs.!This!suggests!that!the!variable!nature!of!
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ICMQderived! ESCs! can! be! of! great! value! as! an! in! vitro! model! to! study!
preimplantation! dynamics,! but! must! be! used! with! caution! because! culture!
conditions! and!passage! number! can! both! have! profound! effects! on! the!DNA!
methylation! landscape! of! ESCs! (Lee! et! al.! 2018;! unpublished! observations! by!
members! of! the! FergusonQSmith! Lab).! VMQIAPFam78b! was! the! only! VMQIAP! to!
exhibit! methylation! levels! in! ESCs! that! were! far! below! the! levels! normally!
observed!in!postnatal!somatic!tissues.!To!test!whether!this!result!was!a!technical!
artefact,! in! vivo!VMQIAPFam78b!methylation! levels!were! assessed! in!blastocysts.!
E3.5! blastocysts!were! dissected! from! three! pregnant! B6! females! and! embryo!
littermates!(5Q8)!were!pooled!before!bisulphite!conversion!and!pyrosequencing.!












Figure! 3.13.! Postnatal! ear! data! (black! lines)! were! taken! from! Figure! 2.2.! Oocytes! and!
blastocysts!were!quality!checked!by!Dr.!Nozomi!Takahashi,!an!expert!on!germ!cell!and!early!
embryo!morphology.!!
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methylation! state! at! a! later! developmental! time! point! compared! to! other!
VMQIAPs.! In! addition,! the! low! methylation! levels! indicate! that! the! paternal!
allele,!highly!methylated!in!sperm!(Figure!3.1),!is!fully!demethylated!following!
fertilisation.!To!further!understand!the!developmental!dynamics!of!this!VMQIAP,!
methylation! levels! were! quantified! in! pooled! germinal! vesicle! (GV)! oocytes!
collected! from! B6! ovaries! (four! pools! of! 100! oocytes! each).! These! were!
completely!unmethylated!(Figure!3.14).!It!is!possible!that!the!lowly!methylated!
maternal!allele!contributes!to!the!unique!behaviour!of!VMQIAPFam78b!compared!
















results,! but! the! original! Avy/a! sperm! samples! would! have! to! be! revisited! to!
resolve! the! discrepancy.! Avy! hypermethylation! in! the! male! germline! might!
explain! the! lack! of! heritability! observed! upon! paternal! transmission! in! a! B6!
genetic!background!(Morgan!et!al.!1999).!Since!paternal!inheritance!does!occur!
at! the!AxinFu! locus,!AxinFu! methylation! in! sperm! may! in! fact! reflect! somatic!
methylation!patterns!(Rakyan!et!al.!2003).!Rakyan!and!colleagues!showed!that!
inheritance! via! the! paternal! lineage! in!AxinFu/+! mice! is! linked! to! the! 129/Sv!
genetic!background,!so!it!is!possible!that!the!efficiency!of!epigenetic!targeting!of!
variably! methylated! repeat! elements! during! spermatogenesis! varies! across!
mouse!strains.!!
As!reviewed!in!Chapter!1,!it!has!been!reported!that!IAP!elements!are!resistant!
to! global! demethylation! in! the! germline! and! during! preimplantation!
development!(Lane!et!al.!2003;!Seisenberger!et!al.!2012).!Although!this!initially!
provided! a! potential! mechanism! by! which! the! IAPQdriven! Avy! and! AxinFu!
phenotypes! are! inherited,! published! work! has! found! that! both! loci! are!
demethylated! at! the! blastocyst! stage! regardless! of! parental! phenotype.! This!
indicates! that! DNA! methylation! is! not! the! mark! that! mediates! phenotypic!
heritability!(Blewitt!et!al.!2006;!FernandezQGonzalez!et!al.!2010).!Coupled!with!
the!finding!that!distinct!VMQIAP!methylation!levels!are!not!inherited!(Chapter!
2),! this! suggests! that! metastable! epialleles! are! more! susceptible! to!
postfertilisation! reprogramming! than! their! nonQvariable! IAP! counterparts.!
Perhaps!the!inability!of!metastable!epialleles!to!remain!methylated!throughout!





Dnmt3C! knockout! experiments! described! in! section! 3.2.3.1! highlight! this!
property.!VMQIAPs!were!unmethylated! in!Dnmt3CKO/KO!germ!cells!while!nonQ
variable!IAPs!showed!a!much!weaker!loss!in!methylation.!Rather!than!reflecting!
VMQIAPQspecific! DNMT3C! targeting,! this! finding! is!more! likely! the! result! of!
differential!resistance!to!the!erasure!of!methyl!marks!in!the!early!stages!of!male!
germ! cell! development.! This! is! supported! by! the! observation! that! VMQIAP!




methylation! are! active! prior! to! the! differentiation! of! the! trophectoderm.! This!
may! involve! the! establishment! of! a! baseline! methylation! level! in! the! early!
embryo!that!is!subsequently!and!separately!modified!in!the!developing!embryo!
and!placenta.!Alternatively,!it!is!possible!that!the!observed!correlations!are!due!
to! individualQspecific! events! that! occur! upstream! of,! yet! contribute! to,! the!
establishment!of!VMQIAP!methylation!levels.!Some!VMQIAPs!did!not!exhibit!a!
correlation! between! tail! and! placental! methylation,! which! suggests! that! the!
underlying!mechanisms! are! not! operating! simultaneously! for! all! loci.! This! is!





The! female! germline!was! only! very!briefly!mentioned! in! this! chapter.!The!
limited!number!of!oocytes!that!can!be!harvested!from!a!single!B6!female!requires!
the!pooling!of!samples!from!multiple!females.!This!makes!it!unfeasible!to!assess!




was! performed! by! Dr.! Hiroyuki! Sasaki! and! Dr.! Kenjiro! Shirane! (Kyushu!
University,! Fukuoka,! Japan)! and! the! resulting! data! were! presented! in! Dr.!









somatic! VMQIAP!methylation! levels! in! the! mother! and! those! observed! in! the!
offspring! (with! the! exception! for! VMQIAPGm13849,! see! Chapter! 2),! it! remains!
possible!that!the!methylation!state!of!the!oocyte!influences!the!establishment!of!
methylation!levels!in!the!subsequent!generation.!Of!note,!VMQIAPFam78b!is!lowly!


























epigenetics.!As!discussed! in! the! introductory! chapter,!maternal! exposure! to! a!
range! of! environmental! conditions! causes! a! shift! in! offspring! coat! colour!
distributions,!often!with!a!corresponding!shift! in!methylation! levels!at! the!Avy!
IAP!(though!this!has!not!always!been!tested).!Dietary!supplementation!of!dams!
with!methyl!donors!and!cofactors!(e.g.,!folate,!vitamin!B12,!choline!chloride,!and!
anhydrous! betaine)! leads! to! a! shift! in! offspring! coat! colour! towards!
pseudoagouti! (Cooney! et! al.! 2002;!Waterland!&! Jirtle! 2003;!Wolff! et! al.! 1998).!
Other! pseudoagoutiQshifting! environmental! perturbations! include! dietary!
genistein,!ethanol,!ionizing!radiation,!and!dibutyl!phthalates!(Bernal!et!al.!2013;!
Dolinoy! et! al.! 2006;!KaminenQAhola! et! al.! 2010;!Neier! et! al.! 2019).! Conversely,!
perinatal! exposures! to! lead! and! bisphenol! A! (BPA)! were! reported! to! shift!
offspring! coat! colour! towards! yellow! (Dolinoy! et! al.! 2007;! Faulk! et! al.! 2013b),!
although!a!later!more!extensive!study!was!unable!to!replicate!this!effect!of!BPA!








appear! to!be! similarly! susceptible! (Dolinoy! et! al.! 2007;!Waterland! et! al.! 2006).!

























OneQcarbon! metabolism,! which! encompasses! the! folate! and! methionine!
cycles,!is!important!for!epigenetic!regulation!as!it!is!required!for!the!transfer!of!
methyl!groups!destined!for!substrates!such!as!DNA,!RNA,!and!histones!(Figure!
4.1;! Friso! et! al.! 2017).! Normal! metabolic! progression! involves! the! enzyme!
methionine! synthase! (MTR)! to! exclusively! transfer! a! methylQgroup! from! 5Q
methyltetrahydrofolate! to! homocysteine! to! form! methionine! and!
tetrahydrofolate! (Shane! &! Stokstad! 1985).! In! mammals,! MTR! activity! is!
maintained!by!methionine! synthase! reductase! (MTRR)! through! the! reductive!
methylation! of! its! vitamin! B12! cofactor! (Yamada! et! al.! 2006).!A! hypomorphic!
mutation! in!Mtrr! (Mtrrgt)! in!mice!provides!a!powerful!genetic!model! to!study!
abnormal!folate!metabolism!(Czeizel!et!al.!2013;!Elmore!et!al.!2007;!Padmanabhan!
et! al.! 2013).! This! is! because! the!Mtrrgt!mutation! causes! phenotypes! commonly!
associated!with!dietary!folate!deficiency!in!humans!(Ducker!&!Rabinowitz!2017),!
including! increased! plasma! total! homocysteine! concentrations! (Elmore! et! al.!
2007;!Padmanabhan!et!al.!2013),!macrocytic!anemia!(Padmanabhan!et!al.!2018),!
congenital! abnormalities! (e.g.,! neural! tube,! heart,! and! placenta! defects),! and!
locusQspecific!epigenetic!instability!(Padmanabhan!et!al.!2013).!The!work!on!the!
Mtrrgt!mouse! line! presented! below!was! done! in! collaboration! with!Dr.! Erica!
Watson! (University! of! Cambridge).! Having! developed! the!Mtrrgt!mouse! line!











Figure! 4.1:!Simplified!diagram!of!one@carbon!metabolism.!The!proper! functioning!of! the!
interQconnected! folate! and!methionine! cycles! is! required! for! the!methylation! of! biological!
substrates.! Abbreviations:! DHF,! dihydrofolate;! THF,! tetrahydrofolate;! MTHFR,! 5,10Q
Methylenetetrahydrofolate! Reductase;! MTR,! Methionine! Synthase;! MTRR,! Methionine!
Synthase!Reductase;!SAM,!SBAdenosylmethionine;!SAH,!SBAdenosylhomocysteine.!Metabolic!




To! investigate! the! effect! of! abnormal! folate! metabolism! on! VMQIAP!
methylation,!VMQIAP!methylation! levels!were!compared!between!control!and!
homozygous! Mtrrgt/gt! adult! male! livers! using! bisulphite! pyrosequencing.!
Significant! differences! in! methylation! levels! were! observed! for! eight! out! of!
eleven!VMQIAP!assessed!(Figure!4.2A!and!B).!While!most!VMQIAPs!showed!a!











































Figure! 4.2:! Somatic! VM@IAP! methylation! levels! are! susceptible! to! abnormal! folate!
metabolism.! A.!Methylation! levels! at! VMQIAPGm13710,! VMQIAPMbnl1,! and! IAPEz! elements! in!
C57BL/6J! controls! (n! =! 8,! grey! lines)! and!Mtrrgt/gt! (n! =! 8,! red! lines)! liver! samples.! Percent!
methylation! was! quantified! for! the! four! most! distal! CpGs! of! the! 5′! LTRs! via! bisulphite!










as!a!percentage! relative! to! total! cytosine! (C)! in! the!genome.!BoxQplot! elements:! centre! line,!





As! is! the! case! for! all! metastable! epialleles! described! to! date,! VMQIAP!
methylation!levels!are!variable!between!individuals!but!consistent!across!tissues!
within!an!individual!(Kazachenka!et!al.!2018).!This!suggests!that!the!epigenetic!

















Figure! 4.3:!VM@IAP!methylation! levels!are! altered! in!Mtrrgt/gt$brain.!Average!methylation!
levels! of! the! four!most!distal! CpGs! at!VMQIAP! 5’LTRs!were! compared! between!C57BL/6J!
control!(n!=!8,!grey!box!plots)!and!Mtrrgt/gt!(n!=!8,!red!box!plots)!brains!(Welch’s!tQtests;!**!p!<!
0.005;!***!p!<!0.0005;!****!p!<!0.00005).!BoxQplot!elements:!centre!line,!median;!box!limits,!25th!
















To!assess!whether! altered!VMQIAP!methylation! caused!by!abnormal! folate!




findings! indicate! that! the! Mtrrgt! hypomorphic! mutation! influences! DNA!






in! the! male! germline,! becoming! fully! methylated! during! spermatogenesis!
(Figure!3.1;!Kobayashi!et!al.!2012).!VMQIAP!methylation!levels!were!assessed!in!
mature! sperm! collected! from! control! and!Mtrrgt/gt! adult! males! to! determine!
whether!the!effect!of!the!Mtrrgt!mutation!on!VMQIAP!methylation!extends!to!the!
male!germline.!In!contrast!to!somatic!tissues,!VMQIAP!hypermethylation!in!B6!
control! sperm!was!maintained! in!Mtrrgt/gt!sperm! (Figure!4.4).!This! emphasises!
that!the!regulatory!mechanisms!underlying!repeat!element!methylation!in!the!
germline!are!distinct!from!the!soma.!Regulation!of!repeats!is!more!robust!in!the!



















A! wide! spectrum! of! developmental! phenotypes! appears! in! Mtrrgt/gt!
conceptuses! at!midgestation.! At! embryonic! stage! E10.5,! embryos! range! from!
phenotypically!normal!to!severely!affected!(i.e.,!display!at!least!one!congenital!
malformation)! (Padmanabhan! et! al.! 2013).! In! the! first! instance,! VMQIAP!
methylation! levels! were! compared! between! B6! control! E10.5! embryos! and!
Mtrrgt/gt! E10.5! embryos.! Both! phenotypically! normal! and! severely! affected!
Mtrrgt/gt! embryos! showed! significant! changes! in!methylation! at! each! VMQIAP!
assessed! (Figure!4.5),!which!were! consistent!with! the!data! from!adult! tissues!
with!regards!to!degree!and!directionality!of!the!methylation!change!(Figure!4.2;!
Figure!4.5).!This!shows!that!the!Mtrrgt/gt!mutation!acts!on!VMQIAP!methylation!
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This! is! the! earliest! developmental! time! point! at! which! interQindividual!
methylation! variation! at! VMQIAPs! has! been! reported.! Phenotypically! normal!
and! severely! affected! E10.5! Mtrrgt/gt! embryos! did! not! exhibit! significant!









were! compared! for!C57BL/6J! control! embryos! (n! =! 7,! grey! circles),! phenotypically! normal!
Mtrrgt/gt!embryos!(n!=!7,!red!circles),!and!severely!affected!Mtrrgt/gt!embryos!(n!=!6,!red!circles)!
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IAPs! tested,!Mtrr+/+! liver! methylation! levels! were! comparable! to! those! in! B6!
control! liver! (Figure! 4.6).! The! exception! was! VMQIAPRnf157! where! mean!
methylation! was! significantly! decreased! in!Mtrr+/+! livers! compared! to! control!
livers! (Figure! 4.6).! This! result! contrasts! with! the! significant! increase! in!
VMQIAPRnf157!methylation! levels! observed! in!Mtrrgt/gt!livers!when! compared! to!
control!livers!(Figure!4.2).!Further!experiments!are!required!to!resolve!whether!
this! finding! is! biological! relevant.! VMQIAP! methylation! levels! were! also!
quantified! in! heterozygous! Mtrr+/gt! livers! and! no! significant! changes! in!











liver! were! inversely! correlated! with! VMQIAPSlc15a2,! VMQIAPEps8l1,! and! VMQ
IAPGm13710!!methylation!levels,! respectively! (r!=! Q0.717,!Q0.813,!Q0.929;!pQvalues!=!
0.048,!0.014,!0.0008,!respectively;!Figure!4.7,! leftQhand!graphs).!Combining! the!
datasets! from! both! B6! control! and!Mtrrgt/gt! liver! samples! resulted! in! stronger!
correlations!between!methylation!and!expression!(r!=!Q0.8640,!Q0.8897,!Q0.8010;!pQ













Figure! 4.6:!Altered!VM@IAP!methylation! levels! in! the!Mtrrgt$mouse! line$are! restricted!to!
homozygous!mutant!individuals.!Average!methylation!levels!of!the!four!most!distal!CpGs!at!
VMQIAP!5’LTRs!were!compared!between!C57BL/6J!control!(n!=!8,!grey!circles),!Mtrr+/+!(n!=!8,!
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Figure! 4.7:! VM@IAP@associated! gene! expression! is! influenced! by! abnormal! folate!
metabolism.!RightQhand! graphs! show! qRTQPCR! expression! data! of! VMQIAPQneighbouring!
genes!Slc15a2! (A),!Eps8l1! (B),! and!Gm13710! (C)! in!C57BL/6J! control! (n=8,! grey!circles)! and!
Mtrrgt/gt!(n!=!8,!red!circles)!liver!(Welch’s!tQtests;!*!p!<!0.05;!**!p!<!0.005;!****!p!<!0.00005;!ns,!not!
significant).!LeftQhand!graphs! assess! the!correlation!between!gene! expression!and!VMQIAP!
methylation!in!C57BL/6J!control!livers!(n=8,!r:!Pearson’s!correlation!coefficient;!p:!twoQtailed!
pQvalue!associated!with!r).!Centre!graphs!incorporate!both!control!and!Mtrrgt/gt!data!and!assess!
the! correlation! between! gene! expression! and! VMQIAP! methylation! (n! =! 16,! r:! Pearson’s!
correlation! coefficient;! p:! twoQtailed! pQvalue! associated! with! r).! Diagrams! of! VMQIAPs! in!
relation!to!their!neighbouring!gene!are!depicted!on!the!far!left.!Gene!transcripts!extracted!from!
the!University!of!California,!Santa!Cruz!(UCSC)!Genome!Browser!(Haeussler!et!al.!2019)!are!






















































































































































































Figure! 4.8:! Neighbouring! genes! whose! expression! is! not! associated! with! VM@IAP!




VMQIAP!methylation! in!C57BL/6J! control! livers! (n=8,! r:!Pearson’s!correlation!coefficient;!p:!
twoQtailed!pQvalue!associated!with!r).!RightQhand!graphs!incorporate!both!control!and!Mtrrgt/gt!
data!and!assess!the!correlation!between!gene!expression!and!VMQIAP!methylation!(n!=!16,!r:!
Pearson’s! correlation! coefficient;! p:! twoQtailed! pQvalue! associated! with! r).! Diagrams! of!
VMQIAPs!in!relation!to!their!neighbouring!gene!are!depicted!on!the!far!left.!Gene!transcripts!
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centre! graphs),! indicating! that! the! relationship! between!VMQIAP!methylation!
and!expression!is!preserved!in!altered!environments.!It!is!precisely!these!three!








BPA! is! a! ubiquitous! endocrine! disrupting! chemical! mainly! found! in!
polycarbonate! plastics! and! epoxy! resins.! Human! exposure! to! BPA! has! been!





as! at! the! CabpIAP! metastable! epiallele! (Dolinoy! et! al.! 2007).! A! previously!
characterized!mouse!model!of!maternal!BPA!exposure!was!used!to!test!whether!
BPAQinduced!epigenetic!dysregulation! is! observed!at!VMQIAPs! (Susiarjo! et! al.!
2013).! The! model! is! associated! with! maleQspecific! multigenerational! (F1,! F2)!
metabolic! phenotypes,! including! increased! body! fat,! glucose! intolerance,!
impaired!insulin!secretion,!and!pancreatic!islet!inflammation!(Bansal!et!al.!2017;!
Susiarjo!et!al.!2015).!Some!of!these!effects!have!been!reported!in!the!F3!generation!
following!maternal! (F0)! exposure! to! BPA! (Bansal! et! al.! 2019).! In! brief,! B6! F0!
females!were!fed!either!a!control!or!BPAQsupplemented!diet!two!weeks!prior!to!
mating,! throughout! pregnancy,! and! during! lactation! (Figure! 4.9A).! Two!
different! BPA! doses! representative! of! human! exposure! levels! were!
administered:!a!lower!dose!of!10!Åg/kg/day!and!an!upper!dose!of!10!mg/kg/day!












dietary! BPA.! The! exposure! period! spanned! the! early! stages! of! embryonic!
development!when!VMQIAP!methylation!levels!are!likely!established.!Bisulphite!
pyrosequencing!was! performed! on!DNA! from!male! and! female! adult! livers,!






modest! but! significant! increase! in! methylation! in! male! mice! born! to! dams!
exposed!to!the!upper!BPA!dose!compared!to!control!mice!(Figure!4.9C;!p!<!0.05).!









Figure! 4.9:!VM@IAP!methylation! is!unresponsive! to!maternal! exposure! to! the! endocrine!
disruptor!BPA.!A.!Scheme!of!exposure.!F0!dams!were!fed!either!a!control!diet!(7%!corn!oil,!
grey)! or! one! of! two! BPAQsupplemented! diets! two! weeks! prior! to! mating,! throughout!
pregnancy! and! lactation! (lower! BPA! dose:! 10! Åg/kg/day,! light! blue;! upper! BPA! dose:! 10!
mg/kg/day,!dark!blue).!F1!adult!liver!tissue!was!collected!from!one!mouse!per!litter.!B!and!C.!
The!average!percent!methylation!at!eleven!VMQIAPs!in!F1!females!(A)!and!F1!males!(B)!were!
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There! is! substantial! evidence! that! epigenetic!mechanisms! contribute! to! the!
regulation! of! molecular! events! governing! obesity.! Although! metastable!
epialleles! have! not! been! investigated! specifically! in! the! context! of! obesityQ





standard! chow! diet! or! a! calorieQrich! obesogenic! diet! ten! weeks! before! the!
experimental! mating,! throughout! pregnancy,! and! during! lactation! (Figure!
4.10A;! Samuelsson! et! al.! 2008).!A!wide!range!of! cardiovascular! and!metabolic!
abnormalities!are!observed!in!F1!offspring!born!to!obese!dams!(Alfaradhi!et!al.!
2016;!Loche!et!al.!2018;!Samuelsson!et!al.!2008).!This!model!was!developed!by!Dr.!
Susan! Ozanne! (University! of! Cambridge)! and! this! portion! of! the! study! was!










































range!of!VMQIAP!methylation! levels! regardless!of!parental!methylation! state.!
This! remarkable! crossQgenerational! variability! in! epigenetic! state,! or!
metastability,! is! perhaps! the! most! defining! feature! of! metastable! epialleles.!
Furthermore,!the!consistency!of!methylation!levels!across!tissues!within!a!single!





et! al.! 2011;! Hannum! et! al.! 2013;! Horvath! 2013)! and! mice! (Meer! et! al.! 2018;!
Petkovich!et!al.!2017;!Stubbs!et!al.!2017;!Wang!et!al.!2017).!
A! longitudinal! ageing! study!was! developed! to! track! VMQIAP!methylation!
levels! in!vivo! in!20!individual!B6!mice.!Given!the!interQindividual!methylation!
variation!characteristic!of!VMQIAPs,!it!was! important! to!assess! the!same!mice!
over!time!rather!than!taking!a!cohortQbased!approach!with!separate!ageQsorted!
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VMQIAP! Estimate! Standard!error! t!value! R2m! pQvalue*!
VMQIAPGm13710! ! ! ! ! !
Intercept! 0.299! 0.392! 0.763! ! !
Age(days)! Q4.67EQ05! 1.15EQ04! Q0.408! 0.000! 0.685!
!! ! ! ! ! !
VMQIAPMbnl1! ! ! ! ! !
Intercept! 0.736! 0.125! 5.887! ! !
Age(days)! 0.001! 1.40EQ04! 5.383! 0.117! 2.13EQ06!
!! ! ! ! ! !
VMQIAPBmf! ! ! ! ! !
Intercept! 1.305! 0.122! 10.731! ! !
Age(days)! 1.86EQ04! 1.32EQ04! 1.408! 0.008! 0.165!
!! ! ! ! ! !
VMQIAPSlc15a2! ! ! ! ! !
Intercept! 1.224! 0.158! 7.738! ! !
Age(days)! 0.001! 1.39EQ04! 6.108! 0.106! 1.70EQ07!
!! ! ! ! ! !
VMQIAPMarveld2! ! ! ! ! !
Intercept! Q0.668! 0.154! Q4.346! ! !
Age(days)! Q2.95EQ04! 4.73EQ05! Q6.242! 0.023! 1.14EQ07!
!! ! ! ! ! !
VMQIAPGm13849! ! ! ! ! !
Intercept! 0.914! 0.133! 6.890! ! !
Age(days)! 2.57EQ04! 5.94EQ05! 4.320! 0.014! 7.96EQ05!
!! ! ! ! ! !
VMQIAPRab6b! ! ! ! ! !
Intercept! Q1.565! 0.139! Q11.256! ! !
Age(days)! 0.001! 0.000! 6.671! 0.102! 3.46EQ08!
!! ! ! ! ! !
VMQIAPEps8l1! ! ! ! ! !
Intercept! 1.364! 0.115! 11.851! ! !
Age(days)! 2.95EQ04! 1.02EQ04! 2.883! 0.024! 0.006!
!! ! ! ! ! !
VMQIAPRnf157! ! ! ! ! !
Intercept! Q1.495! 0.140! Q10.689! ! !
Age(days)! 1.94EQ04! 1.34EQ04! 1.442! 0.007! 0.156!






Table! 4.1).! Despite! the! small! effect! sizes,! VMQIAPMbnl1,! VMQIAPSlc15a2,! and!
VMQIAPRab6b!showed!significant!increases!in!methylation!over!time!(R2m!=!0.117,!





This!behaviour! is!unlikely! to!be!biologically!significant!given! the! small! effect!
size.! Importantly,! the! interQindividual! methylation! variation! of! VMQIAPs! is!
considerably!greater!than!the!modest!absolute!change!over!time,!indicating!that!
these!loci!cannot!be!used!to!predict!age.!!
Tracking! the!same!set!of!mice!over! time!showed!that!mice! that!were!at! the!







The! longitudinal! nature! of! the! ageing! experiment! presented! above!
necessitated!the!use!of!a!tissue!type!that!can!be!sampled!repeatedly!in!the!same!
individual,! hence! the! use! of! ear! biopsies! for! the! analysis.! However,! this!
experimental!design!does!not!account! for!a!possible!age!dependency! in!more!
proliferative!internal!organs.!This!was!explored!using!a!cohortQbased!approach!
in! collaboration! with! Dr.! Anne! Corcoran! (Babraham! Institute).! VMQIAP!
methylation! levels! were! quantified! in! liver! tissue! collected! from! 6Q! and! 24Q
monthQold!B6!male!mice!housed!in!the!same!conditions!throughout!their!life.!In!
line!with! the! results! from! the! longitudinal! study,!VMQIAP!methylation! levels!


























to! the!development!of!one!or!more! spontaneous! tumours,!which! is! relatively!
common!in!aged!inbred!mice.!Given!that!DNA!methylation!patterns!are!often!


























































sample! pair! examined,! but! not! at! every! locus! (Figure! 4.13).! The! affected!
VMQIAPs! varied! across! individuals! and! there! was! no! consistency! in!




the! four! matched! sample! pairs! collected! from! Indv.! 1! were! particularly!
informative.!Methylation! levels!were!constant!across! the! four!healthy!somatic!
tissues!at!each!VMQIAP,!reinforcing!previous!findings!on!metastable!epialleles!
(Figure!4.13).!In!contrast,!the!tumour!samples!showed!altered!methylation!levels!
at! almost! every! tested! VMQIAP! and! exhibited! much! greater! crossQtissue!
variability!in!methylation!levels!(Figure!4.13).!Of!note,!the!order!of!methylation!
levels! in! tumour! tissues! was! consistent! across! VMQIAPs:! the! liver! tumour!
consistently! deviated! the! farthest! from! the! control! samples! and! the! kidney!
tumour!consistently!deviated!the!least.!This!result!is!highly!unusual,!as!VMQIAP!
methylation!does!not!coQvary!in!healthy!individuals!(Chapter!2).!It!is!tempting!
to! theorise! that! the! tissueQspecific! order! of! tumour! methylation! levels! is! a!
reflection!of!cancer!metastasis.!Perhaps!the!cancerous!growth!originated!in!the!























Figure! 4.13:! Preliminary! evidence! suggests! tumourigenesis! alters! VM@IAP! methylation!
levels.!Tumours!(crosses)!and!matched!healthy!samples!of!the!same!tissue!type!(circles)!were!



















































































Indv. 1 (♀; 20mo. 20d.)
Indv. 4 (♂; 14mo. 30d.)
Indv. 2 (♀; 21mo. 9d.) Indv. 3 (♀; 27mo. 15d.)
Indv. 5 (♂; 29mo. 20d.) Indv. 6 (♂; 27mo. 17d.)





Over! the! past! two! decades,! the! Avy! mouse! model! has! been! considered! a!
compelling!paradigm!both! for! transgenerational!epigenetic! inheritance!and!as!
an!epigenetic!sensor!of!environmental!insults.!The!experiments!described!in!this!
chapter!examined!VMQIAP!methylation!states!in!three!different!mouse!models!
of! environmental! compromise,! all! of! which! are! associated! with! multiQ
generational!effects!and!have!implications!for!human!health!and!disease.!
Results! showed! that! somatic!VMQIAP!methylation! levels!were! particularly!
responsive! to! abnormal! folate! metabolism! caused! by!Mtrrgt/gt! homozygosity!




situations! where! methylQgroup! availability! is! limited.! Alternatively,! their!




were! locusQspecific,! suggesting! that! the! mechanisms! governing! the!
establishment!of!interQindividual!methylation!variability!at!VMQIAPs!are,!at!least!
in!part,!also!locusQspecific.!The!increase!in!methylation!observed!in!Mtrrgt/gt!mice!









This! has! functional! implications,! as! it! suggests! that! VMQIAPs! are! capable! of!







effect! on!gene! expression!via! longQrange! cisQinteractions.!This! is! an! intriguing!
possibility!given!that!VMQIAP!bordering!regions!are!enriched!in!CCCTC!binding!
factor! (CTCF),! an! important! regulator! of! 3D! structure! and! longQrange!
interactions!in!the!genome!(Kazachenka!et!al.!2018;!Phillips!&!Corces!2009).!
Unlike! the!other! two!investigated!mouse!models,! the!Mtrrgt/gt!mouse!model!
uses!a!genetic!approach! to! incur!metabolic!effects!similar! to! folate!deficiency,!
avoiding! the! complex!pathways! linking!diet!and!metabolism.! Indeed,!Mtrrgt/gt!
mice! recapitulate! the! phenotypes! observed! in! humans!with! folate! deficiency,!
while!dietQinduced!folate!deficient!mice!do!not!unless!they!are!challenged!with!
genetic! insufficiency! (Ducker! &! Rabinowitz! 2017;! Padmanabhan! et! al.! 2013,!
2018).! However,! further! experiments! are! required! to! determine! whether! a!




in! the! 129P2/OlaHsd! (129/Ola)!mouse! strain.! Subsequent! backcrossing! to! the!
C57BL/6J! strain! for! eight! generations! yielded! the! mouse! line! used! for! the!
experiments!described! in! this!chapter.!However,! it! is!highly!probable! that! the!
segments!of!DNA!on!either!side!of!the!Mtrrgt!mutation!are!still!129/Ola!in!origin.!
Given! that! the!Mtrr! gene! is! located! next! to! a! cluster! of! KZFPs! (important!
epigenetic! regulators!of!ERVs)! and! that!Chapter! 5!of! this! thesis!demonstrates!
that!VMQIAPs!are!subject!to!genetic!background!effects,!it!is!crucial!to!determine!
the!size!of!the!129/Ola!interval!and!investigate!the!potential!role!of!genes!lying!
within! this! region! in! modulating! VMQIAP! methylation.! This! opens! up! the!
interesting! possibility! that! genetic! variation! at! modifier! loci! may! underlie!
apparent!environmental!effects!on!VMQIAPs.!!
Despite!the!similarities!in!dosage!and!exposure!window!between!the!present!
study! and! the! one! by! Dolinoy! and! colleagues! conducted! on! the! Avy! locus!
(Dolinoy!et!al.!2007),!no!BPAQassociated!effect!on!VMQIAP!methylation!levels!was!





with! a! later! study! showing! that! Avy! coat! colour! is! unaffected! by! maternal!
exposure!to!BPA!(Rosenfeld!et!al.!2013).!It!is!possible!that!statistically!significant!
differences! would! have! been! detected! with! larger! sample! sizes,! but! these!
methylation!changes!would!have!been!associated!with!small!effect!sizes!lacking!
functional! importance.! In!addition,!since!effective!biosensors!necessitate! large!
effect! sizes,! metastable! epialleles! are! poor! epigenetic! biosensors! of!
environmental!compromise.!!
The! longitudinal! ageing! study! indicated! that! VMQIAPs! are! generally!
insensitive! to! age,! with! only! three! VMQIAPs! showing! slight! increases! in!
methylation! over! time.! This! renders! VMQIAPs! inadequate! for! age! prediction.!
Importantly,!the!rank!order!in!methylation!of!individuals!at!each!locus!did!not!
change.!This!implies!that!the!signature!methylation!stochasticity!at!VMQIAPs!is!
linked! to!early!developmental!events,!after!which!point! the!epigenetic!state! is!
maintained.! It! is! this! early!window!of! preimplantation! development! that! has!
been!targeted!in!most!studies!investigating!the!environmental!modulation!of!Avy!
and! other! metastable! epialleles.! The! work! presented! in! this! chapter! adds!
multiple! new! loci! to! the! list! of! tested! regions! and! demonstrates! that! the!
environmental! susceptibility!of!metastable! epialleles! is! regionQspecific,!with! a!
potential! increased! sensitivity! to! perturbed! folate! metabolism! than! to! other!
exposure!types.!As!more!loci!are!assessed!under!a!range!of!different!conditions,!
we! will! gain! a! broader! understanding! of! the! degree! to! which! stochastic!
















ParentQofQorigin! effects! arise! when! the! phenotypic! outcome! of! a! gene! is!
dependent!on!the!parent!it!was!inherited!from.!The!bestQdescribed!example!is!
genomic! imprinting,! the! epigeneticallyQcontrolled! process! leading! to! the!
differential! expression! of! the! maternal! and! paternal! alleles! (FergusonQSmith!
2011).! Other! common! instances! of! parentQofQorigin! effects! involve! maternal!















contributions! of! each! parental! strain,! with! single! nucleotide! polymorphisms!
(SNPs)! and! other! genetic! differences! between! the! two! strains! enabling! the!
differentiation!of! alleles.! In! the! case!of! classically! imprinted! loci,! the!F1! allele!




emerge! when! molecular! or! phenotypic! outcomes! are! modulated! by! genetic!
background!(i.e.!mouse!strain).!These!effects!manifest!when!F1!hybrid!offspring!









genetic! background.! Characterising! parentQofQorigin! and! genetic! background!
effects!has!the!potential!to!provide!mechanistic!insight!into!epigenetic!variation!
through!the!mapping!and!subsequent! identification!of!modifying! factors.!The!
work! presented! in! this! chapter! introduces! genetic! variation! to! the! study! of!



















both!practical!and!biological! reasons.!Practically,! the!VMQIAPs!studied! in! this!
thesis!are!present!in!B6!and!absent!from!CAST!(Kazachenka!et!al.!2018),!so!F1!
hybrid!offspring!inherit!a!single!VMQIAP!copy!from!their!B6!parent.!This!avoids!
relying! on! SNPs! to! determine! the! parental! origin! of! the! VMQIAP! allele! and!













by! bisulphite! pyrosequencing.!Methylation! concordance! across! CpGs! at! each!
VMQIAP! was! not! disrupted! in! hybrids,! so! CpG! methylation! values! were!
averaged!at!each!locus!before!further!analyses.!B6!frequency!distributions!were!
previously! only!described! for! six!VMQIAPs! (see!Figure! 2.10! in!Chapter! 2),! so!
these! were! generated! for! the! remaining! six! VMQIAPs! for! the! comparative!
purposes!of!this!chapter.!These!appear!in!Figure!5.2!and!in!Appendix!A!(Figure!

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Of! the! 12! VMQIAPs! examined,! eight! (VMQIAPMbnl1,! VMQIAPTfpi,! VMQIAPBmf,!
VMQIAPRnf157,!VMQIAPEps8l1,!VMQIAPDiap3,!VMQIAPRab6b,!and!VMQIAPSema6d)!showed!
significant!differences!between!BC!and!CB!methylation! levels,! indicating! that!
most!VMQIAPs!are!subject!to!parentQofQorigin!effects!(Figure!5.2A!and!C;!Figure!
5.3A!and!C;!Appendix!A,!Figure!A.4!and!Figure!A.6).!For!all!loci!showing!this!
effect,! CB!distributions!were! rightQshifted! compared! to! BC! distributions! –! in!









the! BC! and! CB! distributions! would! show! reciprocal! directional! shifts.! Such!
counterbalanced! hybrid! distributions!were! not! observed! (Figure! 5.2A! and!C;!
Figure! 5.3A! and!C;!Appendix!A,!Figure!A.4! and!Figure!A.6),! indicating! that!




indicates! that! the! parentQofQorigin! effects! are! driven! by! maternal! genetic!
background:!a!paternal!CAST!genome!appears!to!have!little!effect!on!VMQIAP!
methylation! levels,!while! a!maternal! CAST! genome! results! in! an! increase! in!
methylation.!This!maternal!effect!is!likely!due!to!oocyteQderived!factors.!These!
could! be! methylationQpromoting! CAST! oocyteQderived! factor(s)! that! are! not!













Figure! 5.2:! Frequency! distributions! of! VM@IAP! methylation! levels! in! B6,! BC,! and! CB!
populations!reveal!maternal!and!zygotic!genetic!background!effects!(GBEs).!A.!VMQIAPMbnl1!
displays! a! modest! maternal! GBE.! B.! VMQIAPFam78b! displays! a! zygotic! GBE.! C.! VMQIAPRab6b!
displays! both! maternal! and! zygotic! GBEs.! D.! VMQIAPGm13849! does! not! display! a! GBE.! One!
example! is! shown! per! effect! type.! B6,! BC,! and! CB! frequency! distributions! for! all! 12! tested!
VMQIAPs!can!be! found! in!Appendix!A! (Figure!A.4;!Figure!A.5;!Figure!A.6,! and!Figure!A.7).!
Methylation! levels! were! averaged! across! the! distal! CpGs! of! the! VMQIAP! 5′! LTRs! for! each!
individual!and!classified! into! 20!bins! (bin!width!=!5!%!methylation).!Relative! frequency!was!
tabulated! as! a! percentage! of! the! population.! Dashed! vertical! lines! mark! the!mean! VMQIAP!
methylation! level! in! B6! mice! and! are! included! to! facilitate! the! comparison! of! BC! and! CB!
distributions!to!B6!distributions.!!
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Figure! 5.3:! VM@IAPs! exhibit! genetic! background! effects! (GBEs).!VMQIAPs! are! classified!
based!on!their!susceptibility! to!maternal!GBEs! (A),!zygotic!GBEs! (B),!maternal!and!zygotic!
GBEs!(C),!or!neither!(D).!Violin!plots!represent!the!B6!(grey),!BC!(purple),!and!CB!(teal)!F1!
offspring!methylation!distributions.!Dotted!and!dashed!lines!show!the!distribution!quartiles!
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maternal! genetic! background! effects,! their! susceptibility! to! zygotic! genetic!









Of!note,!VMQIAPRab6b,!VMQIAPSema6d,! and!VMQIAPFam78b! are! all! solo!LTRs!of! the!
IAPLTR2_Mm!subtype!while!the!nine!other!VMQIAPs!analysed!in!this!chapter!
have!internal!proteinQcoding!sequences!flanked!by!two!LTRs!(Table!2.1).!
No! significant! differences! were! observed! between! B6,! BC,! and! CB!
methylation! distributions! for! VMQIAPGm13849! and! VMQIAPSlc15a2! (Figure! 5.2D;!
Figure!5.3D;!Appendix!A,!Figure!A.7).!This!may!be!an!intrinsic!characteristic!of!
these!two!loci.!Alternatively,!it!is!possible!that!sensitivity!to!genetic!background!




To! determine!whether! the! induced! hypermethylation! at! VMQIAPRab6b,! VMQ
IAPSema6d,!and!VMQIAPFam78b! in!F1!hybrids!is!reversible,!BC!and!CB!individuals!
were!backcrossed!to!B6!to!produce!N2!offspring.!Methylation!variation!was!reQ
established!in! the!N2!generation!at!all! three!VMQIAPs! irrespective!of!parental!
origin,! indicating! that! the!F1!hybrid!methylation!state! is!not!a!permanent!one!


























Interestingly,! combining! all! N2! individuals! on! a! single! graph! revealed! a!





appropriate! threshold! because! the! VMQIAPRab6b! methylation! frequency!
distribution!in!the!B6!population!never!exceeds!60%!(Figure!5.2C).!This!cutQoff!
value! was! subsequently! used! to! assign! each! N2! individual!with! one! of! two!
“methylation! phenotypes”:! lowly! methylated! (reflecting! the! B6! methylation!
state)!or!highly!methylated!(reflecting!the!F1!hybrid!state).!This!resulted!in!an!
approximate!50:50!split!in!methylation!phenotypes.!
The! inheritance! pattern! observed! at! VMQIAPRab6b! might! suggest! a!
hemizygosity! effect,! whereby! VMQIAPRab6b! is! lowly! methylated! if! both! of! its!
allelic!copies!are!present!and!highly!methylated!if!only!one!is.!However,!this!was!
not!found!to!be!the!case.!PCR!primers!were!designed!to!target!the!regions!upQ!
and!downstream! of! the! VMQIAPRab6b! solo! LTR,! producing! a! ~700bp! fragment!
when! amplification! occurs! from! the! B6! allele! and! a! ~100bp! fragment! when!
amplification!occurs!from!the!CAST!allele!lacking!the!IAP!element.!Therefore,!
mice! that!were!homozygous! for! the! IAP!only!amplified! the!~700!bp! fragment!
and! mice! that! were! hemizygous! for! the! IAP! amplified! both! fragments.!
Hemizygous! individuals! were! represented! in! both! the! highly! and! lowly!











Figure! 5.4:! Recovery! of! variable! epigenetic! states! via! genetic! backcrossing.!Methylation!
variation!is!reacquired!at!VMQIAPRab6b!(A),!VMQIAPSema6d!(B),!and!VMQIAPFam78b!(C)!in!the!N2!
generation! following! B6! backcrossing.!Methylation! levels! were! averaged! across! the! distal!
CpGs! of! the! VMQIAP! 5′! LTRs! for! each! individual.! Genotype! notation! for! N2! individuals!
indicates! the!maternal! genotype! followed! by! the! paternal! genotype,! separated! by! a! slash.!





























































































Figure! 5.5:!Segregation!of!VM@IAPRab6b!methylation!states! in!N2!mice! is! independent!of!
VM@IAPRab6b! copy! number.! Six! N2! individuals! of! each! methylation! phenotype! were!
genotyped!via!PCR!using!primers! targeting!the!VMQIAPRab6b! flanking!regions,!amplifying!a!




















































genes! (SsmXVMBIAPC! and! SsmYVMBIAPC)! with! a! B6! mouse! carrying! neither.! It! is!
therefore! possible! that! VMQIAPSema6d! and! VMQIAPFam78b! are! targeted! by! two!
dominant!SSMs,!leading!to!the!reestablishment!of!methylation!variation!in!25%!
of!N2!backcrossed!offspring.!The!reacquisition!of!variable!methylation!levels!at!
VMQIAPRab6b,! VMQIAPSema6d,! and! VMQIAPFam78b! after! a! single! generation! of!
backcrossing!is!indicative!of!limited!redundancy!of!VMQIAP!modifiers.!
To! explore! whether! VMQIAPRab6b,! VMQIAPSema6d,! and! VMQIAPFam78b! are!
modulated! by! overlapping! SSMs,! a! heatmap! was! generated! comparing! the!
methylation!phenotypes!of!N2!offspring!across!the!three!loci!(Figure!5.6C).!VMQ
IAPSema6d! and! VMQIAPFam78b! did! not! show! concordance! across! individuals,!
suggesting!that!different!SSMs!are!involved!in!establishing!methylation!patterns!




individuals! lowly! methylated! at! VMQIAPRab6b! and! highly! methylated! at! VMQ

















Figure! 5.6:! VM@IAPRab6b! and! VM@IAPSema6d! likely! share! a! dominant! CAST! modifier.! A.!
Punnett! square! analysis! depicting! the! expected! 1:1! phenotypic! outcome! of! crossing! a!
hypothetical! SsmVMBIAPC/B! heterozygote! (orange)! with! a! homozygous! SsmVMBIAPB/B! B6! mouse!
(navy).!B.!Punnett!square!analysis!depicting!the!expected!3:1!phenotypic!outcome!of!crossing!
a!hypothetical!individual!heterozygote!for!two!Ssms!(SsmXVMBIAPC/B!and!SsmYVMBIAPC/B,!orange)!
with! a!homozygous!SsmXVMBIAPB/B,!SsmYVMBIAPB/B!B6!mouse! (navy).!The!B!and!C! superscripts!
differentiate!the!hypothetical!B6!and!CAST!alleles,!respectively.!C.!Heatmap!comparing!the!
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! ! ! ! !
VM@IAPRab6b! ! ! ! !
Observed! 57! 53! 110! !
Expected!(1!SSM)1! 55! 55! 110! 0.703!
Expected!(2!SSMs)2! 82.5! 27.5! 110! 1.97EQ08!
!! ! ! ! !! ! ! ! !
VM@IAPSema6d! ! ! ! !
Observed! 49! 18! 67! !
Expected!(1!SSM)1! 33.5! 33.5! 67! 1.52EQ04!
Expected!(2!SSMs)2! 50.25! 16.75! 67! 0.724!
!! ! ! ! !! ! ! ! !
VM@IAPFam78b! ! ! ! !
Observed! 64! 25! 89! !
Expected!(1!SSM)1! 44.5! 44.5! 89! 3.57EQ05!
Expected!(2!SSMs)2! 66.75! 22.25! 89! 0.501!







of! the! IAPLTR2_Mm! subclass! and! do! not! possess! internal! protein! coding!
regions.!This!limits!the!binding!site!of!their!hypothetical!SSMs!to!their!~500bp!
LTR!sequence!(under!the!assumption!that!these!loci!are!targeted!via!the!direct!
or! indirect! binding! of! their! DNA! sequences).! Given! that! VMQIAPRab6b! and!
VMQIAPSema6d!may!be!repressed!by!the!same!SSM,!their!sequences!were!expected!
to!be!more!similar!to!each!other!than!to!the!sequence!of!VMQIAPFam78b.!Indeed,!
while! all! three! VMQIAPs! show! approximately! 70%! identity! with! the!
IAPLTR2_Mm! consensus! sequence,! VMQIAPRab6b! shares! 92.12%! identity! with!
VMQIAPSema6d! and! 83%! identity! with! VMQIAPFam78b.! VMQIAPSema6d! and!
VMQIAPFam78b!share!84.68%!identity!(Table!5.3).!This!analysis!indicates!that!bulk!
sequence!identity!may!be!useful!in!identifying!SMM!targets,!as!will!be!further!








!! IAPLTR2_Mm2! VMQIAPRab6b3! VMQIAPSema6d3! VMQIAPFam78b3!
IAPLTR2_Mm! 100! ! ! !
VMQIAPRab6b! 74.13! 100! ! !
VMQIAPSema6d! 73.33! 92.12! 100! !










designate! regions! that! are! shared! between! VMQIAPRab6b! and! VMQIAPSema6d! but! not! VMQ
IAPFam78b.!The!alignment!was!generated!with!CLC!Sequence!Viewer!6.!
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The! previous! section! demonstrated! that!metastability! can! be! reacquired! at!
VMQIAPs!via!genetic!backcrossing!and!outlined!how!VMQIAP!methylation!levels!
might!function!as!molecular!phenotypes!associated!with!SSMs.!Punnett!square!
analyses!using!hypothetical!Ssm! genes! showed!how! this! experimental!design!
could! be! used! to! predict! the! number! of! SSMs! targeting! a! given! VMQIAP.!
However,! it! is! acknowledged! that! the! conclusions! reached! above! are! just!
predictions!at! this!point.!This! is!particularly!true! for! the! inferences!associated!
with!VMQIAPSema6d!and!VMQIAPFam78b!because!the!methylation!values!chosen!as!
phenotypic! cutQoffs! for! these! alleles! are! not! as! clear! as! the! one! specified! for!
VMQIAPRab6b.!In!addition,!it!is!likely!that!the!maternal!genetic!background!effects!
associated!with!VMQIAPSema6d!had!a!partial! influence!on! the!results!of! the!chiQ
squared!tests.!Therefore,!due!to!the!unambiguity!of!its!methylation!phenotype!
and!the!apparent!simplicity!of!its!inheritance!pattern,!VMQIAPRab6b!was!selected!
as! the! focus! of! a! proofQofQprinciple! experiment! aimed! at! establishing! the!
B6/CAST! hybrid! system! as! an! effective! tool! for! the! genetic! mapping! and!
functional!characterisation!of!VMQIAP!SSMs.!





















Figure! 5.8:!VM@IAPRab6b! is! targeted! for!methylation!by!a!single!CAST@derived!dominant!
SSM.!A.!N2!males!of!each!methylation!phenotype!were!backcrossed!to!B6!females!and!VMQ
IAPRab6b!5′!LTR!methylation!levels!were!quantified!in!ear!samples!from!N3!offspring.!Three!N3!




value! used! to! determine!VMQIAPRab6b!methylation! phenotypes.! B.!Pedigree! illustrating! the!
inheritance!patterns!of!VMQIAPRab6b!methylation!states.!
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target! site! duplication! (TSD)! characteristic! of! retrotransposition! events! was!
observed!on!either!side!of!VMQIAPRab6b!in!B6,!but!there!were!no!TSDs!in!the!CAST!






















repetitive!nature!of! IAPs,! it!would!make! sense! for!other! IAPs! that! are!highly!
similar!in!sequence!to!VMQIAPRab6b!to!be!methylated!in!the!presence!of!SSMRab6bC,!
and!variably!methylated! in! its!absence.!Using! the!BLAT!alignment! tool! (Kent!
2002),! the! B6! reference! genome! was! queried! for! regions! of! high! sequence!
similarity!to!VMQIAPRab6b.!This!resulted!in!a!list!of!235!LTRs,!many!of!which!were!
duplicates!in!that!they!represented!the!5′!and!3′!LTRs!of!the!same!IAP!element.!
To! determine! whether! any! of! these! LTRs! were! associated! with! variable!
methylation!in!B6!mice,!the!list!of!LTR!coordinates!was!intersected!with!VMQIAP!
coordinates!using!BedTools!software!(Quinlan!&!Hall!2010).!In!addition!to!VMQ
IAPRab6b,! six! VMQIAPs! overlapped! both! coordinate! lists,! including! VMQ
IAPTmprss11d,! VMQIAPEct2l,! VMQIAPPink1,! VMQIAPTrbv31,! VMQIAPGm20110,! and! VMQ
IAPRps12!(Table!5.4).!All!of!them!are!solo!LTRs!of!the!IAPLTR2_Mm!subclass!and!
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VMQIAP! Score1! Identity!(%)! mm10!coordinates! Structure! IAP!subtype!
VMQIAPRab6b! 511! 100.0! chr9:103108601Q103109111! solo!LTR! IAPLTR2_Mm!
VMQIAPTmprss11d! 436! 95.2! chr5:86318274Q86318748! solo!LTR! IAPLTR2_Mm!
VMQIAPEct2l! 431! 96.0! chr10:18139121Q18139589! solo!LTR! IAPLTR2_Mm!
VMQIAPPink1! 428! 94.7! chr4:138327386Q138327856! solo!LTR! IAPLTR2_Mm!
VMQIAPTrbv31! 409! 94.5! chr6:41563008Q41563472! solo!LTR! IAPLTR2_Mm!
VMQIAPGm20110! 386! 93.6! chr10:99599559Q99600037! solo!LTR! IAPLTR2_Mm!





Both! loci! showed! variable! methylation! levels! in! B6! mice! and! became!
hypermethylated! in! BC! and! CB! F1! hybrids,! as! observed! for! VMQIAPRab6b,!
VMQIAPSema6d,! and! VMQIAPFam78b! (Figure! 5.10A! and!B).! Next,! VMQIAPPink1! and!
VMQIAPEct2l! methylation! levels! were! quantified! in! N3! mice! born! to! an! N2!
heterozygous! carrier! of! the! SsmRab6bC! allele! (i.e.! highly! methylated! at!
VMQIAPRab6b).!As!done!previously,!a!locusQspecific!methylation!cutQoff!value!was!
specified! for! each! VMQIAP! and! subsequently! used! to! assign! a! methylation!















Figure! 5.10:!VM@IAPPink1! and!VM@IAPEct2l! are! targeted! for! repression! by! SSMRab6bC.!VMQ
IAPPink1!(A)!and!VMQIAPEct2l!(B)!are!variably!methylated!in!B6!individuals,!hypermethylated!
in!BC!and!CB!F1!hybrids,!and!exhibit!both!methylation!phenotypes! in! the!N3!backcrossed!
generation.! C.! N3! individuals! that! are! highly! methylated! at! VMQIAPRab6b! are! also! highly!
methylated! at! VMQIAPPink1! and! VMQIAPEct2l.! The! same! concordance! is! observed! for! lowly!
methylated!N3!individuals.!Methylation!levels!were!averaged!across!the!distal!CpGs!of!the!
VMQIAP!5′!LTRs! for! each! individual.! Individuals! are!colourQcoded!based!on!whether! their!
methylation!level!reflects!the!B6!(navy)!or!F1!hybrid!(orange)!methylated!state.!Dashed!grey!
lines!represent!the!cutQoff!value!distinguishing!the!B6!methylation!state!from!the!F1!hybrid!































































The! findings! in! this! chapter! highlight! the! value! of! harnessing! genetic!
differences!between!inbred!mouse!strains!to!investigate!epigenetic!phenomena.!
When! comparing! BC! and! CB! methylation! distributions,! most! VMQIAPs!
exhibited! parentQofQorigin! effects! that! were! dependent! on! maternal! genetic!
background! rather! than! intrinsic! allelic!differences.!The!mechanism!by!which!
cytoplasmic! factor(s)! in! the! CAST! oocyte! might! promote! increased! VMQIAP!
methylation! in! F1! offspring! is! unresolved.! Simplified! schematics! of! potential!
mechanisms! are! illustrated! in! Figure! 5.11.! It! is! possible! that! CASTQoocyteQ
derived! gene! products! target! VMQIAPs! for! repression! during! the! oocyteQtoQ
embryo! transition! (Figure! 5.11A).! However,! this! period! in! early! mouse!
development! is! characterised! by! DNA! demethylation! rather! than! gain! of!
methylation,!at!least!on!a!genomeQwide!scale!(Hackett!&!Surani!2013;!Smallwood!
&! Kelsey! 2012).! This! favours! the! hypothesis! that! CAST! oocyte! factors! are!
interfering!with!TET3Qmediated!or!DNA!replicationQdependent!demethylation!
of!paternally!inherited!loci!(Gu!et!al.!2011),!perhaps!via!the!active!protection!of!
VMQIAPs! (Figure! 5.11B).! This! possibility! is! reminiscent! of! maternal! ZFP57Q
mediated!protection!of!imprinted!loci!in!the!zygote!(Li!et!al.!2008;!Strogantsev!et!
al.! 2015).! Alternatively,! incomplete! reprogramming! could! be! the! result! of!
divergent! evolution,! whereby! the! mechanisms! that! evolved! to! efficiently!
demethylate! a!CAST!paternal!genome!are!not!optimised! to!demethylate! a!B6!




















nonQexhaustive! mechanisms! conceptualise! ways! in! which! a! CAST! oocyte!might! promote!
increased!VMQIAP!methylation! levels! compared! to! a!B6! oocyte.! In! all! three! scenarios,! the!
paternally!inherited!VMQIAP!allele!(grey!rectangle)!enters!the!egg!in!a!highly!methylated!state!
(black!circles).!In!the!B6!oocyte,!the!paternal!allele!is!subjected!to!either!active!TET3Qmediated!
(light! blue! oval)! or! passive! (replicationQdependent)! DNA! demethylation,! resulting! in! an!
unmethylated!paternal!allele!shortly!after!fertilisation!(white!circles).!After!passage!through!a!
CAST!oocyte,!the!paternal!allele!ends!up!more!highly!methylated!than!it!does!after!passage!
through! in! a!B6!oocyte! (black!and!white! circles).!A.!CASTQoocyte!derived!gene!product(s)!
(green! triangle)!weakly! target! the! paternal!VMQIAP! allele! for!methylation! following!DNA!
demethylation.!B.!CASTQoocyte!derived!gene!product(s)!(maroon!crescent)!partially!protect!
the! paternal! VMQIAP! allele! from! active! or! passive! DNA! demethylation.! C.! CASTQoocyte!
derived!factors!contributing!to!the!efficient!demethylation!of!a!CAST!paternal!genome!are!not!
optimised! to!demethylate! a!B6! paternal! genome! (warped! light! blue! oval).!Note:! these! are!






pure! B6! mice.! This! would! allow! for! the! differentiation! of! the! alleles! during!
bisulphite!pyrosequencing!while!holding!genetic!background!constant.!!
Interestingly,! parentQofQorigin! effects! were! reported! in! a! study! on!
evolutionarily! young! human!Alu! elements.!Alu! elements! belong! to! the! SINE!




analysed!Alu! polymorphisms! exhibited! parentQofQorigin! effects,! six! of! which!







of! previous!work! on! the! strainQspecific!modulation! of! transgene!methylation!
states!(Allen!et!al.!1990;!Engler!et!al.!1991;!Sapienza!et!al.!1989;!Sutherland!et!al.!
2000).! For! VMQIAPRab6b,! VMQIAPSema6d,! VMQIAPFam78b,! VMQIAPPink1,! and! VMQ
IAPEct2l,! inheriting! a! haploid! CAST! genome! from! either! parent! induced!
hypermethylation! and! largely! abrogated! variability,! suggesting! that! for! these!
cases! the! responsible! modifiers! are! transcribed! from! zygotic! DNA! after!
fertilisation! rather! than! carried! over! from! the! CAST! oocyte.! Backcrossing!
experiments! further! showed! that! simple! Mendelian! inheritance! of! dominant!
alleles!underlies!the!strainQspecific!modulation!of!a!subset!of!solo!LTR!VMQIAPs,!
providing! an! experimental! framework! for! the! genetic! mapping! of! VMQIAP!
modifiers.!!
The! faithful! segregation! of! VMQIAPRab6b! methylation! states! in! the! N3!
generation!following!selection!in!the!N2!generation!confirmed!that!VMQIAPRab6b!
is!targeted!by!a!single!dominant!CASTQderived!SSM!coded!by!the!SsmRab6bC!gene.!
VMQIAPPink1! and! VMQIAPEct2l,!whose! sequences! show!more! than! 94%! identity!
with!the!VMQIAPRab6b!sequence,!are!also!SSMRab6bC!targets.!Efforts!to!map!SsmRab6bC!






still! containing!CAST!DNA.!N4!mice! are! expected! to! recreate! the! 1:1! ratio!of!
highly! to! lowly!methylated! individuals! at!VMQIAPRab6b,!VMQIAPPink1,! and!VMQ
IAPEct2l.! Genomic! DNA! extracted! from! individuals! of! both! methylation!
phenotypes! will! be! run! on! the! Giga! Mouse! Universal! Genotyping! Array!




every! 10.4! +/Q! 12.1! kb! along! the! mouse! genome.! Most! of! the! SNPs! are!
polymorphic! between!B6! and!CAST!mice!due! to! the! significant! evolutionary!
distance! between! them.! The! interval! of! CAST! DNA! shared! by! all! highly!
methylated! individuals! and! absent! from! all! lowly! methylated! individuals! is!
expected!to!contain!the!SsmRab6bC!locus.!
Apart! from! proving! useful! in! the! identification! of! VMQIAP! SSMs,! the!
polymorphic!nature!of!VMQIAPs!across!mouse!strains!can!also!be!exploited!to!
gain!evolutionary!insight.!For!instance,!the!VMQIAPRab6b!sequence!is!present!in!
the! 129S1/SvlmJ! (129Sv)! genome! but! is! not! variably! methylated,! instead!





















et! al.! 1995).! In! strains! carrying! the!Mdac! allele! (including!C57BL/6J),! the!Dac1J!
MusD! element! is! heavily!methylated! and! the! dactylaplasia! phenotype! is! not!









The! second! study! was! conducted! on! the! HRD! (heavy! chain! enhancer,!
rearrangement! by! deletion)! transgene,! originally! designed! to! study! V(D)J!
recombination!in!mice!(Engler!&!Storb!1987).!As!observed!for!other!transgenes,!
the! methylation! state! of! HRD! is! dependent! on! genetic! background:! HRD! is!
unmethylated! in!DBA/2!mice! and!highly!methylated! in!B6!mice! (Engler! et! al.!
1991).!When!DBA/2!mice!carrying!an!unmethylated!HRD!transgene!are!crossed!
to! B6! mice,! the! transgene! becomes! methylated! in! F1! hybrids! by! the! single!
dominant!B6!modifier!SSM1B!(strainQspecific!modifier!1!in!B6).!More!than!two!
decades! after! its!discovery,!Ssm1b!was!mapped! to! a! 0.5!Mb! interval!on!distal!
chromosome!4!and!identified!as!Zfp979!(Ratnam!et!al.!2014).!ZFP979!belongs!to!
a! unique! subfamily! of!KZFPs! comprising! an! array! of! three! zinc! fingers.! It! is!
expressed!in!early!development!up!to!embryonic!day!8.5!(E8.5)!and!relies!on!the!









































5! (chr5:64,030,834Q64,038,297).! It! contains!protein!coding!sequences! flanked!by!
identical!5′!and!3′!LTRs!of!the!IAPLTR2_Mm!subclass!(Figure!6.1A).!The!interQ
individual!methylation!range!at!IAPPgm1!exceeded!the!10%!threshold!in!both!of!
the! two!B6! cohorts! used! to! experimentally! validate! IAPPgm1.!However,! rather!
than! exhibiting! a! continuous! range! of! methylation! levels! across! individuals,!















coding! potential! of! IAPPgm1,! as! predicted! by! the! Pfam! database! (https://pfam.xfam.org).!
Genomic!distances!are!drawn!to!scale.!B.!Methylation!levels!were!quantified!at!the!four!most!
distal!CpGs!of!the!IAPPgm1!5′!LTR!(nearest!the!boundary!with!unique!DNA).!Tested!samples!
are! liver! tissues! collected! from! two! sets! of! adult! B6! mice.! Both! males! and! females! are!
represented! in! each! cohort.! Each! line! represents! an! individual! and! error! bars! represent!
standard!deviations!between!technical!triplicates.!These!data!were!generated!by!Anastasiya!



















Validation cohort 1 (n = 10)















Validation cohort 2 (n = 8)
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This! chapter! aims! to! describe! the! nature,! cause,! and! consequences! of! the!


















To! reproduce! the! clustering! of! methylation! states! previously! observed! at!
IAPPgm1,!ear!samples!were!collected!from!male!and!female!B6!mice!and!assessed!
via!bisulphite!pyrosequencing.!The!analysis!confirmed! that! IAPPgm1! is!distinct!
from!other!VMQIAPs!in!that!its!methylation!pattern!is!triQmodal:!individuals!are!
either! highly! methylated! (>! 85%! methylation),! lowly! methylated! (<! 20%!
methylation),!or!intermediately!methylated!(60Q70%!methylation)!(Figure!6.2A).!
This! pattern! was! observed! in! both! males! and! females,! indicating! that! the!
segregation!is!not!sexQlinked!(Figure!6.2A).!
As! discussed! in! Chapter! 1,! the! repetitive! nature! of! IAPs! results! in! primer!
design! difficulties.! To! ensure! that! multiple! IAPs! are! not! amplified! during!
bisulphite!pyrosequencing,!either!the!forward!or!the!reverse!primer!must!lie!in!





some,!only!one!of! the!LTRs! is!variably!methylated;! for!others,! both!LTRs!are!
variably!methylated! but! the! individualQspecific!methylation! level! is! different!
between! the! two! LTRs,! suggesting! methylation! patterns! are! established!
independently! at! each!LTR! for! these!VMQIAPs.! In! contrast,! the! 5′! and!3′!LTR!
methylation! levels! at! IAPPgm1! are! consistent! with! one! another! (Figure! 6.2B).!
Individuals!that!are!highly!methylated!at!the!5′!LTR!are!also!highly!methylated!
at! the! 3′! LTR.! The! same! consistency! is! observed! for! intermediateQ! and! lowly!
methylated!individuals!(Figure!6.2B).!Even!though!these!data!only!pertain!to!the!
edges! of! IAPPgm1,! the! agreement! in! their! methylation! levels! signals! that! the!
















methylation!variation!at! IAPPgm1!collapses!within!500!bp!on!either!side!of! the! IAP!element.!
Methylation!levels!were!quantified!from!ear!samples!via!bisulphite!pyrosequencing.!Each!line!
represents! one! individual! and! each! data! point! represents! one! CpG.! Error! bars! represent!
standard!deviations!calculated!from!technical!triplicates.!
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It! is! unclear! whether! the! segregation! of! methylation! states! at! IAPPgm1! is!
intrinsic!to!the!IAP!element!or!the!result!of!epigenetic!properties!of!the!insertion!
site.!To!distinguish!between!these!two!possibilities,!methylation!was!quantified!















levels!were! quantified! in! the! offspring.! In! stark! contrast! to!VMQIAPs,! IAPPgm1!
exhibited! stable! inheritance! of! methylation! states.! Offspring! born! to! highly!
methylated!parents!were!all!highly!methylated,!while!offspring!born! to!lowly!
methylated!parents!were! all! lowly!methylated! (Figure!6.3).!When!one!parent!
was!highly!methylated!and!the!other!was!lowly!methylated,!all!offspring!were!
intermediately! methylated! (Figure! 6.3).! This! suggests! that! high! and! low!
methylation! levels! are! allelic! states! of! IAPPgm1,!with! intermediate!methylation!
representing! coQdominant! heterozygosity! (if! we! loosely! accept! the! use! of!
methylation!states!as!a!phenotypic!readout! in! this!context).! In! line!with! these!








proposed! inheritance! pattern.! An! IAPPgm1HL! intercross! produced! IAPPgm1HH,!
IAPPgm1LL,! and!IAPPgm1HL! offspring,! as!would!be! expected! from!a!heterozygote!
intercross.! Pups! produced! from! a! IAPPgm1HH! x! IAPPgm1HL! cross! were! either!
IAPPgm1HH!or!IAPPgm1HL,!while!pups!produced!from!a!IAPPgm1LL!x!IAPPgm1HL!cross!
were!either!IAPPgm1LL!or!IAPPgm1HL!(Figure!6.3).!These!results!are!consistent!with!
the! anticipated! F1! outcomes! of! a! test! cross! between! a! homozygote! and! a!
heterozygote,!confirming! that! the!segregation!of! IAPPgm1!methylation! levels! in!













of! the!5′!LTR!via!bisulphite!pyrosequencing.!Each! line!represents!an! individual.!Error!bars!
represent!the!standard!deviation!calculated!from!technical!triplicates.!Standard!sex!symbols!










The! reciprocal! hybrid! breeding! scheme! used! in! Chapter! 5! showed! that!
VMQIAP!methylation!levels!can!exhibit!maternal!and!genetic!background!effects.!
A!similar!strategy!was!adopted!to!determine!whether!IAPPgm1!is!also!susceptible!






a! IAPPgm1LL!B6!dam!were! all! lowly!methylated! (IAPPgm1L),! and! those!born! to! a!
IAPPgm1HL! B6! mother! were! either! IAPPgm1H! or! IAPPgm1L! (Figure! 6.4B).! No!
intermediately!methylated!BC!offspring!were!observed,!further!demonstrating!
that!intermediate!methylation!is!a!product!of!heterozygosity.!!
Methylation! data! collected! from! CB! individuals! identified! an! epialleleQ
specific!maternal!effect!at!the!IAPPgm1!locus.!CB!offspring!born!to!a!IAPPgm1HH!B6!
father! were! all! highly! methylated! (as! observed! for! BC! offspring)! but! CB!
offspring! born! to! a! IAPPgm1LL! B6! father! displayed! an! increase! in! methylation!
levels!compared!to!lowly!methylated!B6!and!BC!individuals!(Figure!6.4C).!The!
increase!in!methylation!was!not!consistent!across!CB!offspring,!creating!a!range!




effect! that! is! likely!mediated!by! cytoplastic! factors! in! the!CAST!oocyte! rather!











epiallele@specific! maternal! effect.! A.! B6! and! CAST! sequence! alignment! of! the! IAPPgm1!
insertion!site!using!CLUSTAL!Omega.!B6!and!CAST!DNA!sequences!were!extracted!from!the!




B.! IAPPgm1HH! (green),! IAPPgm1LL! (purple),! and! IAPPgm1HL! (orange)!B6! females!were!crossed!to!
CAST! males! (F0,! upper! panel)! and! IAPPgm1! 5′! LTR!methylation! levels! were! quantified! in!


















levels! compared! to! F1! IAPPgm1L! mice! (Figure! 6.5).! In! the! next! section,! the!
methylation!state!of!IAPPgm1L!allele!is!investigated!in!the!B6!male!germline!and!
shown! to! be! hypermethylated.! Therefore,! since! the! allele! is! transmitted!
paternally!in! this!experiment,! the!effect!is!not! the!direct! result!of!methylation!
accumulation!across!generations!and!could!instead!suggest!a!dosage!effect!of!a!
CAST!modifier.!It!is!thus!possible!that!the!CAST!content!of!the!inherited!paternal!
genome! in! combination!with! passage! through! a!CAST! egg! contributes! to! the!
cumulative! effect! observed! in! the! N2! generation.! Additional! rounds! of!






Figure! 6.5:!The!maternal! effect! at! IAPPgm1L! is! cumulative!over! successive!generations.!F1!
IAPPgm1L! CB!males! were! backcrossed! to! CAST! females! to! produce!N2!C/CB! offspring.! N2!
offspring!were!PCR!genotyped!for!the!IAPPgm1!locus!and!only!the!individuals!harbouring!the!









































epigenotype! (Figure! 6.6A).! Thus,! both! the! IAPPgm1H! and! IAPPgm1L! alleles! are!
targeted!for!repression!during!spermatogenesis,!as!is!the!case!for!VMQIAPs!and!
most! other! repeat! elements! in! the! mouse! genome.! This! suggests! that! the!
mechanisms!underlying!IAPPgm1!methylation!in!the!soma!and!the!male!germline!
are!distinct.!Preliminary!data! indicate! that! the!DNMT3C!methyltransferase! is!
responsible!for!the!methylation!of!IAPPgm1!in!the!male!germline!(data!not!shown).!
To! test! IAPPgm1!methylation! levels! in! the! female!germline,! germinal!vesicle!
(GV)! oocytes! were! collected! from! the! ovaries! of! superovulated! B6! females.!
Oocytes!collected!from!IAPPgm1HH!females!were!combined!to!form!three!pools!of!
100! oocytes! each;! the! same! was! done! for! oocytes! collected! from! IAPPgm1LL!
females.!IAPPgm1!methylation!levels!were!quantified!for!each!pool!and!found!to!
be! reflective! of! somatic! methylation! levels:! oocytes! collected! from! IAPPgm1HH!
females!were!highly!methylated!and!oocytes! collected! from! IAPPgm1LL! females!
were! lowly!methylated! (Figure!6.6B).!Therefore,! a! single!mechanism! is! likely!












from! the!cauda! epididymis!of!adult! IAPPgm1HH! (green,!n!=!2),! IAPPgm1LL! (purple,!n! =! 2),!and!
IAPPgm1HL!(orange,!n!=!2)!B6!males.!The!colour!of!the!mice!represents!somatic!methylation!level!
while! the!colour!of! the!data!points!and! lines!represents! the!methylation!state!of! the!sperm!
samples.! IAPPgm1!5′!LTR!methylation! levels!were!assessed!separately! for!each!sample.!Each!
line!represents!data!from!one!individual.!B.!IAPPgm1!methylation!levels!in!the!female!germline!
reflect! somatic!methylation! levels.!GV!oocytes!were! collected! from!superovulated! IAPPgm1H!
and!IAPPgm1L!B6!females.!Each!line!represents!one!pooled!sample!of!100!oocytes!collected!from!














IAPPgm1L! allele! is! demethylated! shortly! after! fertilisation! (Figure! 6.7A).! In!
contrast,! methylation! levels! in! blastocysts! generated! from! IAPPgm1HH! parents!
hovered!around!70%!(Figure!6.7A).!We!cannot!determine!based!on!these!data!
alone! whether! IAPPgm1HH! is! demethylated! after! fertilization! and! rapidly!
methylated! again! by! the! blastocyst! stage,! or! whether! IAPPgm1HH! is! (partially)!
resistant! to! epigenetic! reprogramming! during! preimplantation! development.!
Nonetheless,!these!results!demonstrate!that!methylation!patterns!at!the!IAPPgm1H!
and!IAPPgm1L!epiallelic!variants!are!specified!prior!to!implantation.!!
Although! the! distinction! in! methylation! states! between! IAPPgm1HH! and!





stage! in! development! (Hackett! &! Surani! 2013;! Smallwood! &! Kelsey! 2012).!
Alternatively,! since! littermate! blastocysts! were! pooled,! the! intermediate!
methylation! could! be! a! reflection! of! interQembryo! variation,! whereby! some!
blastocysts!have!become!fully!methylated!and!others!are!still!unmethylated.!A!
third! possibility! is! that! the! incomplete! methylation! is! symptomatic! of! lower!
methylation! levels! in! the! developing! trophectoderm! (TE)! that! are! countering!
higher!methylation!levels!in!the!inner!cell!mass!(ICM).!To!test!this,!ICMQderived!
embryonic! stem!cell! (ESC)! lines!were!generated! from! IAPPgm1HH! and! IAPPgm1LL!
blastocysts.!IAPPgm1!methylation!levels!in!these!cell!lines!closely!matched!those!















deviations! calculated! from! technical! triplicates.! B.! ICMQderived! ESC! lines! generated! from!
IAPPgm1HH!and!IAPPgm1LL!blastocysts!show!high!and! low!methylation! levels!at!the! IAPPgm1!5′!
LTR,!respectively.!Each!line!represents!data!from!one!cell!line!and!each!point!represents!the!



























































































blastocyst! data,! IAPPgm1HH! blastocyst! methylation! levels! were! lower! than!
IAPPgm1HH!E16.5!placenta!methylation!levels,!suggesting!that!a!combination!of!the!
explanations!outlined!above!are!likely!at!play.!Of!note,!even!though!placental!














counterparts,! they! retain! the! triQmodal! segregation! of! epigenotypes.! This!









It! is! likely! that! the! IAPPgm1H! and! IAPPgm1L! epialleles! are! conferred! by! a!
spontaneous!genetic!mutation! in! the!B6!population,!either!in! the! IAP!element!
itself!or!in!a!gene!involved!in!its!epigenetic!regulation.!As!the!latter!possibility!
would! likely! require!whole! genome! sequencing! of!multiple!mice,! the! former!
possibility!was!investigated!in!the!first!instance.!
To! search! for! local! single! nucleotide! polymorphisms! (SNPs)! between!
IAPPgm1HH! and! IAPPgm1LL! individuals,! primers! were! designed! to! amplify! the!
entirety! of! IAPPgm1! via! PCR! with! the! intent! to! sequence! the! resulting! PCR!
products!via!Sanger!sequencing.!As!mentioned!above,!the!large!number!of!IAPs!
in!the!B6!genome!with!high!sequence!identity!necessitates!that!at!least!one!PCR!

























amplified! from! IAPPgm1HH,! IAPPgm1LL,! and! IAPPgm1HL! DNA! using! the! P3! primer! pair.! D.!
Schematic!representation!of!the!alignment!of! the! IAPPgm1!mm10!reference!sequence!and!the!












Long terminal repeat (LTR)
IAP internal region





































































































































!To! determine!whether! a! more! substantial! genetic! difference! is! present! in!
IAPPgm1LL! individuals,! primers!were! designed! to! target! the! unique! bordering!
regions!on!either!side!of!the!IAP!element!(Figure!6.9A,!blue!P3!arrows;!Table!









IAPPgm1LL! DNA! using! the! P3! primer! pair! were! used! as! templates! for! Sanger!
sequencing.!For!the!larger!fragments,!sequencing!primers!were!interspersed!at!
regular!intervals!across!the!IAP!element!(Table!8.4).!For!the!smaller!fragment,!
the! same! primers! used! for! PCR! were! used! for! sequencing.! The! resulting!
assembled! sequences! for! the! IAPPgm1H! and!IAPPgm1L! alleles!were! aligned!using!
CLUSTAL!Omega.! The! alignment! revealed! that! the! IAPPgm1L! allele! contains! a!




to!both! the!5′!and!3′!LTRs!of! the! fullQlength! IAPPgm1H!(Figure!6.9D).!Thus,! this!
mutation!was!almost!certainly!generated!by!a!recent!interQLTR!recombination!
event!in!the!inbred!B6!population!(Figure!6.10).!!
InterQLTR! recombination! events! occur!when! the! identical! or! nearQidentical!
LTR! sequences! engage! in! ectopic!homologous! recombination,! resulting! in! the!
formation! of! solo! LTRs! (reviewed! in! Jern!&! Coffin! 2008).! Since! both! IAPPgm1!
allelic! variants!were! detected! in! B6! samples! sent! to! us! from! collaborators! in!
mainland!Europe!and!North!America!(data!not!shown),!the!recombination!event!









(Shimosuga! et! al.! 2017).! This! raises! questions! regarding! the!mechanisms! that!
underlie! the! epigenetic! silencing! of! IAPPgm1! as! well! as! the! functional!
consequences!of!a!solo!LTR!left!unmodified.!!
!
As! a! caveat! to! this! experiment,! it! should! be! mentioned! that! the! lack! of!




element,! or! interQchromosomally! between! LTRs! on! sister! chromatids! or!
homologous!chromosomes.!Given!the!large!number!of!solo!LTRs!in!the!genome!
and! the! relatively! small!proportion!of! reported! tandem! IAP!duplications,! the!



























The! sequencing! experiments!described! in! this! section!demonstrate! that! the!
IAPPgm1L! epiallele! identified! in! this! chapter! was! caused! by! an! interQLTR!
recombination! event.! Thus,! the! allelic! variants! IAPPgm1H! and! IAPPgm1L! will!
henceforth!be!referred!to!as!C57BL/6J!IAP!1full!!(C57iap1full)!and!C57BL/6J!IAP!1solo!
(C57iap1solo),!respectively.!This!nomenclature!is!intended!to!facilitate!the!naming!
of! other! polymorphic! repeat! elements! in! the! future,! both! in! B6! and! in! other!
inbred! mouse! strains.! A! PCR! genotyping! assay! was! developed! to! easily!





IAP! insertions! can! influence!neighbouring!gene! expression! in! a!number!of!
ways.! Intragenic! IAPs! can! lead! to! aberrant! transcript! formation!by!providing!
alternative!splice!sites!or!causing!premature!transcript! termination.! Intergenic!
IAPs! can! induce! the! formation! of! chimeric! transcripts! initiated! at! a! cryptic!
promoter!in!the!IAP!LTR!and!may!also!act!as!enhancers!(reviewed!in!Gagnier!et!
al.!2019).!These!effects!are!often!dependent!on!the!epigenetic!properties!of!the!
IAP!or! the!chromatin!dynamics!of! the!insertion!site.!For!example,! the!Avy!and!
AxinFu! IAPs! only! drive! ectopic! Agouti! or! Axin! expression! when! they! are!
unmethylated.!It! is!therefore!possible!that!C57iap1!allelic!variant!influences!the!
expression! of! genes! in! its! genomic! vicinity! (Pgm1,! Rell1,! Tbc1d1,! and!
5830416l19Rik).! The! position! of! these! genes! in! relation! to!C57iap1! is! depicted! in!
Figure!6.11A.!!
As! the! original! name! of!C57iap1! implies,! Pgm1! (PhosphoglucomutaseB1)! is! the!
closest! coding! gene! to!C57iap1,! lying! 55! kb! downstream! of! the! 3′! LTR.! PGM1!
catalyses! the! interconversion! between! glucose! 1Qphosphate! and! glucose!























of! Rell1! and! 5830416l19Rik.! The! information! provided! in! this! paragraph! was!




























the!ΔCt!method.! Statistics:! unpaired! t! tests! (*p! <! 0.05;! **! p! <! 0.005;! ***! p! <! 0.0005;! ns,! not!
significant). 
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variants! display! distinct! IAP!methylation! profiles! which! are! associated! with!
differences! in! adjacent! gene! expression.! The! phenotypic! implications! of! this!
mutation! remain!undefined.!The! tissueQspecific!nature!of! the!qRTQPCR! results!





Tbc1d1! are! involved! in! metabolic! pathways,! it! is! possible! that! a! phenotypic!
difference!would!emerge!between!C57iap1full!and!C57iap1solo!mice!in!response!to!
metabolismQaltering! exposures! such! as! a! high! fat! diet.! Preliminary! findings!




state! of! the! C57iap1solo! allele.! It! would! be! useful! to! compare! C57iap1! to!
recombinationQinduced!polymorphisms! that!do!not! result! in!hypomethylation!
of!the!solo!LTR,!but!the!identification!of!such!loci!with!both!variants!still!present!
in! the! B6! population! is! difficult.!Historically,! interQLTR! recombination! events!
have!been!identified!due!to!phenotypic!reversions!of!ERVQinduced!mutations,!
whereby! the! phenotypic! effect! of! the! insertion! is! reversed! following! proviral!
excision!and!solo!LTR!formation!(Bultman!et!al.!1994;!Seperack!et!al.!2006;!Stoye!
et! al.! 1988).! However,! methylation! of! the! produced! solo! LTRs! was! never!
interrogated!in!these!studies.!












modification! occupancy! at! each! allele.! Marks! of! interest! include! H3K9me3!
(heterochromatic! and! recruited! to! repeat! elements! by! KRABQZFPs),!H3K27ac!




a! CAST! egg! promotes! partial! methylation! of! the! C57iap1! LTR.! The! possible!




interQindividual! methylation! variation! at! the! C57iap1solo! allele! in! CB! hybrids,!
C57iap1solo!is!a!bona!fide!VMQIAP!in!the!context!of!the!CB!genetic!background.!The!
C57iap1! locus! is! therefore!not!only!of!value! in! investigating! the!consequences!of!
repeat! element! structure! on! epigenetic! repression,! but! also! in! the! study! of!
methylation! acquisition! at! metastable! epialleles.! The! cumulative! gain! in!
methylation!upon!consecutive!round!of!backcrossing!to!CAST!females!is!once!again!
reminiscent!of! transgene!behaviours! reported! on!decades! ago! (Allen! et! al.! 1990;!
Kearns!et!al.!2000).!!















solo!LTRs! formed!from!recent! interQLTR!recombination!events.! In!a!comparative!
analysis! between! the! tail! and! sperm! datasets,! the! authors! found! that! the!
hypomethylated! IAPs! in! tail! and! sperm!were! nonQoverlapping! and! enriched! in!
different! IAP! subfamilies.!Most! of! the! hypomethylated! IAPs! in! tail!were! of! the!
IAPLTR2_Mm! subclass! while! most! of! those! in! sperm! were! of! the! IAPEy_LTR!
subclass.!This!is!in!line!with!the!observed!hypermethylation!of!C57iap1solo!in!sperm!
and! highlights! the! divergence! of! mechanisms! that! drive! transposable! element!
silencing!in!the!soma!and!in!the!male!germline.!
The!results!in!this!chapter!demonstrate!that!cryptic!genetic!diversity!in!inbred!
mouse! population! can! have! functional! repercussions! with! implications! for!
experimental!outcomes.!The!identification!of!the!C57iap1!polymorphism!should!
serve!as!a!cautionary!tale!for!researchers!working!with!inbred!mice,!particularly!in!
the! field! of! epigenetics.!Had! the! accuracy! of! the!mm10! genome! assembly! been!










that! the! sequence! has! been! lost! from! a! particular! repeat! locus.! The! advent! of!
longQread!sequencing!and!improved!computational!pipelines!will!vastly!improve!
these! annotations.! A! recent! study! in! humans! developed! a! pipeline! to! capture!
dimorphic!human!ERVs!(HERVs)!resulting!from!interQLTR!recombination!events!
and!detected!dozens!of!previously!unidentified!candidates!(Thomas!et!al.!2018).!As!

















across! generations! via! epigenetic!mechanisms.! The!Avy!mouse!model! is! often!
cited!as!the!best!described!instance!of!mammalian!epigenetic!inheritance!and!as!
a!sensitive!biosensor!of!environmental!compromise.!The!assumption!has!been!
that! other! regions! in! the! mouse! genome! with! similar! genetic! and! epigenetic!
properties! likely!behave! in! the! same!way.!This! thesis! characterises! a! recently!
identified! set! of! variably! methylated! endogenous! retroviruses! of! the! IAP!
subclass!(VMQIAPs)!and!in!doing!so!reveals!that!this!premise!is!far!too!simplistic.!
VMQIAPGm13849! stood! out! as! the! only! VMQIAP! to! exhibit! memory! of! maternal!
methylation!level!in!a!manner!analogous!to!the!Avy!locus.!Even!then,!the!effect!














property! of! metastable! epialleles.! This! included! the! Avy! locus,! at! which! the!




in!DNA! that! is! passed! on! to! the! next!generation.! In! the! same! chapter! it!was!
shown! that! the! recently! discovered! DNA! methyltransferase! DNMT3C! is!




3! indicated! that! VMQIAP! metastability! is! most! likely! acquired! prior! to!
implantation!and!mitotically!maintained!from!some!point!thereafter.!In!Chapter!
5! it! was! demonstrated! that! this! process! is! dependent! on! both! maternal! and!
zygotic! genetic! background.! This! result! has! implications! for! the! mechanism!
driving! methylation! stochasticity! at! VMQIAPs! (discussed! in! detail! in! the!
following!sections).!!
The! data! presented! in! Chapter! 4! suggest! that! VMQIAPs! are! selectively!
susceptible!to!environmental!perturbation.!Abnormal!folate!metabolism!shifted!
VMQIAP!methylation!levels!and!was!associated!with!changes!in!expression!of!
VMQIAPQneighbouring! genes.! In! contrast,! no! significant! effects!were! detected!
following!perinatal!exposure!to!an!obesogenic!diet!or!to!the!endocrine!disruptor!
BPA.!A!longitudinal!ageing!analysis!was!conducted!on!VMQIAPs!to!assess!the!
effect! of! ageing! on! metastable! epialleles.! The! results! indicated! that! VMQIAP!
methylation! levels! are! stable! across! the! murine! lifespan,! with! only! small!








Chapter! 6! described! the! identification! and! characterisation! of! C57iap1! as! a!
novel!polymorphic!IAP!in!the!C57BL/6J!(B6)!genome.!This!element!is!annotated!
as! a! fullQlength! IAP! in! the! GRCm38/mm10! reference! genome,! complete!with!





LTRs! in! the! genome.! The! genetic! and/or! epigenetic! differences! between!
C57iap1full! and! C57iap1solo! lead! to! differential! expression! of! adjacent! genes.! A!
developmental!analysis!of!C57iap1!methylation!revealed!that!both!the!C57iap1full!















et! al.! 1995;!Kano! et! al.! 2007).!The!HRD!modifier!gene!Ssm1b!was! identified!as!
Zfp979! (Ratnam! et! al.! 2014).!The!known! role!of!KZFPs! in! targeting! repressive!
















regulate! ERVs,! including! ZFP809,! ZFP819,! and! the! paralogues! ZFP932! and!
Gm15446!(Ecco!et!al.!2016;!Tan!et!al.!2013;!Wolf!&!Goff!2009).!Thus,!KZFP/KAP1Q
mediated! TE! repression! is! an! established! mechanism! by! which! methylation!
machinery!could!be!recruited!to!VMQIAPs.!
The!results!in!Chapter!5!showed!that!VMQIAPs!can!be!targeted!by!more!than!
one! modifier! and! that! these! modifiers! can! be! strainQspecific.! This! rules! out!
epigenetic!regulators!that!are!highly!conserved!across!mouse!strains!as!potential!
VMQIAP! SSMs.! A! recent! study! placed! the! number! of! murine! KZFPs! in! the!
hundreds,!making!them!the!largest!and!most!diverse!transcription!factor!family!
in!the!mouse!genome!(Kauzlaric!et!al.!2017).!As!proven!by!the!Ssm1b!case,!the!




have! important! implications! for! the!binding!kinetics!of! a!given!KZFP!(ElrodQ
Erickson!et!al.!1998).!











thought! to! be! seeded! via! retrotransposition!of!KZFP! genes! and! amplified! by!
positive! selection! of! the! inserted!KZFP!pseudogene! (Kauzlaric! et! al.! 2017).!A!
binding!site!analysis!of!mouse!paralogues!ZFP932!and!Gm15446!showed!that!
they! both! target! ERVK! elements! but! are! each! enriched! at! different! ERVK!
subfamilies! (Ecco! et! al.! 2016).!Data! in!Chapter! 5! showed! that! some!VMQIAPs,!
such! as!VMQIAPSema6d! and!VMQIAPFam78b,! are! likely! targeted!by!more! than! one!
SSM.!It!is!feasible!that!these!VMQIAPs!are!simultaneously!bound!by!a!KZFP!and!







KZFP! clusters! is! largely! incomplete! in! the! current! CAST! reference! genome.!
Ongoing! efforts! by! our! lab! aim! to! fill! these! gaps! and! others! (representing!
approximately!20%!of!the!CAST!genome)!using!nanopore!longQread!sequencing!
technology,!which!will!be!of!great!value!for!this!experiment.!Depending!on!the!





all! strains! apart! from!B6.!Therefore,!while! the!modifier!has!been! successfully!
identified! in! the! B6! genome,! the! nature! of! the! equivalent! locus! in! the!DBA/2!









The! findings! from!Chapters! 2! and!3! combined!with!previous!work!on!Avy,!
AxinFu,! and! VMQIAPs! suggest! that! individualQspecific! methylation! states! at!
metastable! epialleles! are! acquired! during! preimplantation! development.! This!
requires!VMQIAP!modifiers!to!be!expressed!during!this!developmental!stage.!A!
large!number!of!human!and!mouse!KZFPs!are!highly!expressed!in!embryonic!
stem! cells! (ESCs),! suggesting! that! KZFPs! are! active! in! the! early! embryo!
(Corsinotti! et! al.! 2013;! Imbeault! et! al.! 2017;!Kauzlaric! et! al.! 2017).! In! addition,!
findings! from!Chapter! 5! demonstrated! that!VMQIAPs! are! subject! to!maternal!


























The! lowQaffinity! binding! of! KZFPs! (LABQKZFP)! model! assumes! that! the!
acquisition! of! VMQIAP! methylation! states! occurs! in! two! phases:! (1)! a! short!
establishment! phase! in! early! development! during! which! VMQIAPs! become!
methylated! in! a! stochastic! and! locusQspecific! manner,! and! (2)! a! longer!
maintenance!phase!during!which!the!methylation!levels!established!in!the!first!
phase! are! inherited!mitotically! over! successive! cellular!divisions,! resulting! in!
roughly! equal! methylation! levels! across! tissues! of! a! single! individual.! The!
mechanism!by!which!methylation!patterns!are!inherited!upon!DNA!replication!
is!wellQcharacterised!and!involves! the!recognition!of!hemimethylated!DNA!at!
replication! forks! by! the! E3! ubiquitinQprotein! ligase! UHRF1! followed! by!
recruitment!of! the!maintenance!DNA!methyltransferase!DNMT1!(reviewed! in!
Greenberg! &! Bourc’his! 2019).! The! initial! establishment! phase! of! VMQIAP!
methylation! states! is! more! puzzling! from! a! mechanistic! perspective.! The!
description!below!focuses!on!this!phase.!!
As! the! name! implies,! the! proposed! model! revolves! around! lowQaffinity!
binding! of!KZFPs.!The!model! hypothesises! that! stochastic!methylation! arises!
when! VMQIAP! sequences! are! weakly! recognised! by! KZFPs! during!
preimplantation!development.!When!a!given!KZFP!binds!to!a!target!IAP!with!
high!affinity,!the!IAP!is!expected!to!become!methylated!in!all!cells,!which!is!what!
occurs! at!most! IAPs! in! the!genome.!A! spontaneous!mutation! in! the! sequence!
coding!for!the!KZFP!DNAQbinding!residues!or!in!the!binding!site!of!the!target!
IAP! sequence! could! decrease! the! strength! of! the! binding! interaction!without!
completely!abrogating!it.!The!probability!P!of!this!binding!event!occurring!(and!
subsequently!leading!to!VMQIAP!methylation)!would!be!directly!related!to!the!
frequency! distributions! of! VMQIAP! methylation! levels! in! the! B6! population!
(Figure!7.1).!In!fact,!because!sampling!distributions!become!narrower!as!sample!
size! increases,! the!width! of! the! frequency! distribution! of! each! VMQIAP!may!











have! the!potential! to! influence! the!binding!kinetics!at!each!VMQIAP!(outlined!
below),! the!model! predicts! that! the! sequence! of! an! IAP! and! that! of! its!KZFP!
















experiments! on! VMQIAPFam78b! in! Chapter! 2! showed! that! this! VMQIAP! is!
unmethylated!at!the!blastocyst!stage!but!eventually!reaches!relatively!high!
methylation!levels,!perhaps!because!the!KZFP!modifiers!of!VMQIAPFam78b!are!
expressed! later! in! development! but! exhibit! higher! affinity! or! greater!
expression! levels! than! other!VMQIAPQmodifying!KZFPs.! The! finding! from!











3.! VMBIAP! structure! and! sequence! composition.! The! structure! of! VMQIAPs! is!
diverse,!ranging!from!solo!LTRs!to!truncated!or!fullQlength!elements.!KZFPs!
are!able!to!bind!a!number!of!DNA!motifs!along!the!full!length!of!ERVs,!so!
the! structure! of! an! IAP! would! directly! affect! the! number! of! KZFPs! that!
recognise! it.! In! addition,! the! transcription! factors! recruited!by! the!various!
transcription! factor! binding! sites! located! within! VMQIAPs! could! interfere!
with!KZFP/VMQIAP!binding!kinetics.!For!instance,!VMQIAPs!are!enriched!for!
CTCF!binding! (Kazachenka!et!al.!2018).!CTCF! is!methylationQsensitive!and!





landscapes.! KZFPQmediated! repression! involves! the! direct! or! indirect!





accessibility! of! other! VMQIAPQbinding! proteins! such! as! CTCF.! The!
heterochromatinQspreading!HUSH!complex!might! also!be! involved! in! this!
process,!contributing!to!position!effect!variegation!(PEV)!at!VMQIAPs.!Thus,!
VMQIAPs! located! close! to! heterochromatin! may! have! higher! average!
methylation!levels!than!those!located!in!open!chromatin.!
!
5.! Environmental! perturbation.!Any! environmental! change! that! influences! the!




















Figure! 7.1:! The! LAB@KZFP!model.!Based! on! the!model,! the! probability!P! that! a! VMQIAP!
becomes!methylated!relies!primarily!on!the!KZFP!modifier!DNAQbinding!residues!and/or!on!
the!KZFP!binding!motif!in!the!VMQIAP!(red!boxes).!The!nicks!in!the!binding!region!represent!
low! affinity.! Secondary! factors! expected! to! influence! P! are! labelled! in! blue! boxes.!











independently! at! each! locus,! in! line! with! previous! observations! that! an!





their! insertion!sites;!perhaps!VMQIAPMbnl1! is! in!a!more!heterochromatic! region!
than!VMQIAPTfpi.!This!would!support!the!idea!that!genomic!context!can!influence!
VMQIAP!methylation!states!but!plays!a!secondary!role!to!VMQIAP!sequence.!
Similarly,! in! Chapter! 5! it! was! shown! that! VMQIAPRab6b,! VMQIAPPink1,! and!
VMQIAPEct2l! share! more! than! 94%! sequence! identity! and! are! targeted! for!
repression! by! the! same! CASTQderived!modifier! SSMRab6bC,! again! highlighting!
that!sequence! is!central! to!methylation!metastability.!The! four!other!VMQIAPs!
that!exhibit!high!sequence! identity!with!VMQIAPRab6b,!as!yet!untested,!are!also!



















the! range! observed! across!mice,! suggesting! that! the!mechanisms! involved! in!
establishing! VMQIAP! methylation! frequency! distributions! are! conserved! in!
ESCs.!Viewed!from!the!perspective!of!the!LABQKZFP!model,!ESCs!are!‘trapped’!
in!the!stochastic!establishment!phase.!Indeed,!many!KZFPs!are!highly!expressed!
in! ESCs.! The! lack! of! methylation! maintenance! may! reflect! inhibition! of! the!
maintenance!methyltransferase!DNMT1!or!active!demethylation!of!VMQIAPs!by!
TET!methylcytosine!dioxygenases.!In!support!of!the!latter!possibility,!a!study!on!
TET! enzyme! activity! in! ESCs! found! that! TET1! and! TET2! bind! a! number! of!




Previous! work! on! the! Avy! and! AxinFu! alleles! suggested! that! metastable!
epialleles!and! transgenes!are!regulated!by!similar!mechanisms.!They!are!both!
associated!with!variable!DNA!methylation!and!both!exhibit!parentQofQorigin!and!
genetic! background! effects! (see! section! 1.4.4.2).! These! parallels! are! further!
highlighted! in! this! thesis.! The! analysis! described! in! Chapter! 5! showed! that!
VMQIAPs! are! also! susceptible! to! maternal! and! zygotic! genetic! background!
effects,!and!demonstrated!that!a!subset!of!VMQIAPs!are!targeted!for!methylation!
by!strainQspecific!modifiers!(SSMs)!in!a!manner!analogous!to!the!methylation!of!
the!HRD! transgene! by! SSM1B! (or! ZFP979)! (Ratnam! et! al.! 2014).! Ratnam! and!








gene! is!not!subject! to!ZFP979Qdependent!methylation! (Engler!et!al.!1998).!This!












than! 50! mutations! that! influence! the! maintenance! of! variegation! of! a! GFP!






an! important! regulator! of! X!inactivation! (Blewitt! et! al.! 2005,! 2008).! While!
SMCHD1!has!not!been!reported! to! interact!with!KZFPs,!SMCHD1!occupancy!
overlaps!with!CTCF!binding!sites!(Chen!et!al.!2015).!Considering!that!VMQIAPs!
are! enriched! for! CTCF! (Kazachenka! et! al.! 2018),! it! is! possible! that! SMCHD1!
contributes!to!VMQIAP!methylation!states!by!competing!for!binding!with!CTCF.!
! Mechanistic!alternatives!













B6! strain!does! not.!Once!SsmRab6bC! is! identified,! a! crossQstrain! phylogenetic!
analysis!on!this!locus!will!resolve!this!question.!
!
•! LowQaffinity!binding!of!KZFPs! to!VMQIAPs!could!be! the!product!of!recent!
spontaneous! mutations! but! could! also! be! symptomatic! of! strainQspecific!
natural!selection.!If!the!latter!were!the!case,!lowQaffinity!binding!to!VMQIAPs!





array!but!recruit!KAP1!with! low!affinity!due! to!a!mutation! in! their!KRAB!
domain.!This!would!result!in!similar!outcomes!but!is!less!likely!given!that!
the! evolutionary!pressures! exerted!on!KZFPs!promote! zinc! finger!binding!
diversification!and!KRAB!domain!conservation!(Bellefroid!et!al.!1991).!!
!
•! VMQIAPQmodifying! KZFPs! may! be! expressed! stochastically! in! early!




&! van! Oudenaarden! 2008),! the! strainQspecificity! of! VMQIAP!metastability!
would!likely!require!strainQspecific!regulators!of!stochastic!gene!expression.!
!
•! SsmRab6bC! may! map! to! a! different! class! of! epigenetic! regulator! or! to! a!




•! This! discussion! has! largely! focused! on! the! potential! role! of! KZFPs! in! the!
establishment!of!metastability!at!VMQIAPs,!but!it!is!conceivable!that!KZFPs!















by! the! SP1! transcription! factor! (Brandeis! et! al.! 1994;! Macleod! et! al.! 1994).!
According!to!this!model,!VMQIAPs!are!methylated!by!default!and!the!modifiers!
that!drive!metastability!either!prevent!methylation!from!occurring!faithfully!or!
actively! contribute! to! VMQIAP! demethylation.! A! study! that! compared!
methylated!and!unmethylated!IAP!LTRs!found!an!enrichment!in!transcription!
factor! binding! sites! in! unmethylated! LTRs,!which! led! to! the! proposition! that!
transcription! factor! occupancy! interferes! with! methylation! of! these! elements!
(Shimosuga! et! al.! 2017).! In! the! context! of! SsmRab6b,! a! protection! model! would!
suggest! that! the!SsmRab6bB!allele!in!B6!mice!codes! for!a!protective!modifier!and!
that!the!SsmRab6bC!allele!in!CAST!mice!is!either!nonQfunctional!or!absent.!However,!
the! hypermethylation! observed! in! F1! hybrids! is! strong! evidence! against! this!
model! because! these! individuals! still! carry! a! copy! of! the! hypothetically!
protective! SsmRab6bB! allele.!While! it! is! possible! that! the! mechanism! is! dosageQ




It! is! also! possible! that! SSMQmediated! hypermethylation! of! VMQIAPs! is!
mechanistically!distinct! from!the!establishment!of!methylation!stochasticity!in!
the!absence!of!the!SSM.!For!example,!if!SSMRab6bC!were!to!map!to!a!CASTQspecific!
Kzfp,! that!would! not! necessarily! implicate! the! corresponding! B6! locus! in! the!
establishment! of! variable! methylation! at! VMQIAPRab6b,! VMQIAPPink1,! and!
VMQIAPEct2l! in! a! B6! context.! In! other! words,! VMQIAPs! may! be! targeted! for!
complete!repression!by!KZFPs!in!strains!harbouring!the!relevant!Kzfp!gene(s),!
but!exhibit!metastability!via!KZFPQindependent!mechanisms!in!strains!lacking!








conducted! to! test! the!LABQKZFP!model.!KAP1! recruitment! and!deposition!of!




the!VMQIAPs! exhibit!hypermethylation! in!BC!and!CB!ESCs,!which! should!be!
checked! in! the! first! instance).! After! the! identification! of! SsmRab6bC,! followQup!
experiments!should!aim!to!understand!the!mechanism!by!which!it!induces!VMQ
IAP!methylation.!Their!design!will!depend!on!the!nature!of!the!identified!gene!
and! could! include! gene! editing! of! important! binding! sites! as!well! as! in! vitro!
binding!assays!and!expression!vector!experiments.!Computational!simulations!
of!theoretical!binding!interactions!would!also!aid!in!developing!a!more!detailed!
model! linking! binding! kinetics! to! the! methylation! frequency! distributions!
observed!at!specific!VMQIAPs.!!
The! experiments! from! Chapter! 5! highlight! the! value! of! using! genetically!
distinct!inbred!mouse!strains!to!identify!drivers!of!epigenetic!metastability.!This!
method!could!also!be!applied!to!uncover!Avy!and!AxinFu!SSMs.!The!experimental!





The! power! and! generalisability! of! this! study! would! be! increased! by!
expanding! the! analysis! to! incorporate! other! strains! and! additional! repeat!
element!classes.!The!first!step!would!be!to!screen!for!variably!methylated!repeat!






side! analysis! comparing! KZFP! content! and! diversity! across! strains! would!
provide!a!useful!dataset!to!crossQreference!against!the!catalogue!of!metastable!










In! the! meantime,! much! remains! to! be! explored! with! regards! to! VMQIAP!
modifiers!in!the!B6!genome.!The!method!currently!used!for!measuring!VMQIAP!
methylation! levels! (bisulphite!pyrosequencing)! requires! that! each!VMQIAP!be!





sophisticated! crossQloci! analyses! and! could! be! used! to! assess! some! of! the!
properties!investigated!in!this!dissertation!(e.g.!heritability!and!environmental!






at! metastable! epialleles! remains! an! important! unanswered! question.! The!
relationship!between!IAP!methylation!and!phenotypic!outcome!observed!in!Avy!








se! is! not!maintained! as! a! product! of! host! genome! hijacking! of! cis! regulatory!






(Circularized! Chromosome! Conformation! CaptureQseq)! interactomes! for! a!
subset!of!VMQIAPs!have!been!generated!by!Amir!Hay!in!our!lab!to!address!this!
question.! This! possibility! has! important! phenotypic! implications! and! could!
contribute!to!our!understanding!of!mammalian!gene!regulation!more!generally,!
potentially! providing! mechanistic! insight! into! variable! penetrance! and!
expressivity.!The!functional!significance!of!VMQIAPs!can!also!be!interrogated!via!
conservationQbased! studies! examining! whether! strainQspecific! VMQIAPs!
contribute!to!phenotypic!differences!between!inbred!mouse!strains.!




al.! 2018).! It! is! possible! that! interQindividual! methylation! variation! reflects! a!
transient!epigenetic!state!associated!with!a!recently!inserted!element!that!has!not!
yet!been!fully!repressed.!This!hypothesis!suggests!that!metastability!represents!
a! snapshot! in! evolutionary! time! and! a! phenotypically! inconsequential!










Alternatively,! locusQspecific! epigenetic! variability! itself! may! confer! an!
evolutionary!advantage.!It!has!been!proposed!through!mathematical!modelling!
that! stochastic! methylation! at! repeat! elements! could! allow! for! more! rapid!
fixation! of! the! element! and! its! associated! genes,! as! well! as! increase! the!
probability! of! fixation! in! the! first! place! (Branciamore! et! al.! 2015).! Other!
evolutionary! models! have! also! been! proposed,! whereby! the! phenotypic!
plasticity!conferred!by!metastable!epialleles!enables!rapid!adaptation!to!sudden!
environmental! changes! (Sharif! et! al.! 2013).! Developmental! epigenetic!
reprogramming! of! these! loci! is! consistent! with! this! theory,! allowing! the! reQ







modifiers! whose! VMQIAP! binding! residues! will! eventually! evolve! improved!
binding! capabilities! (or! stop! binding! altogether! in! the! case! of! eventual!
hypomethylation),!versus!positive!selection!of!lowQaffinity!modifiers!to!maintain!
interQindividual! methylation! variability.! It! is! important! to! note! that! inbred!
laboratory!mouse!strains!suffer!from!severe!inbreeding!depression,!which!may!
put! unusual! strain! on! host! defence!mechanisms! against! TE!mobilisation! and!
result!in!the!appearance!of!VMQIAPs.!Quantifying!the!presence!and!number!of!
VMQIAPs! in! strains! that! are! more! closely! related! to! their! wildQderived!
counterparts!would!contribute!to!addressing!this!point.!
New! technologies! and! novel! data! analysis! techniques! have! been! and!will!
continue!to!be!essential!for!elucidating!the!prevalence,!molecular!drivers,!and!
functional! consequences! of! incomplete! silencing! of! mammalian! TEs.! These!
include!mathematical!modelling!and!machine!learning!approaches,!CRISPRQCas!
genetic! engineering,! singleQcell! multiQomics,! longQread! sequencing,! and!
optimisation!of!computational!pipelines!for!the!analysis!of!repetitive!sequences.!
Combining!these!tools!with!comparative!research!across!mouse!strains!as!well!




evolutionary! origins,! ! conservation,! and! functional! relevance! of! epigenetic!
metastability.!
! Concluding!remarks!
The! multipronged! characterisation! of! multiple! VMQIAPs! in! this! thesis! reQ
contextualises! metastable! epialleles! in! the! genomics! era.! This! body! of! work!
challenges!the!general!idea!that!epigenetic!variability!at!metastable!epialleles!is!
accompanied!by!epigenetic!inheritance!and!environmental!sensitivity.!It!is!now!
clear! that! these!phenomena!manifest! in! a! locusQ! and! contextQspecific!manner.!




other! genomic! regions.! The! value! of! studying! these! unique! loci! extends!well!
beyond! their! possible! functional! importance.! They! can! be! used! as!models! of!
biological! stochasticity! in! early! development,! with! the! potential! to! provide!
mechanistic!insight!into!other!stochastic!processes!or!serve!as!powerful!tools!for!
lineage! tracing.! In! addition,! the!mapping! of!VMQIAP!modifiers!may!uncover!













































vector! into! the!Mtrr! gene! locus! as! previously! described! (Padmanabhan! et! al.!
2013).!Mtrr+/+!mice!exhibit!phenotypic!abnormalities!so!C57BL/6J!mice!were!used!




collected! from! different! mice.! Mtrrgt! genotyping! and! phenotyping! was!
performed! as! previously! described! (Padmanabhan! et! al.! 2013,! 2017).!
Phenotypically! normal! E10.5! embryos! showed! no! congenital! malformations.!
Severely!affected!E10.5!embryos!displayed!one!or!more!congenital!malformation!








Experimental! conditions! for! this! mouse! model! have! been! described!
previously! (Susiarjo! et! al.! 2015).!C57BL/6J! females!were! assigned!one!of! three!
modified!AIN!93G!diets:!control!(7%!corn!oil,!Harlan!Teklad),!lower!BPA!dose!
(10! Åg/kg/day,! Harlan! Teklad),! or! upper! BPA! dose! (10! mg/kg/day,! Harlan!
Teklad).!Dietary!intervention!began!two!weeks!prior!to!mating!and!continued!
throughout!pregnancy!and!lactation.!All!F1!pups!were!weaned!onto!the!control!
diet.! F1! adult! livers!were! dissected! from!one!mouse! per! litter,!with! reported!
sample!sizes!representing!the!number!of!litters.!
8.1.6! Diet@induced!obese!mice!
Experimental! conditions! for! this! mouse! model! have! been! described!
previously!(Samuelsson!et!al.!2008).!C57BL/6J!females!were!assigned!one!of!two!
diets:!standard!RM1!chow!(7%!simple!sugars,!3%!fat,!50%!polysaccharide,!15%!






pregnancy! that!was!performed! to!prove! fertility! and!establish!good!maternal!
care.! One! week! after!weaning! of! pups! from! the! first! pregnancy,! dams! were!
mated! for! the! experimental! pregnancy.! Dams! were! maintained! on! the! same!
experimental! diet! through! both! pregnancies! and! lactation.!All! F1! pups!were!
weaned!onto!the!standard!RM1!chow!diet.!F1!adult!livers!were!dissected!from!

















All! other! somatic! tissues! were! snap! frozen! in! liquid! nitrogen! following!




Sperm!samples!used! in!Chapter! 3!were! isolated!with!Dr.!Rahia!Mashoodh!
using! a! swimQup! technique.! The! cauda! epididymis! and! vas! deferens! were!
dissected!from!adult!fertile!males!and!transferred!to!2!ml!of!preQheated!modified!









and! transferred! to! a! clean! 14! ml! round! bottom! centrifuge! tube,! followed! by!
centrifugation!at!300!x!g!for!10!min!at!room!temperature.!The!supernatant!was!
aspirated!and!5!ml!of!modified!HTF!medium!was!added!before!incubating!the!
tubes! at! a! 45°! angle! for! 30!min! at! 37°C! to! allow! sperm! to! swim! up.! 4!ml! of!
supernatant!was!collected!and!5!ml!modified!HTF!medium!was!added!to! the!
original!tube!for!a!second!swimQup!incubation.!Four!swimQup!incubations!were!
















plug! and! flushed! with!M2!medium! (supplemented! with! 0.06! g/L! potassium!
penicillinQG!and!0.05!g/L!streptomycin!sulfate)!using!a!1!mL!syringe!and!27G.!









12QweekQold!C57BL/6J! females!were! injected! interperitoneally!with! 5! IU! of!
gonadotropin.! 40Q42! hours! later,! ovaries! were! dissected! and! cleaned! from!
surrounding! fat! before! placing! in!M2!medium! (supplemented! with! 0.06! g/L!










checked! for! vaginal! plugs! every! morning! thereafter.! 16! days! after! the!




rinse! in! cold! 1X!PBS,! embryonic! tails! and! full! placentas!were! flash! frozen! in!
liquid!nitrogen!and!stored!at!Q80°C.!
8.2.7! Tumour!samples!











DNA! was! extracted! from! ear! notches! for! genotyping! purposes! using! the!















and! centrifugation! was! carried! out.! Glycogen! (1! ul)! and! NaCl! (final!








was! removed! before! resuspending! in! ddH2O.! Liver! gDNA! used! in! the! BPA!
exposure!study!was!extracted!and!purified!using! the!QIAamp!DNA!Mini!Kit!













per! pool,! 5Q8! blastocysts! per! pool).! 14! Ål! ddH2O,! 1! Ål! 2!mg/ml! Carrier! RNA!
(QIAGEN),!1!Ål!10%!SDS,!and!1!Ål!10!mg/ml!Proteinase!K!were!added!to! the!
samples.!Samples!were!incubated!for!1!hour!at!37°C!and!for!15!min!at!98°C.!The!













0.5X!TrisQborateQEDTA! (TBE)!buffer! and!5!Ål/! 100!Ål!buffer! Safeview!Nucleic!
Acid!stain!(Company)!was!added!before!setting!the!gel.!Fragments!greater!than!
200!bp!were!run!on!a!1.5%!agarose!gel;!fragments!smaller!than!200!bp!were!run!
on! a! 2%! agarose! gel.! Gels! were! run! in! 0.5X! TBE! buffer! at! 120! volts! and!
visualized/photographed! using! the! U:Genius3! system! (Syngene).! Genotyping!
primers!for!C57iap1!allelic!variants!are!listed!in!Table!8.1.!!
8.3.3! Bisulphite!conversion!!
DNA!was! bisulphiteQconverted! using! the! Imprint®!DNA!Modification! Kit!
(SigmaQAldrich)! according! to! the!manufacturer’s! instructions! for! the! twoQstep!
modification!procedure.!Briefly,!1!Åg!genomic!DNA!was!adjusted!for!volume!to!
24! Ål! with! ddH2O! and! combined! with! 1! Ål! Balance! Solution.! Following!
incubation!at!37°C!for!10!min,!125!Ål!of!DNA!modification!solution!containing!
Balance!Solution!was!added!to!the!sample!before!incubating!at!65°C!for!90!min.!
BisulphiteQconverted! DNA! was! purified! by! spin! column.! 300! Ål! of! Capture!
Solution! was! added! to! the! Spin! Column! before! loading! the! sample! and!
centrifuging! at! 12,000! x! g! for! 20! sec.! The! column! was! washed! with! 200! Ål!






CpGQsite! specific! methylation! was! quantified! via! pyrosequencing.!
Pyrosequencing! assays!were! designed!using! PyroMark!Assay!Design! SW! 2.0!
software!(QIAGEN).!PCR!and!sequencing!primers!are!listed!in!!
Table! 8.2.! PCR! was! carried! out! on! bisulphite! converted! DNA! using!
biotinylated!reverse!primers.!Each!PCR!reaction!consisted!of!15.4!Ål!ddH2O,!2!Ål!
10X!CoralLoad!PCR!Buffer!(QIAGEN),!0.5!Ål!10!mM!dNTPs!mix,!1!Ål!10!ÅM!








shaking! at! room! temperature! in!binding! buffer! (10!mM!TrisQHCL!pH7.6,! 2M!
NaCl,!1!mM!EDTA,!0.1%!TweenQ20)!for!at!least!5!min!at!1,400!rpm.!The!beads!
and!attached!biotinylated!strands!were!purified!by!sequential!washing!in!70%!
Ethanol,! denaturation! solution! (0.2M!NaOH),! and!wash! buffer! (10!mM!TrisQ
acetate,!pH!7.6)!using!the!PyroMark!Q96!Vacuum!Workstation!(QIAGEN).!The!
purified! product! was! resuspended! in! annealing! buffer! (20! mM! TrisQacetate!
pH7.6,! 2!mM!magnesium! acetate)! and! incubated! at! 85°C! for! 4!min!with! the!
sequencing! primer.! Following! a! 5! min! incubation! at! room! temperature,!
pyrosequencing! was! carried! out! on! the! PyroMark! Q96! MD! pyrosequencer!
(QIAGEN)!using!PyroMark!Gold!Q96!Reagents!(QIAGEN).!Percent!methylation!
at! each! CpG! was! quantified! using! Pyro! QQCpG! 1.0.9! software! (Biotage).!





described!above!with! the! following!modifications.!Bisulphite! converted!DNA!
was!eluted!from!the!spin!column!in!16!Ål!ddH2O!and!5!Ål!was!used!as!template!
for!PCR.!Two! rounds!of!PCR!were! conducted.!NonQbiotinylated! forward!and!
reverse!primers!for!VMQIAPFam78b,!VMQIAPMarveld2,!and!IAPPgm1!were!combined!for!
the!first!PCR,!using!the!same!conditions!as!above!except!only!20!cycles.!For!the!
second! PCR,! biotinylated! reverse! primers! were! used! and! each! region! was!







Total! RNA! was! extracted! from! 20Q30! mg! of! tissue! using! the! AllPrep!
DNA/RNA!Mini!Kit! (QIAGEN)! according! to! the!manufacturer’s! instructions.!
Tissue!was!placed!in!2!ml!screwQcap!tubes!containing!Lysing!Matrix!D!Bulk!(MP)!
and!homogenized!in!Buffer!RLT!at!6,000!x!g! for!40!s!using! the!MagNA!Lyser!
(Roche).! For! liver! samples,! 50%!ethanol!was!used! in! the!precipitation! step! to!
maximize!RNA!yield,! as!per! the!manufacturer’s! recommendation.!A!DNase! I!




Minus! First! Strand! cDNA! Synthesis! kit! (Thermo! Scientific)! according! to! the!






RTQPCR! primers! were! designed! using! Primer3! software! and! are! listed! in!
Table!8.3.!Primers!for!housekeeping!gene!Hprt1!were!taken!from!Stephens!et!al.!
2011.! A! DNA! dilution! series! was! performed! for! each! primer! pair! to! assess!
amplification! efficiency.! All! RTQPCR! reactions! were! carried! out! on! the!






each! sample! and! noQtemplate! controls! were! run! for! each! primer! pair.! All!







using! DNA! Degradase! Plus! (Zymo)! according! to! the! manufacturer’s!
instructions.!100Q200ng!degraded!DNA!was!sent!to!the!Babraham!Institute!Mass!




Cruz),! 5Q(methylQ2H3)Q2âQdeoxycytidine! (Santa! Cruz),! and! 5Q(hydroxymethylQ
2H3)Q2âQdeoxycytidine! (Toronto! Research! Chemicals).! Global! 5mC! levels! are!
reported!as!percentages!relative!to!C.!
8.3.9! Sanger!sequencing!
Three! PCR!primer! pairs!were! designed! to! amplify! IAPPgm1! prior! to! Sanger!
sequencing!(Table!8.1).!The!primer!pair!named!IAPPgm1_5′!frag!was!designed!to!
amplify!a!4,992!bp!product!with!one!primer!inside!the!IAP!and!the!other!in!the!
unique! region! of! the! 5′! border.! The! primer! pair! named! IAPPgm1_3′! frag! was!
designed!to!amplify!a!4,343!bp!product!with!one!primer!inside!the!IAP!and!the!
other!in!the!unique!region!of!the!3′!border.!The!primer!pair!named!IAPPgm1_full!
was! designed! to! amplify! a! 8,960! bp! fragment! (at! least! according! to! the!
GRC38/mm10!genome!assembly)!with!both!primers! in! the!unique! regions!on!
either! side! of! the! IAP.! PCR! amplification! of! these! fragments!was! carried! out!























primer.! Sequencing!primers!were! interspersed!across! the! IAP!element! (Table!







culture!dishes! containing!KSOM+2i! (KSOM!medium!+!0.2!ÅM!MEK! inhibitor!
PDO325901!+!3!ÅM!GSEK3!inhibitor!CHIR99021)!drops!covered!with!mineral!
oil.! Embryos! were! incubated! for! one! day! at! 37°C! in! a! CO2! incubator! and!
transferred! to! a! preQequilibrated! dish! containing! drops! of! N2B27+2i! (N2B27!
medium! +! 0.2! ÅM! PDO325901! +! 3! ÅM! CHIR99021)! +! LIF.! Embryos! were!
incubated! for! two!days! at! 37°C! in! a!CO2!incubator.!Unhatched!embryos!were!
treated!with!pronase!for!8Q10!min!at!37°C!to!remove!the!zona!pellucida.!Embryos!




















96Qwell! plate! containing! N2B27+2i+LIF! (MEK! inhibitor! PDO325901!
concentration! increased! to! 1! ÅM)! and! incubated! for! 4! days! at! 37°C! in! a!CO2!
incubator,!replacing!half!of!the!media!on!the!second!day.!To!passage!the!cells,!
all!media!was! removed! and! cells!were! rinsed!with! PBS! before! treating!with!
accutase!for!10!min!at!37°C!in!a!CO2!incubator.!Cells!were!manually!dislodged!
and!transferred!to!a!15!ml!falcon!tube!before!centrifuging!for!3!min!at!1,!000!rpm.!
The! supernatant! was! removed! and! 500! Ål! N2B27+2i+LIF! was! added! before!
placing!the!cells!in!a!lamininQcoated!24Qwell!plate!already!containing!500!Ål!preQ
equilibrated!N2B27+2i+LIF.!Cell!were!incubated!at!37°C!in!a!CO2!incubator!for!4!





















analysed!using!REMLQfitted! linear!mixedQeffects!models! (LMMs)! in!R!via! the!
lmer()! function! in! the! lme4! package! (Bates! et! al.,! 2015).! The! bisulphite!
pyrosequencing!methylation!levels!of!all!individuals!used!for!this!analysis!were!
averaged! across! the! first! four! CpGs! of! the! IAP! LTR! and! run! through! a! logit!





levels! was! originally! assessed! but! no! significant! interaction! was! found.!
Parameter!estimates,!standard!errors,!and!t!values!are!reported!in!Figure!S5B.!By!
default,! the! reference! intercept! is! selected! alphabetically,! in! this! case!
representing! the! estimate! for! female! methylation! level.! To! evaluate! the!
significance!of!the!fixed!effects,!p!values!were!generated!using!the!Satterthwaite!
approximation! for!degrees!of! freedom,! applied!by! the! lmerTest!package! in!R!



















were! excluded! from! the! final! models! as! doing! so! reduced! the! Akaike! and!
Bayesian!information!criteria!(AIC!and!BIC).!!











matrix! showing! Pearson! correlation! coefficients! as! well! as! p! values! for! the!















each! mean! was! compared! to! controls,! respectively.! Correlations! between!
expression! and! methylation! levels! were! tested! by! generating! Pearson’s!
correlation! coefficients! and! twoQtailed! pQvalues.! For! the! repeated! inheritance!
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Test! Tfpi! Mbnl1! Rnf157! Gm13849! Marveld2! Bmf!
! ! ! ! ! ! !
Anderson@Darling!test! ! ! ! ! ! !
Test!statistic!(A2)! 4.100! 2.255! 3.165! 3.232! 2.007! 3.231!
PQvalue! <0.0001! <0.0001! <0.0001! <0.0001! <0.0001! <0.0001!
Passed!normality!test?1! No! No! No! No! No! No!
!! !! !! !! !! !! !!
! ! ! ! ! ! !
DaAgostino!&!Pearson!test! ! ! ! ! ! !
Test!statistic!(K2)! 24.520! 32.870! 14.660! 13.720! 7.380! 26.580!
PQvalue! <0.0001! <0.0001! 0.0007! 0.0011! 0.025! <0.0001!
Passed!normality!test?1! No! No! No! No! No! No!
!! !! !! !! !! !! !!
! ! ! ! ! ! !
Shapiro@Wilk!test! ! ! ! ! ! !
Test!statistic!(W)! 0.956! 0.956! 0.950! 0.949! 0.969! 0.951!
PQvalue! <0.0001! <0.0001! <0.0001! <0.0001! 0.0004! <0.0001!
Passed!normality!test?1! No! No! No! No! No! No!
!! !! !! !! !! !! !!
! ! ! ! ! ! !
Kolmogorov@Smirnov!test! ! ! ! ! ! !
Test!statistic!(K2!distance)! 0.097! 0.072! 0.091! 0.085! 0.128! 0.083!
PQvalue! <0.0001! 0.0019! 0.0002! 0.0001! <0.0001! <0.0001!
Passed!normality!test?1! No! No! No! No! No! No!
!! !! !! !! !! !! !!
! ! ! ! ! ! !
Sample!size!(individuals)! 300! 265! 213! 262! 183! 278!



















show! the! predicted! percent! methylation! values! assuming! sampling! from! a! Gaussian!

























































n = 183 n = 262













Figure! A.2:! Previously! published! data! on! Avy$methylation! in! mature! sperm.! A.! Clonal!
bisulphite! sequencing!of!yellow!and!pseudoagouti!Avy/a!mature! sperm!DNA.!The! figure! is!
replicated! from!Blewitt! et!al.! 2006,!where! it! appears!with! the! following!caption:! “Each! line!
represents!an!individual!clone,!theoretically!from!one!cell,!and!each!circle!an!individual!CpG.!
Open!circles!indicate!an!unmethylated!CpG,!and!closed!circles!a!methylated!CpG.!Each!block!











were! stripped!and!rehybridised!with! a!murine! aQglobin!probe! to!check! for! equal!digestion!
within!the!tissue!samples![…].!These!results!represent!experiments!performed!on!sperm!and!
tail!DNA!from!seven!yellow!and!five!pseudoagouti!males![…].!Mature!sperm!were!isolated!














span! the! Avy! coat! colour! spectrum! were! visually! classified! by! David! Schroeder! using! a!
subjective! coat! colour! score! (CCS)! that! ranged! from! 1! (yellow! or! nearly! all! yellow)! to! 4!
(pseudoagouti!or!nearly!all!pseudoagouti).!Coat!colour!was!also!measured!computationally!
by!Jennifer!Stauffer!using!photographic!input.!Photographs!were!processed!to!produce!areas!
of! uniform! yellow! and! brown! colour! (images!with! red! backgrounds).! The! output! data! is!















































CCS: 4 CCS: 3 CCS: 3
CCS: 2 CCS: 3 CCS: 2















Figure! A.4:! VM@IAPs! showing! maternal! genetic! background! effects! (GBEs).! Frequency!
distributions! of! VMQIAP! methylation! levels! are! shown! for! B6,! BC,! and! CB! populations.!
Methylation! levels!were! averaged! across! the! distal!CpGs! of! the!VMQIAP! 5′! LTRs! for! each!
individual!and!classified!into!20!bins!(bin!width!=!5%!methylation).!Relative!frequency!was!
tabulated!as! a!percentage!of! the!population.!Dashed!vertical! lines!mark! the!mean!VMQIAP!
methylation! level! in! B6!mice! and! are! included! to! facilitate! the! comparison! of! BC! and!CB!
distributions!to!B6!distributions.!





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































C57BL/6J / CASTEiJ (BC)































distributions! of! VMQIAP! methylation! levels! are! shown! for! B6,! BC,! and! CB! populations.!
Methylation! levels!were! averaged! across! the! distal!CpGs! of! the!VMQIAP! 5′! LTRs! for! each!
individual!and!classified!into!20!bins!(bin!width!=!5%!methylation).!Relative!frequency!was!
tabulated!as! a!percentage!of! the!population.!Dashed!vertical! lines!mark! the!mean!VMQIAP!





















































































































C57BL/6J / CASTEiJ (BC)





























Figure! A.7:! VM@IAPGm13849! and! VM@IAPSlc15a2! show! neither! maternal! nor! zygotic! GBEs.!
Frequency! distributions! of! VMQIAP! methylation! levels! are! shown! for! B6! ,! BC,! and! CB!
populations.!Methylation!levels!were!averaged!across!the!distal!CpGs!of!the!VMQIAP!5′!LTRs!
for! each! individual! and! classified! into! 20! bins! (bin! width! =! 5! %! methylation).! Relative!

























































































































C57BL/6J / CASTEiJ (BC)






















CTGCCCT TA TGTGAGTCCTGA TAAGA TCCAA TGTGAAGT TGACAAA T TCACCAGTGAAA TGT TCT T TCTCAGA TCTCCAG
CTGCCCT TA TGTGAGTCCTGA TAAGA TCCAA TGTGAAGT TGACAAA T TCACCAGTGAAA TGT TCT T TCTCAGA TCTCCAG
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ACT TAACT TCCAAGAGAAGAGAAA T TACCTGGACAGAGGAGCAAGATAGTGGAACCA TGAGAGAACAA TCAGGTGAGTCA
ACT TAACT TCCAAGAGAAGAGAAA T TACCTGGACAGAGGAGCAAGATAGTGGAACCA TGAGAGAACAA TCAGGTGAGTCA
CAGCTGGCATGGTCTCT TCAAAGAGATACTACTGCTCT TAA T T TCAGCA TAAAAA TGAAGA TGCA TAACCAGATA TGA TC
CAGCTGGCATGGTCTCT TCAAAGAGATACTACTGCTCT TAA T T TCAGCA TAAAAA TGAAGA TGCA TAACCAGATA TGA TC
CAGCTGGCATGGTCTCT TCAAAGAGATACTACTGCTCT TAA T T TCAGCA TAAAAA TGAAGA TGCA TAACCAGATA TGA TC
GCT TAGTGGGATCCTAGCT TGGCT T T TA TA TAGAAGGAAAGAAGAAAAGAAA TGCCTGTCTGT TGGGAGCCGCCCCCACA
GCT TAGTGGGATCCTAGCT TGGCT T T TA TA TAGAAGGAAAGAAGAAAAGAAA TGCCTGTCTGT TGGGAGCCGCCCCCACA
GCT TAGTGGGATCCTAGCT TGGCT T T TA TA TAGAAGGAAAGAAGAAAAGAAA TGCCTGTCTGT TGGGAGCCGCCCCCACA
T TCGCCGTCACAAGA TGGCGCTGACA TCCTGTGT TCTAAGTGGTAAACAAA TAA TCTGCGCATGAGCCAAGGGTA T T T T A
T TCGCCGTCACAAGA TGGCGCTGACA TCCTGTGT TCTAAGTGGTAAACAAA TAA TCTGCGCATGAGCCAAGGGTA T T T T A
T TCGCCGTCACAAGA TGGCGCTGACA TCCTGTGT TCTAAGTGGTAAACAAA TAA TCTGCGCATGAGCCAAGGGTA T T T T A
TGACTACT TGTACTCTACCT T TCCCGTGAACGTCAGCTCGGCCATGGGCTGCAGCCAA TCAGGGAGTGA TGCGTCCTAGG
TGACTACT TGTACTCTACCT T TCCCGTGAACGTCAGCTCGGCCATGGGCTGCAGCCAA TCAGGGAGTGA TGCGTCCTAGG
TGACTACT TGTACTCTACCT T TCCCGTGAACGTCAGCTCGGCCATGGGCTGCAGCCAA TCAGGGAGTGA TGCGTCCTAGG
CGAAA TA TAACTCTCCTAAAGAGGGAAGGGGT T TCCGCCA T TCTCTCTCGCTGGCATCTCTCTGGCTCTGCGCGCCCTGC
CGAAA TA TAACTCTCCTAAAGAGGGAAGGGGT T TCCGCCA T TCTCTCTCGCTGGCATCTCTCTGGCTCTGCGCGCCCTGC
CGAAA TA TAACTCTCCTAAAGAGGGAAGGGGT T TCCGCCA T TCTCTCTCGCTGGCATCTCTCTGGCTCTGCGCGCCCTGC
GCTCGCTCGCTGCCTAAAGA TGTAAACAA TAGAACACGCTCTGCGCT T TGGCGCGCCGGAGCTCTGGCTCCTAAAAA TA T
GCTCGCTCGCTGCCTAAAGA TGTAAACAA TAGAACACGCTCTGCGCT T TGGCGCGCCGGAGCTCTGGCTCCTAAAAA TA T
GCTCGCTCGCTGCCTAAAGA TGTAAACAA TAGAACACGCTCTGCGCT T TGGCGCGCCGGAGCTCTGGCTCCTAAAAA TA T
TGAAGGGGCT T TCGT T T T TGGGGCTGGGCGCTGGGCGCT TGCCCTCCTGGCTCCCAAAGA TGTAAGCAA TAAAGT T T TGC
TGAAGGGGCT T TCGT T T T TGGGGCTGGGCGCTGGGCGCT TGCCCTCCTGGCTCCCAAAGA TGTAAGCAA TAAAGT T T TGC
TGAAGGGGCT T TCGT T T T TGGGGCTGGGCGCTGGGCGCT TGCCCTCCTGGCTCCCAAAGA TGTAAGCAA TAAAGT T T TGC
CGCAGAAGAT TCTGGTCTGT TGCGTCT T TCCTGGCCGGGCGTGAGAACGCGTCTAA TAACAA T TGGTGCTGAAA TCCGGG
CGCAGAAGAT TCTGGTCTGT TGCGTCT T TCCTGGCCGGGCGTGAGAACGCGTCTAA TAACAA T TGGTGCTGAAA TCCGGG
CGCAGAAGAT TCTGGTCTGT TGCGTCT T TCCTGGCCGGGCGTGAGAACGCGTCTAA TAACA - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ACGAGAAA T TCCGGGACGAGAAAAAACTCGGGACTGGCGCAGGGAAGATCCCTCA T TCCAGAACCAGAACTGCGGGTCGC
ACGAGAAA T TCCGGGACGAGAAAAAACTCGGGACTGGCGCAGGGAAGATCCCTCA T TCCAGAACCAGAACTGCGGGTCGC
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GGTAA TAAAGGT TCCCGTAAAGCAGACTGT TAAGAAGGAT TCAACTGTA TGAA T TCAGAACT T T TCAGCTGGGGAACGAG
GGTAA TAAAGGT TCCCGTAAAGCAGACTGT TAAGAAGGAT TCAACTGTA TGAA T TCAGAACT T T TCAGCTGGGGAACGAG
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
AGTACCAGTGAGTACAGCT T TACGAGGTAAGTCTGA TCT TGAACT T TCTAAGGAAA T TCAAGACAGTCTA TCAGAAGTAA
AGTACCAGTGAGTACAGCT T TACGAGGTAAGTCTGA TCT TGAACT T TCTAAGGAAA T TCAAGACAGTCTA TCAGAAGTAA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
AGTGGAA TA TGT T TGGCCT TGAA T T T T T TCTGGTGT TAGGAGCCCT T T TGT TCCT T T TCACA TGT TA TCAAGTGA T TAAG
AGTGGAA TA TGT T TGGCCT TGAA T T T T T TCTGGTGT TAGGAGCCCT T T TGT TCCT T T TCACA TGT TA TCAAGTGA T TAAG
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
A T AGGGCTGAAAA T TCTAGAGGAAA T TCAGGGCAA TCTA TCAGAAGTAAAGCGGGGAGAGAGAGTAGGAGCAAAGAGAAA
A TAGGGCTGAAAA T TCTAGAGGAAA T TCAGGGCAA TCTA TCAGAAGTAAAGCGGGGAGAGAGAGTAGGAGCAAAGAGAAA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
A T A TGGTACACAAAA TAAGTA TACAGGCCT T TCCAAGGGTCT TGAACCCGAGGAAAAGT T TAGGTCAGGTAAGAA TACCT
A TA TGGTACACAAAA TAAGTA TACAGGCCT T TCCAAGGGTCT TGAACCCGAGGAAAAGT T TAGGTCAGGTAAGAA TACCT
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GGGGAGAGAT TAGAAGGAAGGAAAAGAAAAAAGAAAAGAAAAAAGA TCGAT TAGCGGAGGTCTCTAGGAGATACTCGTCA
GGGGAGAGAT TAGAAGGAAGGAAAAGAAAAAAGAAAAGAAAAAAGA TCGAT TAGCGGAGGTCTCTAGGAGATACTCGTCA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CT AGA TGAGCTCAGGAAGCCAGCTCT TAGTAGT TCTGAAGCAGATGAAGAA T TCTCCTCTGAGGAAACAGACTGGGAGGA
CTAGA TGAGCTCAGGAAGCCAGCTCT TAGTAGT TCTGAAGCAGATGAAGAA T TCTCCTCTGAGGAAACAGACTGGGAGGA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
AGAAGCAGCCCA T TACCAGCCAGCTAA T TGGTCAAGAAAAAAGCCAAAAGCGGCTGGCGAAAGCCAGCGTACTGT TCAAC
AGAAGCAGCCCA T TACCAGCCAGCTAA T TGGTCAAGAAAAAAGCCAAAAGCGGCTGGCGAAAGCCAGCGTACTGT TCAAC
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CTCCCGGCAGTCGGT T TCAAGGTCCGCCCTA TGCGGAGCCCCCGCCCTGCGTAGTGCGTCAGCAA TGCGCAGAGAGGCAA
CTCCCGGCAGTCGGT T TCAAGGTCCGCCCTA TGCGGAGCCCCCGCCCTGCGTAGTGCGTCAGCAA TGCGCAGAGAGGCAA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
TGCGCAGAGAGATGCGCAGAGAGGCAA TGCGCAGAGAGATGCGCAGAGAGGCAGTGCGCAGAGAGATGCGCAGAGAGGCA
TGCGCAGAGAGATGCGCAGAGAGGCAA TGCGCAGAGAGATGCGCAGAGAGGCAGTGCGCAGAGAGATGCGCAGAGAGGCA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GTGCGCAGAGAGATGCGCAGAGAGGCAGTGCGCAGAGAGGCAGTGCGCAGAGAGGCAGTGCGCAGACTCA T TCA T TCCCA
GTGCGCAGAGAGATGCGCAGAGAGGCAGTGCGCAGAGAGGCAGTGCGCAGAGAGGCAGTGCGCAGACTCA T TCA T TCCCA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GAGAGGAACAAAGGAAAA TACAACAGGCAT T TCCAGTCT T TGAAGGAGCCGAGGGTGGGCGTGTCCACGCTCCGGTAGAA
GAGAGGAACAAAGGAAAA TACAACAGGCAT T TCCAGTCT T TGAAGGAGCCGAGGGTGGGCGTGTCCACGCTCCGGTAGAA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
T ACT TACAAA T TAAAGAAA T TGCCGAGTCGGTCCGTAAA TACGGAACCAA TGCTAA T T T T ACCT TGGTGCAGT TAGACAG
TACT TACAAA T TAAAGAAA T TGCCGAGTCGGTCCGTAAA TACGGAACCAA TGCTAA T T T T ACCT TGGTGCAGT TAGACAG
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GCT TGCCGGCATGGCACTAACTCCTGCCGACTGGCAAACGGT TGTAAAAGCCGCTCTCCCTAGTA TGGGCAAA TA TA TGG
GCT TGCCGGCATGGCACTAACTCCTGCCGACTGGCAAACGGT TGTAAAAGCCGCTCTCCCTAGTA TGGGCAAA TA TA TGG
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
AA TGGAGAGCTCT T TGGCATGAAACTGCACAAGCGCAGGCCCGAGCAAACGCAGCTGCT T TGACTCCAGAGCAGAGAGAT
AA TGGAGAGCTCT T TGGCATGAAACTGCACAAGCGCAGGCCCGAGCAAACGCAGCTGCT T TGACTCCAGAGCAGAGAGAT










- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
TGGACT T T TGACT TGT TAACGGGTCAGGGAGCT TA T TCTGCTGA TCAGACAAACTACCA T TGGGGAGCT TA TGCCCAGAT
TGGACT T T TGACT TGT TAACGGGTCAGGGAGCT TA T TCTGCTGA TCAGACAAACTACCA T TGGGGAGCT TA TGCCCAGAT
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
T T CT TCCACGGCTA T TAGGGCCTGGAAGGCGCTCTCTCGAGCAGGTGAAACCACTGGTCAA T TAACAAAAGT TGTCCAGG
T TCT TCCACGGCTA T TAGGGCCTGGAAGGCGCTCTCTCGAGCAGGTGAAACCACTGGTCAA T TAACAAAAGT TGTCCAGG
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GACCTCAGGAA TCCT TCTCAGA T T T TGTGGCCAGAA TGACAGAGGCAGCAGAGCGTA T T T T TGGAGAGTCAGAGCAAGCT
GACCTCAGGAA TCCT TCTCAGA T T T TGTGGCCAGAA TGACAGAGGCAGCAGAGCGTA T T T T TGGAGAGTCAGAGCAAGCT
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GCGCCTCTGA TAGAACAGCTAA TCTA TGAGCAAGCCACAAAGGAGTGCCGAGCGGCCATAGCCCCAAGAAAGAACAAAGG
GCGCCTCTGA TAGAACAGCTAA TCTA TGAGCAAGCCACAAAGGAGTGCCGAGCGGCCATAGCCCCAAGAAAGAACAAAGG
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CT T ACAAGACTGGCTCAGGGTCTGTCGAGAGCT TGGGGGACCTCTCAGCAA TGCAGGT T TAGCGGCTGCCA TCCT TCAA T
CT TACAAGACTGGCTCAGGGTCTGTCGAGAGCT TGGGGGACCTCTCAGCAA TGCAGGT T TAGCGGCTGCCA TCCT TCAA T
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CCCAAAACCGCTCCA TGGGCAGAAA TAA TCAGAGGACA TGT T T TAACTGCGGAAAGCCTGGGCAT T T TAAGAAAGA T TGC
CCCAAAACCGCTCCA TGGGCAGAAA TAA TCAGAGGACA TGT T T TAACTGCGGAAAGCCTGGGCAT T T TAAGAAAGA T TGC
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
AGAGCTCCAGATAAACAGGGAGGGACTCTCACTCT T TGCTCTAAGTGTGGCAAGGGT TA TCA TAGAGCTGACCAGTGTCG
AGAGCTCCAGATAAACAGGGAGGGACTCTCACTCT T TGCTCTAAGTGTGGCAAGGGT TA TCA TAGAGCTGACCAGTGTCG
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CTCTGTGAGGGATA TAAAGGGCAGAGTCCT TCCCCCACCTGA TAGTCAA TCAGCT TA TGTGCCAAAAAACGGGTCA TCGG
CTCTGTGAGGGATA TAAAGGGCAGAGTCCT TCCCCCACCTGA TAGTCAA TCAGCT TA TGTGCCAAAAAACGGGTCA TCGG
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GCCCTCGGTCCCAGGGCCCTCAAAGA TA TGGGAACCGGT T TGTCAGGACCCAGGAAGCAGTCAGAGAGGCGACCCAGGAA
GCCCTCGGTCCCAGGGCCCTCAAAGA TA TGGGAACCGGT T TGTCAGGACCCAGGAAGCAGTCAGAGAGGCGACCCAGGAA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GACCCACAAGGGTGGACCTGCGTGCCGCCTCCGACT TCCTACTAA TGCCTCAAA TGAGTA T TCAGCCGGTGCCGGTGGAG
GACCCACAAGGGTGGACCTGCGTGCCGCCTCCGACT TCCTACTAA TGCCTCAAA TGAGTA T TCAGCCGGTGCCGGTGGAG
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CCTA TACCA TCCT TGCCCCCGGGAACCA TGGGCCT TA T TCTCGGCCGGGGT TCACTCACCT TACAGGGCT TAGTAGTCCA
CCTA TACCA TCCT TGCCCCCGGGAACCA TGGGCCT TA T TCTCGGCCGGGGT TCACTCACCT TACAGGGCT TAGTAGTCCA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CCCTGGAGT TA TGGAT TGTCAACA T TCCCCTGAAA TACAGGTCCTGTGCTCAAGCCCTAAGGGCGT T T T T TCTA T TAGTA
CCCTGGAGT TA TGGAT TGTCAACA T TCCCCTGAAA TACAGGTCCTGTGCTCAAGCCCTAAGGGCGT T T T T TCTA T TAGTA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
AAGGAGATAGGATAGCTCAGCTGCTGCTCCTCCCTGA TAA TACCAGGGAGAAA T T TGCAGGACCTGAGATAAAGAAAA TG
AAGGAGATAGGATAGCTCAGCTGCTGCTCCTCCCTGA TAA TACCAGGGAGAAA T T TGCAGGACCTGAGATAAAGAAAA TG
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GGCTCCTCAGGAAA TGA T TCTGCCTA T T TGGT TGTA TCT T TAAA TGA TAGACCTAAGCTCCGCCT TAAGA T TAA TGGAAA
GGCTCCTCAGGAAA TGA T TCTGCCTA T T TGGT TGTA TCT T TAAA TGA TAGACCTAAGCTCCGCCT TAAGA T TAA TGGAAA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
AGAGT T TGAAGGCATCCT TGA TACCGGAGCAGATAAAAGTA TAA T T TCTACACA T TGGTGGCCCAAAGCA TGGCCCACCA
AGAGT T TGAAGGCATCCT TGA TACCGGAGCAGATAAAAGTA TAA T T TCTACACA T TGGTGGCCCAAAGCA TGGCCCACCA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CAGAGTCA TCTCA T TCA T TACAGGGCCTAGGATA TCAA TCA TGTCCCACTA TAAGCTCCGT TGCCT TGACGTGGGAA TCC
CAGAGTCA TCTCA T TCA T TACAGGGCCTAGGATA TCAA TCA TGTCCCACTA TAAGCTCCGT TGCCT TGACGTGGGAA TCC
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
T CTGAAGGACAGCAAGGGAAA T TCA TACCT TA TGTGCTCCCACTCCCGGT TAACCTCTGGGGAAGGGATA T TA TGCAGCA
TCTGAAGGACAGCAAGGGAAA T TCA TACCT TA TGTGCTCCCACTCCCGGT TAACCTCTGGGGAAGGGATA T TA TGCAGCA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
T T TGGGCCT TA T T T TGTCCAA TGAAAACGCCCCA TCGGGAGGGTA T TCAACTAAAGCAAAAAA TA TCA TGGCAAAGA TGG
T T TGGGCCT TA T T T TGTCCAA TGAAAACGCCCCA TCGGGAGGGTA T TCAACTAAAGCAAAAAA TA TCA TGGCAAAGA TGG
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GT T A TAAAGAAGGAAAAGGGT TAGGACA TCAAGAACAGGGAAGGATAGAGCCTA TCT TACCTAA TGGAAACCAAGACAGA
GT TA TAAAGAAGGAAAAGGGT TAGGACA TCAAGAACAGGGAAGGATAGAGCCTA TCT TACCTAA TGGAAACCAAGACAGA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CAGGGTCTGGGT T T TCCA TAGCGGCCAT TGGGGCAGCACGGCCCA TACCA TGGAAAACGGGGAA TCCAGTGTGGGT TCCT
CAGGGTCTGGGT T T TCCA TAGCGGCCAT TGGGGCAGCACGGCCCA TACCA TGGAAAACGGGGAA TCCAGTGTGGGT TCCT
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CAA TGGCCCCTA TCCTCTGAAAAACTGGAAGCTGTGA T TCAACTGGTAGAGGAACAA T TAAAACTAGGCCA TA T TGAGCC
CAA TGGCCCCTA TCCTCTGAAAAACTGGAAGCTGTGA T TCAACTGGTAGAGGAACAA T TAAAACTAGGCCA TA T TGAGCC
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
A T CTACCTCACCT TGGAA TACTCCAA T T T T TGTAA T TAAGAAAAAGTCAGGAAAGTGGAGACTGCTCCA TGACCTCAGAG
ATCTACCTCACCT TGGAA TACTCCAA T T T T TGTAA T TAAGAAAAAGTCAGGAAAGTGGAGACTGCTCCA TGACCTCAGAG
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CCA T TAA TGAGCAAA TGAACT TA T T TGGCCCAGTACAGAGGGGTCTCCCTGTACT T TCCGCCT TACCACGTGGCTGGAA T
CCA T TAA TGAGCAAA TGAACT TA T T TGGCCCAGTACAGAGGGGTCTCCCTGTACT T TCCGCCT TACCACGTGGCTGGAA T
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
T T AA T TA T TA TAGA TA T TAAAGA T TGT T TCT T T TCTA TACCT T TGTGTCCAAGGGATAGGCCCAGAT T TGCCT T TACCA T
T TAA T TA T TA TAGA TA T TAAAGA T TGT T TCT T T TCTA TACCT T TGTGTCCAAGGGATAGGCCCAGAT T TGCCT T TACCA T
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CCCCTCTA T TAA TCACA TGGAACCTGA TAAGAGGTA TCAA TGGAAGGTCT TACCACAGGGAA TGTCCAA TAGTCCTACAA
CCCCTCTA T TAA TCACA TGGAACCTGA TAAGAGGTA TCAA TGGAAGGTCT TACCACAGGGAA TGTCCAA TAGTCCTACAA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
TGTGCCAACT T TA TGTGCAAGAAGCTCT T T TGCCAGTGAGGGAACAA T TCCCCTCT T TAA T T T TGCTCCT T TACA TGGAT
TGTGCCAACT T TA TGTGCAAGAAGCTCT T T TGCCAGTGAGGGAACAA T TCCCCTCT T TAA T T T TGCTCCT T TACA TGGAT










- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GACA TCCTCCTGTGCCA TAAAGACCT TACCA TGCTACAAAAGGCATA TCCT T T TCTACT TAAAACT T TAAGTCAGTGGGG
GACA TCCTCCTGTGCCA TAAAGACCT TACCA TGCTACAAAAGGCATA TCCT T T TCTACT TAAAACT T TAAGTCAGTGGGG
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
T T T ACAGA TAGCCACAGAAAAGGTCCAAA T T TCTGA TACAGGACAA T TCT TGGGCTCTGTGGTGTCCCCAGATAAGA T TG
T T TACAGA TAGCCACAGAAAAGGTCCAAA T T TCTGA TACAGGACAA T TCT TGGGCTCTGTGGTGTCCCCAGATAAGA T TG
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
TGCCCCAAAAGGTAGAGATAAGAAGAGATCACCTCCA TACCT TAAA TGA T T T TCAAAAGCTGT TGGGAGATA T TAA T TGG
TGCCCCAAAAGGTAGAGATAAGAAGAGATCACCTCCA TACCT TAAA TGA T T T TCAAAAGCTGT TGGGAGATA T TAA T TGG
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CTCAGACCT T T T T T AAAGA T TCCT TCCGCTGAGT TAAGGCCT T TGT T TAGTA T T T T AGAAGGAGATCCTCA TA TCTCCTC
CTCAGACCT T T T T T AAAGA T TCCT TCCGCTGAGT TAAGGCCT T TGT T TAGTA T T T T AGAAGGAGATCCTCA TA TCTCCTC
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CCCTAGGACTCT TACTCTAGCTGCTAACCAGGCCT TACAAAAAGTGGAAAAAGCCT TACAGAA TGCACAA T TACAACGTA
CCCTAGGACTCT TACTCTAGCTGCTAACCAGGCCT TACAAAAAGTGGAAAAAGCCT TACAGAA TGCACAA T TACAACGTA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
T TGAGGAT TCGCAGCCT T TCAGT T TGTGTGTCT T TAAGACAGCACAA T TGCCAACTGCAGT T T TGTGGCAGAA TGGGCCA
T TGAGGAT TCGCAGCCT T TCAGT T TGTGTGTCT T TAAGACAGCACAA T TGCCAACTGCAGT T T TGTGGCAGAA TGGGCCA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
T TGT TGTGGATCCA TCCAAACGTA TCCCCAGCTAAAA TAA TAGA T TGGTA TCCTGA TGCAA T TGCACAGCT TGCCCT TAA
T TGT TGTGGATCCA TCCAAACGTA TCCCCAGCTAAAA TAA TAGA T TGGTA TCCTGA TGCAA T TGCACAGCT TGCCCT TAA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
AGGCCTAAAAGCAGCAA TCACCCACT T TGGGCGAAGTCCA TA TCT T T TAA T TGCACCT TA TACCGCTGCACAGGT TCAAA
AGGCCTAAAAGCAGCAA TCACCCACT T TGGGCGAAGTCCA TA TCT T T TAA T TGCACCT TA TACCGCTGCACAGGT TCAAA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CCT TGGCAGCCACA TCTAA TGA T TGGGCAGT T T TAGT TACCTCCT T T TCAGGAAAAA TAGA TAACCA T TA TCCAAAACA T
CCT TGGCAGCCACA TCTAA TGA T TGGGCAGT T T TAGT TACCTCCT T T TCAGGAAAAA TAGA TAACCA T TA TCCAAAACA T
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CCAA TCT TACAGT T TGCCCAAAA TCAA TCTGT TGTGT T TCCACAAA TAACAGTAAGAAACCCACT TAAAAA TGGGAT TGT
CCAA TCT TACAGT T TGCCCAAAA TCAA TCTGT TGTGT T TCCACAAA TAACAGTAAGAAACCCACT TAAAAA TGGGAT TGT
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GGTA TA TACTGA TGGATCAAAAACTGGCATAGGTGCCTA TGTGGCTAA TGGTAAAGTGGTA TCCAAACAA TA TAA TGAAA
GGTA TA TACTGA TGGATCAAAAACTGGCATAGGTGCCTA TGTGGCTAA TGGTAAAGTGGTA TCCAAACAA TA TAA TGAAA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
A T TCACCTCAAGTGGTAGAA TGT T TAGTGGTCT TAGAAGT T T TAAAAACCT T T T T AGAACCCCT TAA TA T T T TGTCAGA T
A T TCACCTCAAGTGGTAGAA TGT T TAGTGGTCT TAGAAGT T T TAAAAACCT T T T T AGAACCCCT TAA TA T T T TGTCAGA T
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
T CCTGT TA TGTGGT TAA TGCAGTAAA TCT T T TAGAAGTGGCTGGAGTGA T TAAGCCT TCCAGTAGAGT TGCCAA TA T T T T
TCCTGT TA TGTGGT TAA TGCAGTAAA TCT T T TAGAAGTGGCTGGAGTGA T TAAGCCT TCCAGTAGAGT TGCCAA TA T T T T
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
T CAGCAGATACAA T TAGT T T TGT TA TCTAGAAGAT T TCCTGT T TA TA T TACTCA TGT TAGAGCCCA T TCAGGCCTACCTG
TCAGCAGATACAA T TAGT T T TGT TA TCTAGAAGAT T TCCTGT T TA TA T TACTCA TGT TAGAGCCCA T TCAGGCCTACCTG
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GCCCCA TGGCTCTGGGAAA TGA T T TGGCAGATAAGGCCACTAAAGTGGTGGCTGCTGCCCTA TCA TCCCCGGTAGAGGCT
GCCCCA TGGCTCTGGGAAA TGA T T TGGCAGATAAGGCCACTAAAGTGGTGGCTGCTGCCCTA TCA TCCCCGGTAGAGGCT
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GCAAGAAA T T T TCA TAACAA T T T TCA TGTGACGGCTGAAACA T TACGCAGTCGT T TCTCCT TGACAAGAAAAGAAGCCCG
GCAAGAAA T T T TCA TAACAA T T T TCA TGTGACGGCTGAAACA T TACGCAGTCGT T TCTCCT TGACAAGAAAAGAAGCCCG
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
TGACA T TGT TACTCAA TGTCAAAGCTGCTGTGAGT TCT TGCCAGT TCCTCA TGTGGGAA T TAACCCACGCGGTA T TCGAC
TGACA T TGT TACTCAA TGTCAAAGCTGCTGTGAGT TCT TGCCAGT TCCTCA TGTGGGAA T TAACCCACGCGGTA T TCGAC
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CTCTACAGGTCTGGCAAA TGGATGT TACACA TGT T TCT TCCT T TGGAAAACT TCAA TA TCTCCA TGTGTCCA T TGACACA
CTCTACAGGTCTGGCAAA TGGATGT TACACA TGT T TCT TCCT T TGGAAAACT TCAA TA TCTCCA TGTGTCCA T TGACACA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
TGT TCTGGCATCA TGT T TGCT TCTCCGT TAACCGGAGAAAAAGCCTCACA TGTGA T TCAACA T TGTCT TGAGGCATGGAG
TGT TCTGGCATCA TGT T TGCT TCTCCGT TAACCGGAGAAAAAGCCTCACA TGTGA T TCAACA T TGTCT TGAGGCATGGAG
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
TGCT TGGGGGAAACCCAAACTCCT TAAGACTGA TAA TGGACCAGCT TA TACGTCTCAAAAA T TCCAACAGT TCTGCCGTC
TGCT TGGGGGAAACCCAAACTCCT TAAGACTGA TAA TGGACCAGCT TA TACGTCTCAAAAA T TCCAACAGT TCTGCCGTC
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
AGA TGGACGTAACCCACCTGACTGGACT TCCA TACAACCCTCAAGGACAGGGTA T TGT TGAGCGTGCGCATCGCACCCTC
AGATGGACGTAACCCACCTGACTGGACT TCCA TACAACCCTCAAGGACAGGGTA T TGT TGAGCGTGCGCATCGCACCCTC
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
AAAGCCTA TCT TA TAAAACAGAAGAGGGGAACT T T TGAGGAGACTGTACCCCGAGCACCAAGAGTGTCTGTGTCT T TGGC
AAAGCCTA TCT TA TAAAACAGAAGAGGGGAACT T T TGAGGAGACTGTACCCCGAGCACCAAGAGTGTCTGTGTCT T TGGC
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ACTCT T TACACTCAA T T T T T T AAA TA T TGA TGCTCA TGGCCA TACTGCGGCTGAACGTCA T TGTACAGAGCCAGATAGGC
ACTCT T TACACTCAA T T T T T T AAA TA T TGA TGCTCA TGGCCA TACTGCGGCTGAACGTCA T TGTACAGAGCCAGATAGGC
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CCAA TGAGATGGT TAAA TGGAAAAA TGTCCT TGA TAA TAAA TGGTA TGGCCCGGATCCTA T T T TGA TAAGA TCCAGGGGA
CCAA TGAGATGGT TAAA TGGAAAAA TGTCCT TGA TAA TAAA TGGTA TGGCCCGGATCCTA T T T TGA TAAGA TCCAGGGGA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GCTA TCTGTGT T T TCCCACAGAA TGAAGACAACCCA T T T TGGATACCAGAAAGACTCACCCGAAAAA TCCAGACTGACCA
GCTA TCTGTGT T T TCCCACAGAA TGAAGACAACCCA T T T TGGATACCAGAAAGACTCACCCGAAAAA TCCAGACTGACCA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
AGGGAA TACTGA TGTCCCTCGTCT TGGTGA TGTCCAGGGCGTCAA TAA TAAAGAGAGAGCAGCGT TGGGGGATAA TGTCG
AGGGAA TACTGA TGTCCCTCGTCT TGGTGA TGTCCAGGGCGTCAA TAA TAAAGAGAGAGCAGCGT TGGGGGATAA TGTCG
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
3






Figure A.8: Base-resolution alignment of the IAPPgm1H and IAPPgm1L alleles. The full IAPPgm1H 
(IAP_Pgm1_H) and IAPPgm1L (IAP_Pgm1_L) sequences were assembled from Sanger 
sequencing reads and aligned to the GRC38/mm10 reference sequence for IAPPgm1 (mm10_ref). 
Perfect consensus across all three sequences is shown in dark blue. Perfect consensus between 
the reference and the IAPPgm1H sequence is shown in light blue. Dashes indicate lack of 
sequence. The alignment of the IAPPgm1L solo LTR to the 5’ LTR of the IAPPgm1H allele is arbitrary 
and could equivalently be aligned to the 3’ LTR. The beginning and end of the IAP element 
are shown with red arrows. The alignment was generated with CLC Sequence Viewer 6. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ACA T T TCCACTCCCAA TGACGGTGATGTA TAA TGCTCAAGTA T TCTCT TGCT T T T T T ACCACTAACTGGGAACTGGGT T T
ACA T T TCCACTCCCAA TGACGGTGATGTA TAA TGCTCAAGTA T TCTCT TGCT T T T T T ACCACTAACTGGGAACTGGGT T T
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GGCCT TAA T TCAGACAGCCT TGGCTCTGTCTGGACAGGTCCAGACGACTGACACCA T TAACACT T TGTCAGCCTCAGTGA
GGCCT TAA T TCAGACAGCCT TGGCTCTGTCTGGACAGGTCCAGACGACTGACACCA T TAACACT T TGTCAGCCTCAGTGA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CT ACAGTCA TAGA TGAACAGGCCTCAGCTAA TGTCAAGA TACAGAGAGGTCTCA TGCTGGT TAA TCAACTCA TAGA TCT T
CTACAGTCA TAGA TGAACAGGCCTCAGCTAA TGTCAAGA TACAGAGAGGTCTCA TGCTGGT TAA TCAACTCA TAGA TCT T
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GTCCAGA TACAACTAGA TGTA T TA TGACAAA TAACTCAGCAGGGATGTGAACAAAAGT T TCCGGGAT TGTGTGT TA T T TC
GTCCAGATACAACTAGA TGTA T TA TGACAAA TAACTCAGCAGGGATGTGAACAAAAGT T TCCGGGAT TGTGTGT TA T T TC
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CA T TCAGTA TGT TAAA T T TACTAGGGCAGCTAA T T TGTCAAAAAGTCT T T T TCAGTA TA TGT TACAGAA T TGGATGGCTG
CA T TCAGTA TGT TAAA T T TACTAGGGCAGCTAA T T TGTCAAAAAGTCT T T T TCAGTA TA TGT TACAGAA T TGGATGGCTG
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
AA T T TGAACAGATCCT TCGGGAA T TGAGACT TCAGGTCAACTCCACGCGCT TGGACCTGTCGCTGACCAAAGGAT TACCC
AA T T TGAACAGATCCT TCGGGAA T TGAGACT TCAGGTCAACTCCACGCGCT TGGACCTGTCGCTGACCAAAGGAT TACCC
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
AA T TGGATCTCCTCAGCA T T T TCT T TCT T TAAAAAA TGGGTGGGAT TAA TA T TA T T TGGAGATACACT T TGCTGTGGAT T
AA T TGGATCTCCTCAGCA T T T TCT T TCT T TAAAAAA TGGGTGGGAT TAA TA T TA T T TGGAGATACACT T TGCTGTGGAT T
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
AGTGT TGCT TCT T TGA T TGGTCTGTAAGCT TAAGGCCCAAACTAGGAGAGACAAGGTGGT TA T TGCCCAGGCGCT TGCAG
AGTGT TGCT TCT T TGA T TGGTCTGTAAGCT TAAGGCCCAAACTAGGAGAGACAAGGTGGT TA T TGCCCAGGCGCT TGCAG
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GACTAGAACA TGGAGCT TCCCCTGA TA TA TCTA TGCT TAGGCAA TAGGTCGCTGGCCACTCAGCTCT TA TA TCCCA TGAG
GACTAGAACA TGGAGCT TCCCCTGA TA TA TCTA TGCT TAGGCAA TAGGTCGCTGGCCACTCAGCTCT TA TA TCCCA TGAG
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GCTAGTCTCA T TGCACGGGATAGAGTGAGTGTGCT TCAGCAGCCCGAGAGAGT TGCACGGCTAAGCACTGCAA TGGAAAG
GCTAGTCTCA T TGCACGGGATAGAGTGAGTGTGCT TCAGCAGCCCGAGAGAGT TGCACGGCTAAGCACTGCAA TGGAAAG
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GCTCTGCGGCATA TA TGAGCCTA T TCTAGGGAGACA TGTCA TCT T TCA TGAAGGT TCAGTGTCCTAGT TCCCT TCCCCCA
GCTCTGCGGCATA TA TGAGCCTA T TCTAGGGAGACA TGTCA TCT T TCA TGAAGGT TCAGTGTCCTAGT TCCCT TCCCCCA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GGCAAAACGACACGGGAGCAGGTCAGGGT TGCTCTGGGTAAAAGCCTGTGAGCCTAAGAGCTAA TCCTGTACA TGGCTCC
GGCAAAACGACACGGGAGCAGGTCAGGGT TGCTCTGGGTAAAAGCCTGTGAGCCTAAGAGCTAA TCCTGTACA TGGCTCC
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
T T T ACCTACACACTGGGGAT T TGACCTCTA TCTCCACTCTCA T TAA TA TGGGTGGCCTA T T TGCTCT TA T TAAAAGGAAA
T T TACCTACACACTGGGGAT T TGACCTCTA TCTCCACTCTCA T TAA TA TGGGTGGCCTA T T TGCTCT TA T TAAAAGGAAA
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GGGGGAGATGT TGGGAGCCGCCCCCACA T TCGCCGTCACAAGA TGGCGCTGACA TCCTGTGT TCTAAGTGGTAAACAAA T
GGGGGAGATGT TGGGAGCCGCCCCCACA T TCGCCGTCACAAGA TGGCGCTGACA TCCTGTGT TCTAAGTGGTAAACAAA T
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
AA TCTGCGCATGAGCCAAGGGTA T T T T A TGACTACT TGTACTCTACCT T TCCCGTGAACGTCAGCTCGGCCATGGGCTGC
AA TCTGCGCATGAGCCAAGGGTA T T T T A TGACTACT TGTACTCTACCT T TCCCGTGAACGTCAGCTCGGCCATGGGCTGC
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
AGCCAA TCAGGGAGTGA TGCGTCCTAGGCGAAA TA TAACTCTCCTAAAGAGGGAAGGGGT T TCCGCCA T TCTCTCTCGCT
AGCCAA TCAGGGAGTGA TGCGTCCTAGGCGAAA TA TAACTCTCCTAAAGAGGGAAGGGGT T TCCGCCA T TCTCTCTCGCT
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GGCA TCTCTCTGGCTCTGCGCGCCCTGCGCTCGCTCGCTGCCTAAAGA TGTAAACAA TAGAACACGCTCTGCGCT T TGGC
GGCATCTCTCTGGCTCTGCGCGCCCTGCGCTCGCTCGCTGCCTAAAGA TGTAAACAA TAGAACACGCTCTGCGCT T TGGC
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
GCGCCGGAGCTCTGGCTCCTAAAAA TA T TGAAGGGGCT T TCGT T T T TGGGGCTGGGCGCTGGGCGCT TGCCCTCCTGGCT
GCGCCGGAGCTCTGGCTCCTAAAAA TA T TGAAGGGGCT T TCGT T T T TGGGGCTGGGCGCTGGGCGCT TGCCCTCCTGGCT
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CCCAAAGA TGTAAGCAA TAAAGT T T TGCCGCAGAAGAT TCTGGTCTGT TGCGTCT T TCCTGGCCGGGCGTGAGAACGCGT
CCCAAAGA TGTAAGCAA TAAAGT T T TGCCGCAGAAGAT TCTGGTCTGT TGCGTCT T TCCTGGCCGGGCGTGAGAACGCGT
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CT AA TAACACCTGTCAAA T TA T T T T AGGGAA T T T TCTAAGGACACT TGAGTA TGGAT TGT TGTGA TAGT TGA TCT TAA T T
CTAA TAACACCTGTCAAA T TA T T T T AGGGAA T T T TCTAAGGACACT TGAGTA TGGAT TGT TGTGA TAGT TGA TCT TAA T T
- - - - - - - - - CCTGTCAAA T TA T T T T AGGGAA T T T TCTAAGGACACT TGAGTA TGGAT TGT TGTGA TAGT TGA TCT TAA T T
GT TAACT TGA TGAGAT T TAAAA TCACCA TGAAAACAAACCTCTGGGCATA TCTCTAAACTGAGGT TGAGTCACCA TAAAG
GT TAACT TGA TGAGAT T TAAAA TCACCA TGAAAACAAACCTCTGGGCATA TCTCTAAACTGAGGT TGAGTCACCA TAAAG
GT TAACT TGA TGAGAT T TAAAA TCACCA TGAAAACAAACCTCTGGGCATA TCTCTAAACTGAGGT TGAGTCACCA TAAAG
A TGGCCACAGCCA T TA TGTGGCCCGAAGTCCTGGACAAAA TAGAAGCGGCAGCTA TCAGAACACAAACA T TCGTCCTCCT
A TGGCCACAGCCA T TA TGTGGCCCGAAGTCCTGGACAAAA TAGAAGCGGCAGCTA TCAGAACACAAACA T TCGTCCTCCT
A TGGCCACAGCCA T TA TGTGGCCCGAAGTCCTGGACAAAA TAGAAGCGGCAGCTA TCAGAACACAAACA T TCGTCCTCCT
T TAA T TCCCAACTGAGGCCACAGAAGGACCAGCTGCT TCAGGT TCCTGCCACCA TGAAGTCCCCCACCG
T TAA T TCCCAACTGAGGCCACAGAAGGACCAGCTGCT TCAGGT TCCTGCCACCA TGAAGTCCCCCACCG
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Generally repressed by epigenetic mechanisms, ret-
rotransposons represent around 40% of the murine
genome. At the Agouti viable yellow (Avy) locus, an
endogenous retrovirus (ERV) of the intracisternal A
particle (IAP) class retrotransposed upstream of
the agouti coat-color locus, providing an alternative
promoter that is variably DNA methylated in geneti-
cally identical individuals. This results in variable
expressivity of coat color that is inherited transge-
nerationally. Here, a systematic genome-wide screen
identifies multiple C57BL/6J murine IAPs with Avy
epigenetic properties. Each exhibits a stable methyl-
ation state within an individual but varies between
individuals. Only in rare instances do they act as pro-
moters controlling adjacent gene expression. Their
methylation state is locus-specific within an individ-
ual, and their flanking regions are enriched for
CTCF. Variably methylated IAPs are reprogrammed
after fertilization and re-established as variable loci
in the next generation, indicating reconstruction of
metastable epigenetic states and challenging the
generalizability of non-genetic inheritance at these
regions.
INTRODUCTION
Most interindividual phenotypic variation is explained by genetic
variation. However, studies in plant and animal models indicate
that non-genetic mechanisms can contribute to phenotypic vari-
ability, and such phenotypes can be inherited over multiple gen-
erations (Cubas et al., 1999;Morgan andWhitelaw, 2008; Becker
andWeigel, 2012). Epigenetic changes in the absence of genetic
effects have been reported to have long-lasting phenotypic out-
comes over multiple generations in non-mammalian organisms.
In mammals, such non-genetic effects are difficult to explain
mechanistically, and it has been challenging to define the regu-
latory processes underlying the observed phenomena (Miska
and Ferguson-Smith, 2016).
Two of the best-characterized paradigms of non-genetic in-
heritance in mammals occur at the murine Agouti viable yellow
(Avy) and Axin Fused (AxinFu) loci (Dickies, 1962; Vasicek et al.,
1997). In these naturally occurring mutant mice, genetically iden-
tical individuals exhibit quantifiable phenotypic variability in coat
color or tail morphology due to the insertion of an endogenous
retrovirus (ERV) of the intracisternal A particle (IAP) class into
the Agouti or the Fused loci, respectively. The range of pheno-
types correlates reproducibly with interindividual differences in
the level of DNA methylation at a long terminal repeat (LTR) pro-
moter of the IAP, driving abnormal expression of the genes
(Michaud et al., 1994; Rakyan et al., 2003). The consistency in
methylation level observed within an individual is in contrast to
the variation of methylation levels and phenotypic outcomes
observed between individuals, defining Avy and AxinFu as so-
called ‘‘metastable epialleles’’ (Rakyan et al., 2002). Transge-
nerational inheritance of the methylation pattern at these meta-
stable epialleles has been observed, whereby the distribution
of phenotypes in the offspring was shown to be dependent on
parental phenotype (Morgan et al., 1999; Rakyan et al., 2003).
Furthermore, Avy is susceptible to environmental influence im-
pacting methylation and phenotype (Wolff et al., 1998; Dolinoy
et al., 2006, 2007; Kaminen-Ahola et al., 2010). Using genetic
screens, proteins with epigenetic function associated with the
maintenance of Avy have been identified (Daxinger et al., 2013).
In another study, a C57BL/6J endogenous IAP insertion at
Cdk5rap1 regulates transcriptional dosage via promoter methyl-
ation; however, an association with phenotype has not been re-
ported (Druker et al., 2004). Together, these studies suggest that
ERVs of the IAP subclass have the potential to be variably meth-
ylated, here referred to as variably methylated IAPs (VM-IAPs).
The properties and underlying mechanisms governing the
establishment, behavior, and inheritance of VM-IAPs remain
elusive, as does the extent to which they represent a genome-
wide phenomenon. 45% of the murine genome is made up of
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repetitive sequences, with ERVs comprising about 12% of the
genome. In the C57BL/6J genome, there are approximately
12,000 ERVs of the IAP subclass (Smit et al., 2015). The degree
to which this substantial fraction of the repeat genome might
modulate phenotype is unclear, and the total number of naturally
existing murine VM-IAPs is unknown to date.
Previous studies have searched for metastable epialleles with
limited success. Strategies have included surveying expression
microarray data for within-strain interindividual expression pat-
terns, screening for retrotransposons that neighbor promoters
marked by the active histone modification H3K4me3, and con-
ducting a phylogenetic analysis on IAP elements (Weinhouse
et al., 2011; Ekram et al., 2012; Faulk et al., 2013). A recent
more extensive screen used comparative whole-genome bisul-
fite sequencing (WGBS) data and described 55 ERV regions ex-
hibiting some interindividual differential methylation, with valida-
tion in two tissues shown for four (Oey et al., 2015). This study
confirmed that naturally occurring germline mutations and inter-
individual genetic differences do not underlie the epigenetic vari-
ation observed at the identified regions. While individually infor-
mative, there is little or no overlap between the results of these
screens. The more challenging task of identifying human meta-
stable epialleles has been tackled before, but the genetic hetero-
geneity associated with human cohorts remains a significant hin-
drance in such studies (Silver et al., 2015).
Here,we report a novelhigh-stringencygenome-wideapproach
to comprehensively identify VM-IAPs. Using WGBS and RNA
sequencing (RNA-seq) datasets generated from pure non-cycling
populations of ex vivo purified naive B and T cells, we identified in-
dividual elements possessing features of metastable epialleles.
After extensive validation, wehave characterized their relationship
toeachother and to thevastmajorityof IAPs in thegenomethatare
fully and stably modified. Furthermore, we determined their pat-
terns of inheritance from one generation to the next. Our study
identifies a repertoire of loci with the potential to act as markers
of normal and compromised environmental contexts and as tools
to uncover mechanisms of non-genetic inheritance and, more
generally, to provide insights into the mechanisms of silencing at
repeats and the impact of mammalian repetitive elements on
genome function and phenotype.
RESULTS
Identification of the VM-IAP Methylation Pattern
A three-step approach was used to identify VM-IAPs with meta-
stable epiallele properties genome-wide. Our starting point for
defining ametastable epiallele was (a) interindividual methylation
variation at the IAP-LTR promoter, (b) consistent intraindividual
methylation, and (c) variation in expression at an adjacent
gene, as described for previously identified metastable epial-
leles. To this end, the first step utilized a catalog of polymorphic
IAPs ‘‘private’’ to C57BL/6J compared to CAST/EiJ mice and
screened for C57BL/6J-specific IAPs potentially impacting the
expression of neighboring genes. The second step used the
set of identified VM-IAP candidates from the first step to develop
an algorithm to identify VM-IAPs genome-wide, which was
applied to all IAPs in the C57BL/6J genome regardless of impact
on adjacent expression. The third step consisted of running the
algorithm on all C57BL/6J ERVs to assess the extent to which
other ERV subclasses can act as metastable epialleles.
According to published data, 1994 IAP insertions are present
in the C57BL/6J mouse strain and absent from the CAST/Eij
strain (Nellåker et al., 2012). For the first step of our screen, we
hypothesized that such polymorphic IAP insertions could explain
some of the differential gene expression observed between the
two strains. Differentially expressed genes were identified using
RNA-seq datasets generated from naive non-cycling B and T cell
populations purified from C57BL/6J and CAST/Eij mice gener-
ated as part of the BLUEPRINT reference epigenome project
(Adams et al., 2012; accession number: GSE94676). The 552
polymorphic IAPs lying within or near differentially expressed
genes were selected as potential metastable epialleles.
Methylation profiles of the identified 552 C57BL/6J IAPs were
extracted from datasets generated from the same B and T cell
populations used for the RNA-seq datasets. Both cell types
were used because the methylation level at a metastable epial-
lele is established early in development and is therefore consis-
tent within the same individual (Dolinoy et al., 2006; Waterland
et al., 2006). As expected, the vast majority of these IAPs were
highly methylated across all datasets. However, 31 showed a
distinct methylation pattern at the IAP LTR characterized by
‘‘ragged’’ methylation levels between replicates (Figure 1A).
To test the hypothesis that ragged methylation reflected inter-
individual methylation variation, different tissues were isolated
from 10 C57BL/6J mice and used to experimentally assess
themethylation level of distal CpGs at the 50 end of the candidate
VM-IAPs using bisulfite pyrosequencing. IAPs with ragged
methylation showed clear interindividual variation inmethylation,
while fully methylated IAPs did not (Figure 1B). Furthermore,
these regions had consistent methylation levels across
tissues within a single individual. Thus, within an individual ani-
mal, each VM-IAP exhibited its own level of methylation, and
this level was evident in all somatic tissues of that individual,
as described for Avy and AxinFu (Figure 1C). These findings
confirm that ragged methylation can represent interindividual
methylation variation, providing a framework for the second
stage of the screen: the unbiased genome-wide identification
of VM-IAPs.
Genome-wide Identification of VM-IAPs
To assess the full extent of VM-IAPs in the C57BL/6J genome,
the ragged methylation pattern observed for our initial set of
VM-IAPs was used to generate a genome-wide algorithm. The
algorithm generated a value reflecting the methylation variation
of each IAP in the C57BL/6J genome and was independent of
expression of adjacent sequences. Computational variations
at 68 IAP-LTRs (ranging from 5% to 64%) were experimentally
verified to determine the accuracy of the algorithm and establish
a threshold for true methylation variation (Figure S1A and
Table S1). 25% methylation variation between the second-
highest and second-lowest average methylation level between
biological replicates was selected as the threshold for further
analysis, as greater than 75% of randomly selected IAPs within
this range showed more than 10% interindividual methylation
variation upon experimental validation. This approach resulted
in the identification of around 100 candidate VM-IAPs (Table S2).
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We confirmed that the observed in vivo interindividual methyl-
ation variation was not a technical artifact resulting from tissue-
type heterogeneity by repeating bisulfite pyrosequencing on
pure populations of B cells from different mice and successfully
validating interindividual methylation variation (Figure S1B). Given
the well-established role of non-CpGmethylation in transposable
element silencing in plants (Stroud et al., 2014), we assessed VM-




Figure 1. Identification of VM-IAPs
(A) WGBS and whole-genome oxidative bisulfite sequencing (WGoxBS) tracks of the distal regions of the 50 and 30 LTRs belonging to VM-IAPTfpi (chr2:84505209-
84510421), VM-IAPBmf (chr2:118554765-118558375), and control hypermethylated IAPDst (chr1:34347456-34351369). The poorly mapped central portion of the
elements was removed due to its repetitive nature. Each vertical line represents one CpG, and each horizontal track represents one of 16 biological replicates.
CpGs in variably methylated LTRs are highlighted in blue, illustrating ragged LTR methylation. CpGs in highly methylated LTRs are highlighted in purple.
(B) Bisulphite pyrosequencing validation of interindividual methylation levels in C57BL/6J kidney tissues (n = 8) at VM-IAPTfpi, VM-IAPBmf, and IAPDst. Each in-
dividual is represented by a single line. Sequenced CpGs are themost distal CpGs of the variably methylated LTRs. Colors are individual specific and correspond
to those used in (C).
(C) Intraindividual methylation consistency at VM-IAPTfpi and VM-IAPBmf across brain (‘‘B’’), kidney (‘‘K’’), liver (‘‘L’’), and spleen (‘‘S’’). Individual-specific colors
correspond to those in (E).
(D) Distribution of VM-IAPs according to methylation variation region. The number of VM-IAPs in each category is shown.
See also Figures S1 and S2 and Table S1.
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VM-IAPs Are Evolutionarily Young Insertions with
Locus-Specific Methylation States
A full-length intact IAP consists of 50 and 30 LTRs flanking retro-
viral genes (Falzon andKuff, 1988;Mietz et al., 1987). Over evolu-
tionary time, the structure of full-length IAPs is disrupted by
deletions, point mutations, and recombination, eventually pre-
venting retrotransposition activity (Stoye, 2001). The full range
of IAP structures was represented in the identified set of candi-
date VM-IAPs, including full-length IAPs, truncated IAPs missing
either their 50 or 30 LTR, solo LTRs, and truncated IAPs with no
LTRs at all (Figure S2). Experimental validation of full-length
VM-IAPs showed that 50 LTRs differed from their corresponding
30 LTRs in both their range and degree of methylation variation
(Figures 1D and S2B). This indicates that 50 and 30 LTRs acquired
their methylation variation independently of each other despite
virtually identical genetic sequences.
The IAP nomenclature system used by the University of Cali-
fornia, Santa Cruz (UCSC) Genome Browser classifies IAPs
based on their LTR structural differences. This classification
was used to investigate subtype enrichment of VM-IAPs. The
majority of VM-IAPs had either IAPLTR1_Mm or IAPLTR2_Mm
flanking LTRs (Figure 2A). Interestingly, IAPLTR1_Mm LTRs be-
longed to VM-IAPs with viral gene sequences while
IAPLTR2_Mm elements were mainly solo LTR VM-IAPs. The
IAPLTR1_Mm IAP subtype is considered to be the evolutionarily
youngest IAP subtype (Qin et al., 2010). Furthermore, using data
from the Mouse Genomes Project, we analyzed the presence or
absence of VM-IAPs across 18 mouse strains and found that the
majority of VM-IAPs were polymorphic insertions (Figure 2B).
Given the wide range of IAP structures and LTR subtypes, we
investigated the possibility that the methylation state of VM-IAPs
was exclusively determined by their genetic sequence. The
IAPLTR1_Mm subtype was used to build a neighbor-joining
tree using the sequences of all 780 IAPs of this LTR subtype in
the C57BL/6J genome, including 27 VM-IAPs. Neighbor-joining
tree analysis assesses sequence similarity and groups closely
related IAPs together. Five distinct subtrees were identified
containing VM-IAPs, with subtree 4 containing most of them
(Figure S3A). This enrichment likely reflects their recent integra-
tion into the C57BL/6J genome and indicates that genetic
sequence is at least partially involved in conferring methylation
variation. Interestingly, VM-IAPSlc15a2, IAPGpsm1 and IAPZak are
highly clustered, but only VM-IAPSlc15a2 is a metastable epiallele,
indicating that other factors, such as spatial organization, are
likely at play (Figure S3B). We confirmed that sequence is not
the sole determining factor for methylation level by comparing
two VM-IAPs with 100% identical genetic sequences, showing
they have different methylation levels within a given individual
(Figure 2C).
We further explored co-variation of VM-IAP methylation levels
within an individual by assessing themethylation state of six VM-
IAPs in 33 different mice (Figure 2D). A normalized correlation
matrix showed that the methylation level of each VM-IAP did
not significantly correlate with that of other VM-IAPs within the
same individual (Figure S3C). This indicates that the mechanism
governing variable methylation likely acts in cis and argues
against an overarching trans-mediated mechanism targeting all
VM-IAPs within an individual in the same way.
VM-IAPs are Flanked by CTCF Binding Sites
Our results showed that other factors in addition to recent inte-
gration are involved in driving the methylation pattern observed
at candidate VM-IAPs. We therefore asked whether the genomic
location of VM-IAP insertion sites sets them apart from other
non-variable IAPs. VM-IAPs are randomly distributed in the
genome and do not cluster in specific topologically associating
domains (TADs), nor are they enriched at TAD boundaries
(data not shown). We found that approximately 70% of VM-
IAPs are intergenic, and only two of them fall in UTRs. The re-
maining are intronic (Table S2A).
We next analyzed ENCODE chromatin immunoprecipitation
(ChIP)-seq datasets to explore the epigenetic profiles of regions
flanking VM-IAPs (ENCODE Project Consortium, 2012). It has
been shown in embryonic stem cells (ESCs) that strain specific
polymorphic IAP insertions are capable of spreading heterochro-
matic marks to flanking genomic DNA (Rebollo et al., 2011).
However, no clear difference in H3K9me3 distribution was found
between regions flanking VM-IAPs and non-variable IAPs (Fig-
ure S4A). Strikingly, the majority of VM-IAPs are bordered by
CCCTC binding factor (CTCF) binding (Figures 3A). This enrich-
ment was observed in datasets generated from different somatic
tissues and from different developmental time points, suggest-
ing stable maintenance of CTCF binding near VM-IAPs
throughout development. To further investigate this enrichment,
we produced a heatmap of the distance from the IAP border to
the nearest CTCF peak across 14 ENCODE ChIP-seq datasets
and found that CTCF was closer to VM-IAPs than non-variable
IAPs across all datasets (Figure 3B). CTCF is a methylation-sen-
sitive DNA binding protein that is crucial for both preimplantation
and postimplantation stages (Phillips and Corces, 2009). CTCF-
deficient oocytes cannot progress to the blastocyst stage
following fertilization, and CTCF knockout embryos die before
implantation (Wan et al., 2008; Moore et al., 2012). This develop-
mental time point is in line with the proposed time point for the
establishment of methylation at Avy (Waterland et al., 2006; Ble-
witt et al., 2006). CTCF prefers unmethylated binding sites and
has been shown to inhibit Dnmt1 activity to prevent methylation
of its binding domain (Bell and Felsenfeld, 2000; Zampieri et al.,
2012). It is an intriguing possibility that an interplay between IAP
methylation and CTCF binding-site hypomethylation is involved
in the establishment and/or maintenance of VM-IAPs.
VM-IAPs Can Interfere with Transcriptional Events
The methylation states of the IAPs integrated at the Avy and Ax-
inFu loci have been shown to have a direct impact on adjacent
gene transcription and the phenotype of individual animals. In
these cases, transcription initiates at the IAP LTR promoter,
creating a chimeric transcript extending through the adjacent
gene (Duhl et al., 1994; Vasicek et al., 1997). To explore the
extent towhich VM-IAPs can initiate transcription of endogenous
genes, we analyzed de novo transcriptome assemblies gener-
ated from pure non-cycling populations of B and T cells (GEO:
GSE94676). Only five VM-IAPs appeared to initiate transcripts
overlapping annotated genes (Figure 4A). We investigated
whether the expression level of these transcripts was related
to the methylation level of the VM-IAPs and found statistically
significant inverse correlations between gene expression and
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VM-IAP methylation levels, as observed for Avy and AxinFu (Fig-
ures 4B–4D). This finding reinforces the idea that metastable
epialleles are capable of driving gene expression, yet reveals
that promoter activity at these regions is an exception rather
than the rule.
We next queried the number of VM-IAPs overlappingwith tran-
scripts in general and identified less than one-third of VM-IAPs
with this property. Their insertion sites were enriched for the
active histone marks H3K27ac, H3K9ac, and H3K4me3 (Fig-
ure S4B). No clear enrichment for H3K36me3was observed (Fig-
ure S4B). It is therefore probable that the association of VM-IAPs
with these transcripts is a product of insertion into transcription-
ally active or ‘‘open’’ genomic regions. We found that half of the
transcript-initiating or transcript-overlapping VM-IAPs were full-
length IAPs with IAPLTR1_Mm LTRs, suggesting that evolution-
arily young VM-IAPs are more likely to have a transcriptional
influence (Figure 4A). Of note, CTCF binding at VM-IAP borders
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Figure 2. VM-IAPs Are Evolutionarily Young Insertions with Locus-Specific Methylation States
(A) Enrichment of IAP subtypes in VM-IAPs. The left side in gray represents the total number of IAPs in the genome of a particular LTR subtype. The right side in
navy shows the number of VM-IAPs of a particular LTR subtype.
(B) Heatmap showing the presence or absence of VM-IAPs across 18 mouse strains, as determined from the Mouse Genomes Project (https://www.sanger.ac.
uk/science/data/mouse-genomes-project). VM-IAPs are clustered by strain and presence of the IAP relative to C57BL/6J.
(C) Bisulphite pyrosequencing of VM-IAPTfpi and VM-IAPMbnl1 in the same eight C57BL/6J mice. VM-IAPTfpi and VM-IAPMbnl1 have identical sequences yet are
differentially methylated within the same individual. Sequenced CpGs are the seven most distal ones of the 50 LTRs. Specific individuals are color coded.
(D) Methylation levels at six VM-IAPs in 33 C57BL/6J mice are compared in a co-variation analysis. Methylation levels were normalized to a given VM-IAP’s
interindividual methylation range. Data show no relationship between VM-IAP methylation states within an individual.
See also Figure S3.
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transcripts (Figure S4C), suggesting a potential functional role
involving long-range interactions.
Methylation Variability Is Lost in the Male Germline and
Re-established in the Next Generation
To evaluate heritability dynamics at VM-IAPs, we first as-
sessed their methylation state in sperm. Nine VM-IAPs with
wide methylation variation ranges were analyzed for LTR
methylation levels in both somatic and mature sperm isolated
from adult C57BL/6J male mice. As expected based on
experimental validation, VM-IAPs showed interindividual
methylation variation in the male somatic samples. In contrast,
all VM-IAPs analyzed were fully methylated in sperm for all
individuals, and no interindividual variation was observed (Fig-
ure 5A). Although repeat elements tend to be heavily methyl-
ated in sperm (Kobayashi et al., 2012), this is inconsistent
with previous observations at Avy, where partial methylation
in sperm was observed to reflect the methylation status in so-
matic tissues despite the absence of heritability of phenotype
from the sire (Rakyan et al., 2003).
We next sought to determine whether the methylation
state of VM-IAPs is variable from one generation to the next.
For the four VM-IAPs analyzed, the somatic methylation
levels of pups born to highly or lowly methylated C57BL/6J
mothers showed the full range of methylation variation
observed in the previous generation (Figure 5B). This demon-
strates that the methylation variability of VM-IAPs is faithfully
reconstructed in the F1 generation after passage through
the male and female germlines and that the methylation level
of an individual does not influence its ability to produce
offspring with the full methylation range associated with that
VM-IAP.
To determine whether the inverse correlation between VM-
IAP methylation and adjacent gene expression observed for a
subset of VM-IAPs endures in the next generation, we as-
sessed expression and methylation levels of VM-IAPEps8l1
and VM-IAPSlc15a2 in maternal and offspring spleen tissues.
We found that expression levels were variable among F1 litter-
mates and inversely correlated with VM-IAP methylation levels
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Figure 3. VM-IAPs Are Flanked by CTCF Binding Sites
(A) Relative CTCF enrichment profiles of VM-IAP flanking genomic regions in C57BL6/J ESCs, kidney, lung, and liver. Developmental stages E14.5, day 0, and
8weeks are shown. Highlymethylated full-length IAPs of the IAPLTR1_Mmsubclass and solo LTRs of the IAPLTR2_Mmsubclass serve as controls. All IAPswere fit
to 100 bp, shown as the space between the two zeros. Zeros represent the start and end coordinates of IAPs. ChIP-seq datasets were downloaded from ENCODE
(ENCODE Project Consortium, 2012).
(B) Heatmap of the distance from IAP border to the nearest CTCF peak across ChIP-seq ENCODE datasets. VM-IAPs, full structure IAPs of the IAPLTR1_Mm
subclass, and solo LTRs of the IAPLTR2_Mm subclass are clustered and used in comparison.
See also Figure S4.
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methylation signature of each VM-IAP and its effect on tran-
scription is re-established transgenerationally.
The Avy locus is widely studied in large part because it exhibits
epigenetic inheritance. In a C57BL/6J genetic background, the
phenotype of the dam, but not the sire, influences the phenotypic
distribution observed in the offspring (Morgan et al., 1999). In
breeding-intense experiments, we investigated whether this
was the case for six novel VM-IAPs. DNA methylation levels at
the IAP LTR promoter were quantified in adult C57BL/6J
breeding pairs and their offspring (Figures 6A–6F). We asked
whether parental methylation level affected offspring methyl-
ation by building linear mixed-effects models (LMMs). Using
LMMs allowed us to incorporate breeding pairs and litters as
random effects, thereby controlling for the non-independence
of siblings and littermates, respectively. We included maternal
methylation level, paternal methylation level, and sex as poten-
tially predictive fixed effects (Figure S5B).
For five out of the six regions tested, neither maternal nor
paternal methylation level had a significant effect on offspring
methylation levels (Figure 6G). For VM-IAPGm13849, the maternal


























































































































B Figure 4. VM-IAPs Can Interfere with Tis-
sue-Specific Transcriptional Events
(A) Pie charts of percentage of VM-IAPs over-
lapping de novo assembled transcripts and their
distribution according to IAP-LTR subtype.
(B) VM-IAP-associated ectopic transcription of
Slc15a2, Eps8l1, and 2610035D17Rik. Intragenic
VM-IAPSlc15a2 drives expression of downstream
Slc15a2 exons. Intergenic VM-IAPEps8l1 drives
ectopic expression of Eps8l1. Intragenic VM-
IAP2610035D17Rik provides an alternative promoter
for lincRNA 2610035D17Rik. VM-IAPs are shown
in blue and de novo assembled transcripts in pur-
ple. Transcripts extracted from UCSC are in black,
and qPCR primers are depicted as arrows and
color coded to correspond with (C), (D), and (E).
(C) Expression ofSlc15a2downstreamexons 9–10
and 19–20 (spleen) is inversely correlated with
VM-IAPSlc15a2 methylation (two-tailed Pearson).
Upstream exons are not expressed. Expression
was quantified by qPCR and shown relative to
housekeeping gene b-actin. Each dot represents a
different individual.
(D) Expression of Eps8l1 exons 1–2 and 4–5 (brain)
is inversely correlated with VM-IAPEps8l1 methyl-
ation (two-tailed Pearson).
(E) Expression of the VM-IAP2610035D17Rik-driven
transcript (spleen) is inversely correlated with VM-
IAP2610035D17Rik methylation (two-tailed Pearson).
See also Figure S4.
offspring methylation levels (p = 0.004;
q = 0.036; Figures 6G and S5B). This dif-
ference in heritability between parental
lineages is consistent with the pattern
observed for Avy on a C57BL/6J back-
ground. Of note, while thematernal effect
at this locus was significant, the R2 was
small, indicating that maternal methyl-
ation only accounts for a small fraction of the methylation vari-
ability observed in the next generation (R2 = 0.166). Interestingly,
when assessing whether the sex of an individual contributes to
its methylation level, we found a highly significant sex effect at
VM-IAPRnf157 whereby males are more likely to exhibit higher
methylation levels than females (p = 1.20e!5; q = 2.16e!4; Fig-
ures 6G, S5B, and S5C). Weak evidence for a similar trend was
observed for VM-IAPMarveld2 and VM-IAPGm13849. This suggests
there may be sex-linked modifiers of VM-IAPs.
Given that a single VM-IAP showedmaternal heritability, we de-
signed a smaller-scale experiment on VM-IAPGm13849 to validate
this finding in a separate set ofmice.We selected five highlymeth-
ylated and five lowly methylated C57BL/6J females for breeding
and subsequently assessed the VM-IAPGm13849methylation levels
of offspring from their first litter.We found that themethylation level
of offspring born to highly methylated mothers was significantly
different from that of offspring born to lowly methylated mothers,
validating our previous result (p = 0.0069; n = 5 litters per group;
Figure S5D). Together, our heritability studies indicate that inheri-
tance of methylation levels is not a universal feature of VM-IAPs
and instead show the remarkable reprogramming and faithful
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re-establishment of VM-IAP variable states fromone generation to
the next regardless of parental methylation level.
Non-IAP ERVs Can Exhibit Interindividual Methylation
Variation
The same genome-wide screening strategy used to identify VM-
IAPs was implemented to analyze other types of ERVs. Since the
algorithmwas based solely on themagnitude ofmethylation vari-
ation, it does not distinguish different ERV classes. 208 ERV1,
760 ERVK, and 174 ERVL candidates were identified as potential
variably methylated ERVs (VM-ERVs) using the threshold levels
developed in the initial model. 44 ERVs were randomly selected
for experimental validation via bisulfite pyrosequencing. 13 of
them validated as true VM-ERVs, showing more than 10% inter-
individual methylation variation (Table S3). Hence, although our
WGBS-based screen identified a plethora of ERVs as VM-ERV
candidates, less than 30%were true positives. This level of false
positives might reflect the challenges of repetitive element align-
ment and/or differences in the CpGdensity at the LTR of different
ERV subclasses influencing the application of the algorithm.
Experimental validation and comparative analysis of these and
the set of candidate VM-IAPs identified in this studywill ascertain
the full extent of epigenetic metastability at all LTR retrotranspo-
sons across the genome.
We computed the CpG density of different ERV-LTR subtypes
in the genome and found that IAP LTRs indeed have the highest
CpG density across all ERVs (Figure S6). It is therefore possible
that CpG density might play a role in the properties of a meta-
stable epiallele. This is in line with previous findings highlighting
the particular susceptibility of IAPs to methylation-mediated
regulation (Walsh et al., 1998).
DISCUSSION
A genome-wide screen identified multiple C57BL/6J VM-IAPs.
Three of them (VM-IAPEps8l1, VM-IAPBmf, andVM-IAP2610035D17Rik)
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Figure 5. VM-IAPs Are Hypermethylated in the Male Germline and Reconstructed as Variable Loci in the Next Generation
(A) VM-IAPs are hypermethylated in sperm. Methylation levels at nine VM-IAPs in C57BL/6J sperm and corresponding somatic tissue are shown (n = 8–10 mice).
Paternally expressed Peg3 and maternally expressed H19 serve as germ cell purity controls. Values shown are averages across the methylation level of the four
distal CpG sites of the VM-IAP 50 LTRs assessed by bisulphite pyrosequencing.
(B) Highly and lowly methylated mothers produce the full range of variably methylated offspring (n = 8 pups). Offspring and maternal methylation levels at
VM-IAPTfpi, VM-IAPMbnl1, VM-IAPBmf, and VM-IAPGm13849 were assessed from ear samples by bisulphite pyrosequencing.
See also Figure S5.
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had previously been noted in a screen for the presence of
H3K4me3 at retroelement promoters (Ekram et al., 2012).
No H3K4me3 enrichment was found at lowly methylated Avy indi-
viduals (Dolinoy et al., 2010)—this is consistent with our findings
indicating a lack of H3K4me3 at VM-IAPs. A previous screen for
metastable epialleles, encompassing all genomic regions but
including only limited follow-up, identified 51 variably methylated
ERV candidates. 22 overlapped with VM-IAPs identified in our
study; the others were not detected in our screen (Oey et al.,
2015). The previously identified metastable epiallele IAPCdk5rap1
(Druker et al., 2004) fell just below the stringent threshold of
25% used here. For this reason, in addition to the list of novel
VM-IAPs, we have provided an additional set of IAPs picked up
in our screen using the methylation variation observed at
IAPCdk5rap1 as a threshold (Table S2, bottom section). However,
this additional set contains several experimentally identified false
positives and exhibits much narrower interindividual methylation
ranges compared to the candidate VM-IAPs identified in our
analysis.
Applying our screening strategy to other types of ERVs re-
sulted in high false-positive rates upon experimental validation.
This highlights the importance of rigorous experimental testing
of candidates identified in studies on repeat elements and calls
into question previous studies identifying non-IAP-derivedmeta-
stable epialleles without conducting extensive validation. It re-
mains challenging to develop bioinformatic approaches that
distinguish epigenetically variable regions from poorly mapped
ones. We nonetheless show that non-IAP ERVs are capable of
exhibiting interindividual methylation variation and propose
that the intriguing enrichment in IAP elements might reflect a
requirement for high CpG density for the establishment of inter-
individual methylation variation.
We did not identify any specific genetic sequence features
that explain acquisition of interindividual methylation variation
at IAPs. In fact, very closely related VM-IAPs were found to
have quite different ranges of methylation variation. In some
cases, near-perfect sequence identity was observed between
a VM-IAP and a non-variable IAP. However, we did find an
enrichment for young classes of IAPs (IAPLTR1_Mm
and IAPLTR2_Mm). It is therefore possible that VM-IAPs repre-
sent evolutionarily young IAPs in the process of becoming
epigenetically silenced. In addition, VM-IAPs show an enrich-
ment for strain-specific polymorphic IAPs, suggesting that
recent integration into the C57BL/6J genome may contribute
to their variably methylated states. Further analysis of the
relationship between the acquisition of variable methylation
and the strain-specific placement of such retrotransposons
will contribute to our understanding of the mechanism
through which they escape the fate of their fully methylated
counterparts.
Unlike Avy, the majority of VM-IAPs described in this study do
not initiate transcription events, indicating that these elements
are not generally functioning as heterologous promoters. We
found, however, that transcript expression that is initiated at
VM-IAPs is low, and we detected no ontology enrichment for
those genes adjacent to VM-IAPs.
Most compelling, however, is the finding that VM-IAPs are
enriched for CTCF binding in their flanking regions. Since
CTCF is a methylation-sensitive DNA binding protein preferring
unmethylated DNA (Phillips and Corces, 2009), this association
suggests a functional antagonism between methylation of an
IAP and the maintenance of an unmethylated state at the
CTCF binding site, leading to the early acquisition of a stochas-
tically methylated state. Extensive further experiments will be
required to decipher the potential relationship between CTCF
binding and VM-IAPs. It has been proposed that VM-IAPs
may have a selective advantage, conferring stochastic fitness
and enhanced evolution (Branciamore et al., 2014, 2015). Tak-
ing into consideration a potential role for VM-IAPs in influencing
long-range cis-acting interactions and the interstrain differ-
ences in the absence or presence of some of these elements,
this idea can now be tested experimentally through compara-
tive functional analyses between individuals and between
different genetic backgrounds.
The hypermethylation observed in sperm at VM-IAPs, re-
constructed into a variably methylated state after fertilization,
suggests reprogramming upon paternal inheritance. Given
that the methylation state of the Avy and AxinFu alleles in
sperm has been reported to reflect the methylation state in
somatic tissues of the same individual (Rakyan et al., 2003;
Blewitt et al., 2006), one might have expected the VM-IAPs
identified in this study to behave in a similar manner. It is
possible, however, that Avy and AxinFu alleles are unusual
compared to other metastable epialleles. Alternatively, this
inconsistency may reflect the fact that they arose as inser-
tional mutations in non-C57BL/6J mouse strains but have
been maintained on a C57BL/6J background for the experi-
ments in question. Hence, these loci, being the only non-
C57BL/6J segments of DNA in an otherwise C57BL/6J genome,
may be more refractory to the C57BL/6J sperm methylation
machinery. Alternatively, the difference may be technical, re-
flecting the different methods used to quantify methylation.
Despite the acquisition of complete methylation occurring in
the male germline, we show that VM-IAPs are re-established
Figure 6. Inheritance Analysis of VM-IAPs
(A–F) Methylation levels at VM-IAPs were quantified from ear samples taken from C57BL/6J breeding pairs and their offspring. Offspring methylation level is
plotted against maternal and paternal methylation level for VM-IAPMarveld2 (A), VM-IAPBmf (B), VM-IAPRnf157 (C), VM-IAPTfpi (D), VM-IAPMbnl1 (E), and VM-
IAPGm13849 (F). Methylation levels represent averages across the first four distal CpG sites of the VM-IAP 50 LTRs.
(G) Statistical output from LMMs showing a significant maternal effect on offspring methylation at VM-IAPGm13849 as well as a significant sex effect on
VM-IAPRnf157 methylation levels. Analyses were carried out using the lmer() function from the lme4 R package with maternal methylation level, paternal
methylation level, and sex treated as fixed effects. Breeding pair and litter were treated as random effects. Raw p values were generated using the Satterthwaite
approximation for degrees of freedom. Adjusted p values (q) were generated using the Benjamini and Hochberg correction to account for multiple testing.
Semi-partial R2 values, representing the effect size for each fixed effect, were calculated using the r2beta() function from the r2glmm R package. Sample sizes
are shown.
See also Figure S5.
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as variable loci in the next generation, indicating faithful recon-
struction of their variable state from one generation to the next.
Only one of the VM-IAPs we examined showed evidence of a
maternal methylation-level memory reminiscent of previously
describedAvy inheritance dynamics in a C57BL/6J genetic back-
ground. For this lone VM-IAP, the highly quantitative nature of
the methylation analysis indicated a small effect size. Our find-
ings raise questions about the generalizability of non-genetic in-
heritance at metastable epialleles and suggest that variable
methylation can be reprogrammed and reconstructed across
generations in the absence of a memory of parental state by a
process that may depend on the genetic context of the variably
modified locus.
Importantly, our inheritance analysis highlights how consis-
tent the range of interindividual methylation variation is at
each VM-IAP regardless of parental methylation state. The
mechanism by which the variable state of these unique ele-
ments is reprogrammed and precisely re-established in the
next generation remains to be elucidated. Interestingly, the
bordering regions of previously identified putative human meta-
stable epialleles are enriched for ERVs and long interspersed
nuclear elements (LINEs), suggesting that the link between
repeat elements and epigenetic metastability may be
conserved (Silver et al., 2015). The findings reported here
establish a repertoire of murine loci to study mechanisms of
non-genetic inheritance, the influence of the repeat genome
on phenotype, and the epigenetic impact of normal and
compromised environmental contexts.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
MICE
All mouse work was carried out in accordance with UK government Home Office licensing procedures (HO project license number:
PC9886123). All experiments used C57BL/6J mice of both sexes. The methylation validation and expression experiments were per-
formed on 8-10 week old mice. For the inheritance studies, mice were set up for breeding at 8 weeks of age and the F1 methylation
level was assessed in ear notches from 10-12 day old pups. All mice were fed a standard chow diet ad libitum and housed in
controlled temperature, humidity, and light-dark cycle (12h) conditions.
METHOD DETAILS
Tissue and B cell collection
Following dissection, somatic C57BL/6J tissues were snap frozen in liquid nitrogen and manually pulverized. B cells were isolated
from fresh splenic tissues using the B Cell Isolation Kit (Miltenyi Biotec). Sperm collection and purification from cauda epididymis
was done as described in Sharma et al. (2016).
DNA/RNA extraction and bisulfite conversion
30 ug of tissue (brain, kidney, liver, and spleen) was used for simultaneous purification of genomic DNA and total RNA using the
AllPrep DNA/RNA Mini Kit (QIAGEN). During purification, RNA was treated with DNaseI using the RNase-Free DNase Set (QIAGEN).
Ear notch DNA was purified using a standard phenol-chloroform extraction protocol. DNA was bisulfite treated using the two-step
protocol of the Imprint DNA Modification Kit (Sigma).
DNA methylation analysis
Methylation quantification was carried out by pyrosequencing. Assays were designed using PyroMark Assay Design SW 2.0
(QIAGEN). Primers are provided in Table S4. Regions of interest were amplified from bisulfite converted DNA via PCR using bio-
tinylated reverse primers and HotStarTaq DNA Polymerase (QIAGEN). The annealing temperature for PCR primers was optimized
by gradient PCR. PCR conditions: 1) 95"C – 5 min; 2) 94"C – 30 s, optimized t"C – 30 s, 72"C – 55 s, 40 cycles; 3) 72"C – 5 min.
PCR products were shaken at 1,400 rpm with Streptavidin Sepharose High Performance beads (GE healthcare) dissolved in
binding buffer (10mM Tris-HCL pH7.6, 2M NaCl, 1mM EDTA, 0.1% Tween-20) for 20 min. The biotinylated strand was purified using
the PyroMark Q96 Vacuum Workstation (QIAGEN). Sequencing primers were annealed to the template in annealing buffer (20mM
Tris-acetate pH7.6, 2Mmagnesium acetate) at 85"C for 3 min. Sequencing was carried out on the PyroMark Q96MD pyrosequencer
(QIAGEN) using PyroMark Gold Q96 Reagents (QIAGEN).
Expression analysis
cDNAwas synthesized using the RevertAid HMinus First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Q-PCR primers were
designed using Primer3 software (Untergasser et al., 2012) and are listed in Table S4. cDNA was amplified using the LightCycler
480 SYBR Green I Master mix and LightCycler 480 Instrument (Roche). PCR conditions: 1) 95"C – 5 min; 2) 95"C – 10 s,
60"C – 10 s, 72"C – 10 s, 45 cycles; 3) 95"C - 5 s, 65"C - 1 min, 97"C - continuous ; 4) 40"C – 30 s. Relative cDNA abundance
was calculated using the DCT method and normalized to housekeeping gene b-actin. The significance of correlations between
expression and methylation levels was assessed by computing Pearson correlation coefficients followed by two-tailed p values in
GraphPad Prism.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Biased screen of polymorphic IAPs
Genomic coordinates of C57BL/6J-specific IAPs that are absent from the CAST/Eij genome were extracted from a published list of
polymorphic ERVs (Nellåker et al., 2012). IAP coordinates were converted from themm9 to themm10mouse genome assembly using
liftOver (Hinrichs et al., 2006) and assigned to the nearest protein-coding gene from the Ensembl gene database (GRCm38) using
Bedtools (Quinlan and Hall, 2010). DESeq2 and edgeR were used to identify differentially expressed (DE) genes for B and T cell
samples. Due to the absence of strain-specific annotation of ncRNAs, they were removed from the analysis. Significant hits from
both programs were used to compile the list of DE genes between the two strains. DE genes were overlapped with genes containing
a polymorphic IAP insertion or having one nearby. The overlapping genes provided a list of candidate IAPs for visual assessment of
methylation levels.
Genome-wide screen
The genome-wide screen for VM-IAPs usedWGBS andWGoxBS datasets generated from B and T cells (16 datasets in total; acces-
sion number: GSE94676). WGBS and WGoxBS datasets were treated as biological replicates, as the WGoxBS protocol recognizes
both methylated and hydroxymethylated DNA. The 5mC:5hmC ratio in the WGoxBS datasets used was 1:0.015. Each biological
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replicate consisted of pooled B or T cells for 4-5 individuals. Bedgraph files were used to extract methylation levels of IAP CpGs.
Methylation of a CpG site is represented by two values, reflecting methylation levels of the sense and antisense strands. The average
of 16 methylation values representing 8 distal CpGs from the 50 or 30 end of IAPs was calculated for each biological replicate to
estimate a given IAP’s methylation level. To determine the magnitude of methylation variation at an IAP across the 16 biological
replicates, the average methylation levels were sorted and the difference between the second highest and the second lowest values
was used as a computational score for methylation variation (Figure S1). The analysis for 50 and 30 ends was done separately and
subsequently overlapped. The threshold of variation used as a cut-off for the final list of VM-IAPs was determined by experimental
assessment of themethylation variation of a subset of IAPs exhibiting a range of computational scores (Table S5). Differentially meth-
ylated regions between B and T cells were excluded from the final list of VM-IAPs since these constituted cell type-specific DMRs
and hence did not fulfill the criteria of methylation consistency between tissues. An IAP was considered to be a DMR if its 8 highest
and/or 8 lowest average methylation levels came from only one of the two cell types. The same process was carried out for
sex-specific DMRs, but none were found.
Strain-specific polymorphism analysis
A catalog of structural variants across 18 inbred mouse strains generated for the Mouse Genomes Project (https://www.sanger.ac.
uk/sanger/Mouse_SnpViewer/rel-1505) was used to quantify polymorphism of VM-IAP candidates (Keane et al., 2011; Yalcin
et al., 2011).
Neighbor-joining tree analysis
The neighbor-joining tree of IAPs of the IAPLTR1_Mm subtype was built with Geneious 9.0.5 software using default parameters
(Kearse et al., 2012; Faulk et al., 2013). IAP sequences were downloaded from the UCSC Table Browser and ‘‘+’’ strand sequences
were used for antisense IAPs.
Co-variation analysis
Methylation levels at six VM-IAPs in 33 C57BL/6J mice were normalized to a given VM-IAP’s inter-individual methylation range.
A normalized correlation matrix showing Pearson correlation coefficients as well as p values for the correlation of each VM-IAP
pair was generated using GraphPad Prism. A Bonferroni-adjusted a value of 0.008 was used.
Generation of enrichment profiles
Histonemodification andCTCF binding profiles were constructed using publicly available ENCODE datasets. Accession numbers for
all ENCODE datasets used can be found in Table S6. Signal p value bigwig files were downloaded and analyzed using Galaxy deep-
Tools (Ramı́rez et al., 2014).
Transcriptomic analysis
De novo transcriptomes were assembled using StringTie 1.3.3 software (Pertea et al., 2015). 12 RNA-seq datasets were used for
de novo transcriptome assembly (three replicates of each cell type: female B cells, male B cells, female T cells andmale T cells). Using
Bedtools (Quinlan and Hall, 2010), the coordinates of the identified transcripts were overlapped with VM-IAP coordinates to identify
transcripts initiated or terminated within VM-IAPs. Only VM-IAPs that overlapped transcripts in at least three biological replicates
representing the same cell type and sex were further analyzed.
Inheritance analysis
The effect of parental methylation level on offspring methylation level was analyzed using REML-fitted linear mixed-effects models
(LMMs) in R via the lmer() function in the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015). The bisulfite pyrosequencing methylation levels of all in-
dividuals used for this analysis were averaged across the first four CpGs of the IAP LTR and run through a logit transformation before
feeding into the model. The LMMs for each VM-IAP included maternal methylation level, paternal methylation level, and sex as fixed
effects. Breeding pair as well as litter nested within breeding pair were treated as random intercept effects, accounting for the non-
independence of siblings and littermates, respectively. Interaction between maternal and paternal methylation levels was originally
assessed but no significant interaction was found. Parameter estimates, standard errors, and t values are reported in Figure S5B. By
default, the reference intercept is selected alphabetically, in this case representing the estimate for female methylation level. To eval-
uate the significance of the fixed effects, p values were generated using the Satterthwaite approximation for degrees of freedom,
applied by the lmerTest package in R (Kuznetsova et al., 2017). To account for multiple testing, q-values were generated using
the Benjamini-Hochberg correction with a false discovery rate of 0.05 (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). To assess effect sizes,
semi-partial R2 values for each fixed effect were calculated using the r2beta() function from the r2glmm package in R (Jaeger
et al., 2017). For the repeated inheritance experiment on VM-IAPGm13849, the mean methylation level of littermates was calculated
for the first litter of five highly methylated and five lowly methylated mothers. Significance was assessed with a one-sided unpaired
t test using GraphPad Prism.
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Assembly of ERV coordinates
The RepeatMasker database was downloaded from the UCSC Table Browser to determine the genomic coordinates of ERV frag-
ments (Karolchik et al., 2004). ERV fragments were separated into four groups according to RepeatMasker annotation (ERV1,
ERVL, ERVK and IAPs) and assembled using Bedtools (Quinlan and Hall, 2010). The structure of ERV insertions was determined
based on RepeatMasker insertion fragment annotation.
DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY
The accession number for the WGBS, WGoxBS, and RNA-seq datasets used in this study is GEO: GSE94676. Cell purification and
DNA/RNA extraction protocols as well as data processing pipelines are available at the above accession site. The R code used for the
algorithms and computation analyses in this study has been collated into the following Github file: https://github.com/AFS-lab/
Kazachenka-Bertozzi-et-al-2018.
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Figure S1. Validation and Characterization of VM-IAPs, Related to Figure 1
(A) Validation of methylation variation threshold used for the genome-wide screen. Each dot represents an IAP. Experimental range represents the difference
between average methylation levels of the most highly and lowly methylated individuals, identified via bisulfite pyrosequencing. The computational and
experimental ranges are correlated (two-tailed Pearson). The vertical line defines the threshold used for the genome-wide screen and the dotted horizontal line
represents the upper range of experimental error associated with pyrosequencing.
(B) Inter-individual methylation variation at VM-IAPTfpi, VM-IAPMbnl1, VM-IAPSlc15a2, and VM-IAPSema6d, tested in pure B cell populations extracted from eight
individuals, confirming the relationship between the BLUEPRINT experimental data generated from whole C57BL/6J tissues.
(C) Non-CGmethylation at four VM-IAPs, assessed by bisulfite pyrosequencing. Each dot represents an individual. Non-CG cytosines are shown as red dots and
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Figure S2. Structural Analysis of VM-IAPs, Related to Figure 1
(A) Pie chart distribution of all IAPs in the C57BL/6J genome based on IAP structure, where ‘‘int’’ refers to internal retroviral sequence.
(B) Examples illustrating that LTRs behave independently of each other. Bisulphite pyrosequencing of 50 and 30 LTRs of VM-IAPMarveld2 and VM-IAPMbnl1. The
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(legend on next page)
Figure S3. Genetic Sequence and Co-variation Analyses of VM-IAPs, Related to Figure 2
(A) Neighbor-joining tree for IAPLTR1_Mm elements, made using Geneious software. VM-IAPs are distributed across 5 subtrees, shown in boxes. Subtree 4,
containing the most VM-IAPs, is shown in more detail, with VM-IAP coordinates highlighted in blue.
(B) IAPZak and IAPGpsm1, closely related to VM-IAPSlc15a2 by sequence, do not exhibit inter-individual methylation variation upon bisulphite pyrosequencing
(n = 10).
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(legend on next page)
Figure S4. Epigenetic Profiles of VM-IAP Flanking Regions, Related to Figure 3 and 4
(A) Relative H3K9me3 enrichment profiles of VM-IAP flanking genomic regions in ESCs, kidney, liver and lung. VM-IAPs are not flanked by H3K9me3-enriched
regions and are equivalent to full-length IAPLTR1_Mm and solo IAPLTR2_Mm IAPs. All IAPs were fit to 100bp, shown as the space between the two 0’s.
0’s represent the start and end coordinates of IAPs. ChIP-seq datasets were downloaded from ENCODE.
(B) Epigenetic profiles of regions flanking VM-IAPs, separated by presence or absence of overlapping de novo assembled transcripts. Highly methylated full
length IAPs of the IAPLTR1_Mm subclass and solo LTRs of the IAPLTR2_Mm subclass serve as controls. All IAPs were fit to 100bp, shown as the space between
the two 0’s. 0’s represent the start and end coordinates of the IAPs.
(C) Relative CTCF enrichment profiles of regions flanking VM-IAPs, separated by presence or absence of overlapping de novo assembled transcripts.
Figure S5. Transcriptional and Statistical Results of VM-IAP Inheritance Studies, Related to Figures 5 and 6
(A) The inverse correlation between expression of Eps8l1 (exons 1-2 and 4-5) and VM-IAPEps8l1 methylation is recapitulated in the F1 generation (two-tailed
Pearson). This is also observed for expression of Slc15a2 (exons 9-10 and 19-20) and VM-IAPSlc15a2 methylation. Expression was quantified in spleen by qPCR
and shown relative to housekeeping gene b-actin. Each dot represents a different individual and maternal expression is shown in blue.
(B) Linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) of offspring methylation for six VM-IAPs using the lmerTest package in R. Maternal methylation level, paternal methylation
level, and sex were treated as fixed effects. Breeding pair and litter were treated as random effects. Output for the fixed effects is presented. Raw p values were
(legend continued on next page)
generated using the Satterthwaite approximation for degrees of freedom. Adjusted p values (q-values) were generated using the Benjamini & Hochberg correction to
account for multiple testing.
(C) Methylation levels of offspring used to fit LMMs, separated by sex. A significant sex effect is observed for VM-IAPRnf157 (p value: 1.20e-5; q-value: 2.16e-4).
Average methylation levels are shown in black bars.
(D) Validation of the observedmaternal effect on offspring methylation levels at VM-IAPGm13849. The averagemethylation levels of the first litters born to five highly













Figure S6. Classification of ERV Subtypes by CpG Density, Related to STAR Methods
ERV LTR CpG density, separated by subtype. DNA sequences for all ERV LTR regions were extracted and sorted according to RepeatMasker annotation.
CpG density was calculated as the percentage of CpGs to base pair length of the LTR region.
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A B S T R A C T
Many epigenetic differences between individuals are driven by genetic variation. Mammalian metastable
epialleles are unusual in that they show variable DNA methylation states between genetically identical in-
dividuals. The occurrence of such states across generations has resulted in their consideration by many as strong
evidence for epigenetic inheritance in mammals, with the classic Avy and AxinFu mouse models – each products of
repeat element insertions – being the most widely accepted examples. Equally, there has been interest in ex-
ploring their use as epigenetic biosensors given their susceptibility to environmental compromise. Here we
review the classic murine metastable epialleles as well as more recently identified candidates, with the aim of
providing a more holistic understanding of their biology. We consider the extent to which epigenetic inheritance
occurs at metastable epialleles and explore the limited mechanistic insights into the establishment of their
variable epigenetic states. We discuss their environmental modulation and their potential relevance in genome
regulation. In light of recent whole-genome screens for novel metastable epialleles, we point out the need to
reassess their biological relevance in multi-generational studies and we highlight their value as a model to study
repeat element silencing as well as the mechanisms and consequences of mammalian epigenetic stochasticity.
1. Introduction
Inter-individual phenotypic and epigenetic variation is most often
explained by underlying genetic polymorphism. There is evidence,
however, that in certain instances genetically identical individuals can
differ epigenetically. The mechanisms driving such differences are
poorly understood and likely involve both external (environmental)
factors as well as intrinsic stochastic processes. There is considerable
interest in determining the extent to which epigenetic information can
be passed on from one generation to the next, as this challenges the
dogma dictating that heritable traits are strictly conferred by the se-
quence of DNA transmitted from parent to offspring. Epigenetic in-
heritance across generations has convincingly been shown to occur in a
number of non-mammalian model organisms. This has been reviewed
elsewhere [1–3]. In contrast, this type of inheritance is rare in mammals
due to the extensive genome-wide epigenetic reprogramming that takes
place during mammalian development. Where it does occur, the driving
mechanisms remain poorly understood. Metastable epialleles are fre-
quently cited as the best example of this phenomenon in mammals. This
review, focused solely on mammalian biology, will explore and inter-
pret the literature to date regarding these unusual loci.
2. Classic metastable epialleles: Avy and AxinFu
In order for the definition of metastable epialleles to become clear,
let us first consider two classic examples in the mouse: the Agouti viable
yellow (Avy) and Axin fused (AxinFu) alleles. Both exhibit ectopic gene
expression due to intracisternal A-particle (IAP) insertions [4,5]. IAPs
are repetitive elements of the Class II endogenous retrovirus (ERV) fa-
mily, their structure characterized by protein-coding sequences flanked
by 5′ and 3′ long terminal repeats (LTRs) [6]. LTRs contain regulatory
sequences that can act as host gene promoters and enhancers, making
retrotransposition events potential drivers of evolutionary change (re-
viewed in [7]).
The Agouti viable yellow (Avy) allele arose from the spontaneous in-
sertion of an IAP into pseudoexon1A (PS1A) of the Agouti coat colour
gene locus [4,8,9] (Fig. 1A and B). PS1A is located approximately
100 kb upstream of the Agouti coding exons (Fig. 1B). Wild type Agouti
is normally expressed transiently from a hair cycle-specific promoter,
producing a paracrine signalling peptide that yields a yellow band on a
black hair [10]. This tightly controlled expression pattern is responsible
for brown wild-type ‘agouti’ fur. The Agouti peptide can also interfere
with metabolic pathways and has been linked to obesity, glucose in-
tolerance, and tumourigenesis [11,12]. In Avy mice, a cryptic promoter
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.semcdb.2019.08.002
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in the IAP LTR drives constitutive ectopic Agouti expression [4]
(Fig. 1B). This produces a mouse with a completely yellow coat as well
as adult-onset obesity and diabetes (reviewed in [11]). The Avy allele is
part of a series of dominant Agouti alleles brought about by IAP inser-
tions, suggesting the Agouti gene locus may be particularly prone to
insertional mutagenesis. Some of these alleles, such as Aiapy and Ahvy,
cause similar phenotypes to Avy [13,14]. These additional dominant
Agouti alleles have not been studied as extensively as Avy and will not be
discussed further.
The Axin fused (AxinFu) allele resulted from an IAP insertion in the
sixth intron of the Axin gene [5,15]. The Axin protein is involved in the
regulation of embryonic axis formation by inhibiting Wnt signaling
[16]. The intragenic position of the IAP causes aberrant transcription of
Axin downstream exons, producing an atypical protein. The resulting
truncated Axin interferes with axial patterning and results in the de-
velopment of a distinctive kinked tail [5,17]. Of note, while the AxinFu-
associated IAP is intragenic, the one associated with the Avy locus is
100 kb upstream of the affected exons, indicating that retrotransposon-
(caption on next page)
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mediated gene regulation can occur both locally and from a distance.
Unlike most mutations, Avy and AxinFu mice show variable pene-
trance and expressivity despite genetic homogeneity. The coat colour of
individual inbred Avy mice ranges from completely yellow to seemingly
wild-type agouti (termed pseudoagouti), including varying intermediate
degrees of mottled patterns [18] (Fig. 1A). Likewise, tail morphologies
in inbred AxinFu mice span from straight to severely kinked [17]. In
both cases, the mechanism underlying the continuous phenotypic
spectra is epigenetic in origin, with DNA methylation at the IAPs in-
versely correlated with expressivity. Hypomethylation at the IAP LTR
thus corresponds to increased allelic expression, and vice versa [17,18].
This is highly unusual for IAPs, the vast majority of which are heavily
methylated [19]. Remarkably, the full span of phenotypes can be ob-
served within a single litter regardless of parental phenotype, illus-
trating the instability of their epigenetic state after passage through the
germline [8,15].
The term metastable epiallele should make more sense now. The word
metastable was first used in this context by plant biologists to describe
alleles whose epigenetic state is capable of switching between active
and repressed states from one generation to another [20–22]. Adapted
for mammals by Emma Whitelaw and colleagues in 2002, the term
metastable epiallele is intended to highlight (1) the epigenetic basis for
the phenotypes associated with these alleles and (2) the apparent sto-
chasticity of their epigenetic state [23]. In practice, this has translated
to methylation variation between genetically identical individuals and,
importantly, consistency in methylation levels within a single in-
dividual. While the methylation level of the IAPs associated with Avy
and AxinFu varies across different mice, it is constant across different
tissues of a single mouse, suggesting the methylation state is established
early in development before tissue differentiation and maintained mi-
totically thereafter [9,24]. This differentiates metastable epialleles from
differentially methylated regions (DMRs), a broader term used to desig-
nate differential but invariant methylation between biological samples,
which could be cells, tissues, or individuals depending on the context.
Methylation consistency across tissues at the Avy locus may seem at
odds with the variegated patches of yellow and agouti fur observed on
mottled mice. One might have expected pelts of intermediately me-
thylated individuals to display a consistent intermediate pigmentation.
DNA methylation, however, is dichotomous. A single CpG site is either
methylated or unmethylated. Hence, the evident inter-individual range
of methylation results from different proportions of methylated alleles
in a cell population. Following from that, the proportion of methylated
cells at Avy is likely determined in a probabilistic fashion before germ
layer differentiation and propagated mitotically throughout the body as
it develops [9,11]. This would result in an approximately equal me-
thylation percentage across tissues but would allow for local patches of
cells to be different depending on the methylation state of their clonal
origin. This is reminiscent of the black and orange mosaic fur pig-
mentation observed in tortoiseshell cats due to X-chromosome in-
activation [25]. Given that cellular development and proliferation
differ between cell types, it is perhaps more accurate to think of me-
tastable epialleles as loci that display a substantial correlation in me-
thylation between tissues rather than identical intra-tissue methylation.
3. Assessing the prevalence of metastable epialleles genome-wide
3.1. Murine metastable epialleles
As discussed above, retroelement insertions play a key role in the
unique behaviour of the Avy and AxinFu loci. Considering almost half of
the mouse genome is made up of repetitive elements, it is perhaps
unsurprising that other metastable epialleles have been identified.
While Avy and AxinFu were discovered decades ago due to their striking
visual phenotypes [8,15], the identification of additional candidates
has relied on using the genetic and epigenetic features of these classic
loci to develop genome-wide screens and search algorithms. The third
metastable epiallele to be identified was discovered by inspecting
C57BL/6J cDNA databases in the hopes of finding transcripts con-
taining IAP LTR sequences [26]. One such sequence contained a contra-
oriented IAP element in the sixth intron of the Cdk5rap1 gene. Much
like the Avy and AxinFu loci, IAP LTR methylation was inversely corre-
lated with expression of the aberrant transcript initiating from the 5′
LTR. The inter-individual methylation range of this new candidate,
named CabpIAP, is much narrower than those observed at Avy and Ax-
inFu, and no identifiable phenotype is associated with its epigenetic
variability [26].
The advent of high-throughput sequencing in the past decade has
enabled larger-scale screens for metastable epialleles. The first attempt
searched the mouse genome using genome-wide expression microarray
data. Transcripts exhibiting wide-ranging inter-individual variation and
low-ranging inter-tissue variation were selected as candidates in an
attempt to capture the expression pattern observed for the Agouti gene
in Avy mice [27]. Only two loci (Dnajb1 and Glcci1) were analysed in
depth and though they showed inter-individual methylation differ-
ences, neither exhibited methylation-associated expression.
The second attempt screened for IAP insertions with promoter ac-
tivity. The study identified retrotransposons near mRNA promoters
associated with H3K4me3, an activating histone modification [28].
This enriched for active IAP LTR promoters and resulted in a set of 143
candidate regions, from which 13 were selected for experimental vali-
dation. Only three of these were found to exhibit significant methyla-
tion variation between individuals [28]. Also focusing on repeat ele-
ments, Faulk and colleagues recognized that the IAPs associated with
Avy and CabpIAP both belong to the IAPLTR1_Mm subclass. They showed
that IAPLTR1_Mm elements cluster into three clades, with the largest
one containing the most conserved elements. Avy and CabpIAP segre-
gated together in a separate smaller clade. Based on a limited selection
of seven loci per clade, they provide preliminary evidence that the
younger clades are more lowly methylated and display greater inter-
individual methylation ranges [29]. These clades are likely enriched for
Fig. 1. The Agouti viable yellow (Avy) locus.
(A) Genetically identical Avy mice display a range of coat colours from yellow to pseudoagouti, including varying levels of mottling in between. The mice shown are
on a C57BL/6J background and are not age-matched siblings.
(B) The Avy allele is characterized by the presence of a contra-oriented IAP insertion (directionality shown with white arrows) in pseudoexon1A (PS1A) 100 kb
upstream of the Agouti coding exons. The IAP is variably methylated between individuals and drives constitutive Agouti expression when unmethylated, leading to
yellow fur. Full methylation results in pseudoagouti fur and partial methylation gives rise to mottling (see panel A).
(C)Maternal coat colour phenotype influences the coat colour distribution in Avy/a offspring in the C57BL/6 genetic background. A grand-maternal effect is observed
when the Avy allele is transmitted through two generations of pseudoagouti females, resulting in a more severe phenotypic shift. No inheritance is observed upon
paternal transmission on this genetic background (adapted from [18]). In utero dietary methyl supplementation shifts Avy coat colour towards pseudoagouti [9]. In
these experiments, mice carrying the Avy allele were bred to congenic a/a mice homozygous for the Agouti null allele (a). Pedigrees: circle—female; square—male;
diamond—sex unspecified; a/a offspring are not included.
(D) DNA methylation of the Avy allele in gametes and blastocysts upon maternal and paternal transmission suggests reprogramming after fertilization. Methylation
levels in sperm and oocytes reflect the coat colour phenotype and somatic methylation levels of the individual, while blastocysts are largely unmethylated regardless
of parental phenotype. This is consistent with erasure of DNA methylation during preimplantation stages. The diagrams are constructed based on clonal bisulphite
sequencing data from [52]. The methylation state of blastocysts produced by yellow Avy/a dams has not been studied (depicted as a question mark).
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metastable epialleles.
Taking an unbiased approach, Oey and colleagues performed whole
genome bisulphite sequencing on five Avy mice and identified 356 re-
gions showing inter-individual methylation variation, including 55
ERV-overlapping regions [30]. Four of these were experimentally va-
lidated. Perhaps the most valuable aspect of this study was the whole
genome sequencing analysis of two Avy mice with different coat colours.
Only 32 single nucleotide variants were detected in coding sequences
and no mutations were found near the Avy allele, contesting arguments
suggesting that the phenotypic variation observed among Avy litter-
mates is due to genetic variation. However, as explained in Section 4.2,
genetic background has an effect on the distribution of Avy phenotypes
in a parent-of-origin–specific manner.
The most recent screen for metastable epialleles was conducted by
our team. We carried out a genome-wide screen identifying variably
methylated IAPs (VM-IAPs) in the C57BL/6J genome [31]. Extensive
characterization of the resulting candidates revealed both similarities
and differences to Avy and AxinFu. Much like the classic alleles, VM-IAP
methylation levels are variable between individuals but consistent
across tissues within a single individual (Fig. 2A). In addition, inter-
individual methylation variation at VM-IAPs is reconstructed from
generation to generation regardless of parental methylation level
(Fig. 2B). However, the transcriptional effects and inheritance patterns
observed at VM-IAPs, discussed in more depth in Sections 4 and 7,
indicate that properties associated with Avy and AxinFu cannot ne-
cessarily be extrapolated to other metastable epialleles. To avoid con-
fusion, the term VM-IAP will be used in this review when discussing
findings specific to the regions identified and characterized in this
screen.
Although the loci discussed here are endogenous and naturally oc-
curring, a chimeric long interspersed nuclear element (LINE) retro-
transposon of the L1 subclass was recently experimentally inserted into
the Axin gene, inducing the kinked tail phenotype with variable pene-
trance much like the spontaneous AxinFu insertion [32]. Unlike AxinFu,
the AxincL1 mutation is not associated with variable methylation levels.
Additional experimental manipulations of this sort will be of great
comparative value in determining the mechanisms underlying metast-
ability.
3.2. Metastable epialleles in humans
The identification of human metastable epialleles is a very chal-
lenging task due to the extensive genetic variation present in human
populations. It is nevertheless an important endeavour in order to assess
the extent to which they contribute to human phenotypic variation, to
understand the roles of the human repeat genome, and to evaluate the
relevance of using murine metastable epialleles as models to study
epigenetic variation in humans. While analysing monozygotic (MZ)
Fig. 2. Epigenetic variability and inheritance at VM-IAPs.
(A) VM-IAPs exhibit inter-individual methylation variation (four examples are shown). The methylation level at VM-IAPs is locus-specific, whereby separate loci
show different methylation levels within a single mouse.
(B) The full range of VM-IAP methylation variation is predictably reconstructed from one generation to the next regardless of maternal methylation level. In contrast
to the Avy and AxinFu loci, VM-IAPs are hypermethylated in mature sperm irrespective of somatic methylation levels (e.g. VM-IAPTfpi). Adapted from [31].
(C) Maternal epigenetic inheritance at VM-IAPGm13849. On average, offspring born to highly methylated dams show higher methylation levels than offspring born to
lowly methylated dams. These results are from a replicate cohort. Statistics: one-sided t-test on litter averages, n=5 dams per group. Adapted from [31].
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twin cohorts can aid in overcoming some of the challenges associated
with genetic variation, a recent cautionary study describes the phe-
nomenon of “epigenetic supersimilarity” between human MZ twins and
highlights their non-equivalence to isogenic mice that do not originate
from the same zygote [33].
An alternative strategy to control for genetic differences in human
populations has been to use a large number of genetically diverse me-
thylomes. This approach has given rise to a growing list of putative
human metastable epialleles, some of which are sensitive to environ-
mental factors such as maternal nutrition and season of conception
[34–37]. The most recent of these studies argues that the definition of
metastable epialleles should be relaxed to include variably methylated
regions that are susceptible to genetic influence, at least in the human
context where this issue is unavoidable [37]. Under this framework,
additional sequence-dependent candidates identified in the past year
can be added to the list of potential human metastable epialleles
[38,39].
Interestingly, although IAP elements do not exist in humans, the
bordering regions of putative human metastable epialleles appear to be
enriched for transposable elements of the ERV and LINE families
[36,37]. While some of the murine screens were specifically restricted
to transposable elements based on the presence of IAPs at the Avy and
AxinFu loci [28,29,31], others were unbiased and still found enrichment
for repeats [27,30]. Taken together, the mouse and human studies in-
dicate that repeat elements play an important and conserved role in the
establishment of inter-individual epigenetic variability. It is possible
that metastable epialleles are a product of conflicting interactions be-
tween activating factors recruited to insertion sites and repeat re-
pressive modifiers, an idea we will return to in Section 5. This does not
preclude, however, the possibility of metastable epialleles at unique
non-repetitive regions maintained by distinct mechanisms. The human
studies suggest these exist, but a systematic screen for metastability at
unique regions has not, to our knowledge, been conducted in the
mouse.
4. Metastable epialleles as models of epigenetic inheritance
4.1. Partial inheritance of parental epigenetic state
Epigenetic inheritance across generations is one of the most striking
properties of Avy and AxinFu mice. In the case of Avy, maternal (but not
paternal) coat colour phenotype affects the range of phenotypes ob-
served in the offspring; the coat colour distribution of offspring born to
yellow mothers is shifted towards yellow compared to that of offspring
born to pseudoagouti mothers [40,41] (Fig. 1C). These experiments
were conducted using inbred mouse strains, effectively eliminating the
possibility of genetically mediated effects [18,40,41]. In light of the
increased incidence of obesity observed in yellow mice, maternal in-
heritance of coat colour at Avy was originally attributed to metabolic
differences in the intrauterine environments of developing embryos
[40]. Elegant embryo transfer experiments showed that this is not the
case. Transferring fertilized oocytes from yellow dams to black foster
mothers not carrying the Avy allele produces offspring with the same
coat colour distribution as offspring born to yellow dams without em-
bryonic intervention [18]. This confirms that the transmission of ma-
ternal coat colour to the next generation is an epigenetic process rather
than an environmental one. The same study reported a grand-maternal
effect at Avy: transmission of the allele through two generations of
pseudoagouti dams appeared to cause a greater shift towards pseu-
doagouti than transmission through a single generation (Fig. 1C). It is
unknown whether passage through a third or fourth generation of
pseudoagouti females produces a further cumulative effect.
In contrast to Avy, the AxinFu allele exhibits epigenetic inheritance
upon both maternal and paternal transmission. Parents with several tail
kinks are more likely to produce offspring with kinked tails [17]. In-
terestingly, the effect is more pronounced following paternal
inheritance, at least in the 129P4/RrRk mouse strain [17].
It is worth noting that all of the studies reporting Avy or AxinFu
epigenetic inheritance use coat colour and tail morphology as pheno-
typic readouts of DNA methylation, respectively. No comprehensive
statistical analysis has been conducted on parent and offspring DNA
methylation data at the Avy or AxinFu loci, and very few have carried out
offspring phenotyping in a manner blind to parental phenotype. While
the correlation between IAP LTR methylation and phenotype severity is
well documented for these classic loci, assessing the epigenetic in-
heritance at other metastable epialleles lacking visual phenotypes
cannot rely on this form of classification. Breeding intensive experi-
ments on six VM-IAPs quantified parental and offspring DNA methy-
lation levels and assessed the maternal and paternal contribution to
offspring VM-IAP methylation state using linear mixed-effects models.
Only one region (VM-IAPGm13849) showed evidence of maternal in-
heritance and no paternal inheritance was detected (Fig. 2C). Im-
portantly, the effect size of the maternal contribution to offspring me-
thylation level at VM-IAPGm13849 was distinctly small, raising questions
about its biological relevance [31].
The Avy mouse model is often cited as the best described instance of
mammalian epigenetic inheritance and the assumption has been that
other regions in the mouse genome likely behave in the same way. The
lack of heritability observed at VM-IAPs calls into question the pre-
valence of epigenetic inheritance across generations at metastable
epialleles and warns against extrapolating from isolated examples.
4.2. Genetic background effects
The genetic background used to study the heritability of metastable
epialleles is an important consideration, as both Avy and AxinFu in-
heritance patterns are influenced by the mouse strain the alleles are
maintained on. The magnitude of maternal Avy inheritance was shown
to be dependent on whether the strain of the dam was C57BL/6J, YS/
ChWf, or VY-Wf [40,42]. Similar genetic background effects have been
reported for the penetrance of tail kink phenotypes associated with the
AxinFu allele [43]. Interestingly, when AxinFu/+ 129P4/RrRk male
mice are crossed with Avy/a C57BL/6J female mice, there is no paternal
inheritance of tail phenotype, mimicking the inheritance pattern ob-
served for Avy coat colour on a C57BL/6J background [17,18].
These dependencies on genetic background suggest that the Avy and
AxinFu parent-of-origin effects are mediated by trans acting genetic
factors. It is possible that genetic or cytoplasmic modifiers carried in
C57BL/6J oocytes, but not 129P4/RrRk oocytes, promote complete
epigenetic reprogramming of metastable epialleles, therefore pre-
venting the transmission of paternal phenotype. Such strain-specific
modification has been studied in other contexts but has not been tested
at metastable epialleles [44]. It is nonetheless evident that genetic
background has vital implications for the design and resulting gen-
eralizability of future experiments. We are once again reminded of the
interdependence of genetic and epigenetic processes, and the proble-
matic nature of investigating epigenetic variation in genetically het-
erogeneous contexts.
Transposable element content and distribution differ substantially
across mouse strains [45]. The C3H/HeJ strain, for example, is sig-
nificantly more susceptible to new IAP insertions compared to other
strains [46,47], potentially predisposing it to an increased number of
metastable epialleles. As genome assemblies and the ability to map
repeats improve, quality high-throughput analyses across multiple
strains will be essential to understand the causes of these genetic
background effects as well as the evolutionary and functional relevance
of metastable epialleles.
4.3. Developmental dynamics
The mammalian genome undergoes two rounds of global epigenetic
reprogramming, once during pre-implantation embryogenesis and
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again during early germ cell lineage specification. After fertilization,
genome-wide DNA methylation erasure occurs via active and passive
demethylation of the paternal and maternal genomes, respectively. The
second genome-wide demethylation event occurs only in primordial
germ cells, after which sperm- and oocyte-specific methylation patterns
are established (reviewed in [48,49]). These processes are important for
the reacquisition of cellular totipotency in the next generation and the
proper differentiation of soma and germ line.
It is difficult to reconcile genome-wide reprogramming with the
idea of perpetuation of epigenetic states across generations. This has led
to considerable debate in the ever-growing field of epigenetic in-
heritance. It has been shown that some IAP elements are resistant to
global demethylation in both the germline [50] and during pre-
implantation development [51], providing an attractive mechanism by
which the IAP-driven Avy and AxinFu phenotypes could be inherited.
Indeed, in sperm and oocytes, the methylation levels of these alleles
have been reported to reflect those observed in somatic tissues
[17,52,53] (Fig. 1D). In contrast, VM-IAPs are fully methylated in
mature sperm regardless of somatic methylation level [31] (Fig. 2B).
Importantly, both the Avy and AxinFu loci are demethylated at the
blastocyst stage, indicating that their associated IAPs are not resistant
to the post-fertilisation wave of epigenetic reprogramming and de-
monstrating that DNA methylation is not perpetuated as the direct
mediator of phenotypic heritability [52,53] (Fig. 1D). Little is known
about the methylation dynamics at putative human metastable epial-
leles during early development although an analysis of human embryo
methylomes suggests that the variable epigenetic states at these regions
may be established during the gastrulation transition [37].
4.4. Predictable reconstruction of epigenetic stochasticity
So far our discussion on metastable epiallele epigenetic inheritance
has mainly focused on a partial memory of maternal or paternal me-
thylation levels, reflected as a phenotypic bias in the F1 generation
towards parental phenotype. Notably, only three such examples have
been described (Avy, AxinFu, VM-IAPGm13849), and even in these cases,
persistence of methylation across generations does not occur. Instead,
each of these epialleles reacquires a variable methylation state in the
next generation. We suggest that more careful consideration should be
given to the remarkable reconstruction of this epigenetic state from one
generation to the next (Fig. 3A).
While analyses of the Avy and AxinFu loci have largely been based on
phenotypic data, VM-IAPs were identified and characterized based on
their methylation profiles [31]. This created an opportunity for a more
comprehensive and quantitative cross-locus assessment of methylation
variability. Interestingly, VM-IAP methylation levels are highly locus-
specific and are not correlated within an individual. For example, a
single mouse can be highly methylated at one VM-IAP and lowly me-
thylated at another (Fig. 2A). This suggests VM-IAPs are not uniformly
targeted by the same trans-acting mechanism. In addition, the methy-
lation range within a population is different from locus to locus but is
remarkably constant for a given VM-IAP, even after passage through the
germline and regardless of parental methylation level [31].
We suggest that it is this predictable reconstruction of epigenetic
stochasticity from generation to generation that raises the most com-
pelling mechanistic questions, rather than the subtle memory of par-
ental methylation level observed at a minority of metastable epialleles.
What is the role of genomic context in delimiting the consistent me-
thylation ranges observed at each locus? What factors are at play during
the probabilistic acquisition of methylation states within the limits of
each range? At what developmental time point is parental methylation
level forgotten, and when is the methylation state of offspring estab-
lished? How long is the period of stochastic establishment and is there a
later somatically heritable state? Which of these mechanistic aspects
vary between VM-IAPs? The answers to these questions, as yet un-
known, will provide considerable insight into the mechanisms
underlying the resetting of epigenetic variability across generations.
Once this is understood, then the basis for partial memory of parental
methylation level observed for a subset of loci can be addressed.
(caption on next page)
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5. Mechanistic insights into the establishment and maintenance of
epigenetic metastability
5.1. Histone modifications
The inter-individual methylation variation observed at metastable
epialleles is likely associated with other variable epigenetic factors.
Two studies have described the presence of variable histone marks at
metastable epialleles: one conducted in Avy liver tissue, the other in
AxinFu blastocysts. Mild enrichment of H3 and H4 di-acetylation was
observed at the Avy IAP LTR in yellow mice while H4K20me3 enrich-
ment was detected in pseudoagouti mice. H4K20me3 is thought to be
the most prominent histone modification at IAP LTRs, targeting them
specifically over other types of repeats such as L1 elements [54,55]. No
difference in H3K4me3 was found [56]. The study that assessed the
histone modification landscape at the AxinFu locus at the blastocyst
stage found significant differences in H3K4me2 and H3K9ac between
blastocysts generated from penetrant and silent sires, suggesting his-
tone marks may be involved in the transmission of tail phenotypes
across generations [53]. Histone modifications have also been explored
at VM-IAPs, but no consistent patterns have emerged other than an
enrichment for the active marks H3K27ac, H3K9ac and H3K4me3 at the
bordering regions of transcript-overlapping VM-IAPs [31]. A more in-
depth characterization of metastable epiallele histone profiles, both in
terms of the number of loci examined and the range of histone marks
considered, will prove useful in assessing their role in establishing
variable epigenetic states.
5.2. Transgene modifiers
5.2.1. Drawing parallels between metastable epialleles and transgenes
The use of transgenic mice has been vital for the study of genome
function and for the modelling of human disease. One of the challenges
associated with producing mice carrying exogenous DNA constructs is
the often-unpredictable cell-to-cell variability in transgene expression
levels within a cell population or between individuals. The cause of
such variegation remains poorly understood and has been attributed to
a range of factors, including the repressive effects of multi-copy trans-
gene arrays, the proximity of the integration site to heterochromatin,
and the presence of viral or plasmid-derived sequences within trans-
gene constructs [57–61].
Reminiscent of the properties of metastable epialleles, variegated
transgenes are (1) linked to variable DNA methylation levels, (2)
modulated by strain background, and (3) influenced by parental origin
[62–65]. For some transgenes, variable expressivity is recapitulated
from one generation to the next in a predictable manner [66,67]. Others
exhibit memory of parental methylation level, their silenced state stably
inherited to subsequent generations after passage through the germline
[65,68–70]. This heritable silencing is sometimes irreversible, and at
other times reactivated upon transmission through the other parent or
by crossing to a different strain.
Although fully heritable silencing is not a property of metastable
epialleles, the overlapping characteristics with transgenes are worth
considering while investigating the mechanisms underlying epigenetic
stochasticity. Both are associated with foreign DNA sequences with
regulatory potential, likely triggering similar host genome recognition
and response pathways. Parallels have been drawn between transgen-
esis and retrotransposition before [71,72]; some have even classified
variegated murine transgenes as metastable epialleles [23]. In fact, a
successful screen for modifiers of variegated transgenes, described in
the next section, confirms that transgenes and metastable epialleles
share epigenetic modifiers.
5.2.2. MommeD mutagenesis screen
Having made key contributions to our understanding of the unique
molecular behaviour of the Avy, AxinFu and CabpIAP loci, Emma
Whitelaw and her team embarked on a large-scale N-ethyl-N-ni-
trosourea (ENU) mutagenesis screen for modifiers of epigenetic varia-
bility [73,74]. The study used a mouse line carrying a GFP reporter
transgene expressed in a variegated fashion in red blood cells. Im-
portantly, the variegated expression of this transgene is predictable:
55% of red blood cells express GFP in multi-generational isogenic mice.
Offspring born to ENU-treated males were assessed for enhancement or
suppression of variegation by screening for shifts in the percentage of
GFP-expressing red blood cells. The resulting mutations were desig-
nated Modifiers of Murine Metastable Epialleles (Mommes); dominant
mutations were referred to as MommeDs.
Mapping the mutations associated with MommeDs, as well as char-
acterizing the role of the affected genes in epigenetic regulatory pro-
cesses, is still ongoing [73–83]. More than 50 MommeD enhancers or
suppressors of variegation have been identified in this screen.MommeDs
that increase the proportion of GFP-expressing cells have mutations in
genes acting as suppressors of variegation and involved in transgene
silencing. Conversely, MommeDs resulting in a decrease in the propor-
tion of GFP-expressing cells have mutations in genes that enhance
variegation and promote transgene expression. Unsurprisingly, the
majority of mutations fell into genes with known epigenetic regulatory
properties. These include genes involved in DNA methylation (e.g.
Dnmt1 and Dnmt3b), histone modification (e.g. Brd1, Hdac1, Setdb1,
Trim28), and chromatin remodelling (e.g. Baz1b, Pbrm1, Smarca4,
Smarca5). The full list of genes is reviewed elsewhere [72]. Many of the
identified genes were previously detected in screens for modulators of
position effect variegation (PEV) in Drosophila, reflecting the highly
conserved nature of epigenetic modifiers [84].
In line with previously reported similarities between transgene and
metastable epiallele epigenetic states, MommeDs were also found to
modulate the Avy locus. In particular, crossing MommeD heterozygotes
with Avy/a mice resulted in offspring with shifted coat colour dis-
tributions. In general, there was concordance between positive reg-
ulation of GFP-transgene expression and a shift in coat colour towards
yellow, and vice versa. Yellow-shifting MommeDs include the mutants
Smchd1MD1, Dnmt1MD2, Setdb1MD13, and Trim28MD9; pseudoagouti-
shifting ones include Smarca5MD4, RlfMD8, and WizMD30. These experi-
ments notably identified paternal effect genes, whereby wild type pups
born to mutant sires exhibited changes in coat colour distribution. As a
result, Smarca5 and Dnmt1 were the first ever reported paternal effect
genes in the mouse [76]. More recently, Setdb1 was found to exhibit
similar behaviour [83].
The genes underlying MommeDs have diverse functions at en-
dogenous loci extending beyond the regulation of transgene variega-
tion. For example, previously uncharacterized Smchd1 has been shown
to regulate long-range interactions on the inactive X chromosome and
at Hox genes [85,86]. Smchd1MD1 mutants shift Avy coat colour towards
yellow upon maternal inheritance, but only in female offspring [73].
Interestingly, sex effects have also been observed at some VM-IAPs
[31].
Fig. 3. Reconstruction and heritability of epiallelic states.
(A) Reconstruction of epigenetic metastability. The full range of epiallelic states
is reconstructed after passage through the germline, regardless of parental state.
(B) Generational epigenetic inheritance occurs when the parental epiallelic
state influences that of the offspring. It can either be innate, occurring in the
absence of an external trigger, or induced, defined by the cross-generational
persistence of an epigenetic change brought about by a genetic or environ-
mental insult inflicted in a previous generation. In the case of induced epige-
netic inheritance, if the phenotypic or epigenetic perturbation persists at least
to the F3 generation following in utero maternal exposure (or to the F2 gen-
eration following paternal exposure), the effect is transgenerational. It is inter-
generational if it only persists to F2 (or F1 upon paternal transmission) [102].
Since the distinction between trans- and intergenerational inheritance is most
often associated with induced instances, it is only shown for this context above.
Pedigrees: circle—female; square—male; diamond—sex unspecified.
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Complex interactions between the many genes uncovered by the
MommeD mutagenesis screen are likely involved in the maintenance of
epigenetic states at metastable epialleles. However, not all MommeDs
have been studied with regards to their effect on Avy coat colour, and
perhaps due to the nature of the screen, none have been shown to affect
the establishment of metastability but instead regulate its maintenance.
5.3. CTCF binding at VM-IAPs
CTCF (CCCTC binding factor) has recently emerged as a potential
regulator of metastable epialleles. CTCF is a multi-functional methyl-
sensitive DNA binding protein, with 41% of cell-line-specific CTCF
binding sites being associated with DNA methylation at unbound loci
[87–89]. The methylation-dependent sites contain CpGs at specific
positions in the DNA binding site [89]. While CTCF binding at the Avy
and AxinFu loci has not been studied, CTCF is enriched at VM-IAPs
compared to their methylation invariant counterparts in multiple tis-
sues and across different developmental time points [31]. It is plausible
that a molecular antagonism between repeat element silencing via DNA
methylation and the maintenance of unmethylated CTCF binding sites
is contributing to the stochastic establishment of metastable epiallele
methylation states [31]. An inverse relationship between VM-IAP me-
thylation level and abundance of bound CTCF would substantiate this
model. Two recent studies in humans further support an association
between CTCF and epigenetic variability: one finds an enrichment for
CTCF binding sites at human metastable epialleles [37] and the other
implicates CTCF binding affinity in the regulation of stochastic
switching between epigenetic states [39].
Despite these advances, the mechanisms underlying the establish-
ment and maintenance of variable methylation levels at metastable
epialleles remain poorly understood. Other pathways that might be
involved include RNA-mediated regulation and/or a role for the re-
cruitment of KRAB zinc finger proteins (KZFPs), which represent the
largest family of transcription factors in mice and target repressive
epigenetic states to retrotransposons in vertebrate genomes (reviewed
in [90]). The rapid evolution displayed by KZFPs may in fact explain
some of the strain-specific effects observed at metastable epialleles. The
development of sequencing technologies and analytical pipelines that
are optimized to include repeat elements will continue to improve our
ability to address the functional and regulatory impact of these ele-
ments within and across generations.
6. Environmental modulation of metastable epialleles
6.1. Methyl supplementation in the Avy mouse model
The Avy mouse line has become a popular model for the study of
environmentally induced epigenetic change, the most documented in-
tervention being in utero methyl supplementation. Maternal dietary
supplementation with methyl donors and co-factors, including folic
acid, vitamin B12, choline, and anhydrous betaine, has been shown to
shift Avy/a offspring coat colour towards pseudoagouti [9,41,91,92]
(Fig. 1C). The shift in phenotype has been attributed to an increase in
methylation at the Avy IAP [9]. However, having shown that the silent
pseudoagouti version of the Avy allele is not normally fully methylated
but rather averages ˜65% methylation, Cropley and colleagues com-
pared the IAP methylation levels of methyl-exposed and unexposed
pseudoagouti Avy/a offspring and found no difference in methylation
density at the silent IAP LTR. This suggests that the observed coat
colour phenotypic change following in utero exposure to methyl donors
is driven by an increase in methylation of the more lowly methylated
allele [93]. It is possible that the increased methyl donor availability is
acting indirectly via substrates other than cytosine bases at the Avy al-
lele, but this has not been tested. Consistent with this, a study in wild-
derived deer mice that lack a repeat element at the Agouti locus showed
that Agouti-controlled pelt colour is susceptible to methyl donor
supplementation in the absence of a variably methylated retroelement
[94].
Some of the previously discussed hallmark properties of metastable
epialleles re-emerge in methyl supplementation studies. These include
genetic background effects, whereby the magnitude of the Avy coat
colour shift is dependent on the mouse strain used for the experiment
[41]. Additionally, the coat colour of offspring born to methyl-supple-
mented dams was found to only be altered when the Avy allele was
inherited paternally [92]. This is reminiscent of parent-of-origin effects
observed in the absence of dietary supplementation [18]. Therefore, the
fully reconstructed paternal allele may be more sensitive to modulation
via methyl donor supplementation at this early embryonic stage. This
does not rule out environmental sensitivity of the maternally inherited
allele, since a subsequent study reported methyl supplement-induced
alterations in offspring coat colour phenotypes upon maternal trans-
mission [95].
Studies investigating environmental modulation of the epigenome
often consist of exposing dams for two weeks prior to breeding followed
by maintenance of the experimental regimen throughout pregnancy
and lactation. While this experimental design maximizes the chances of
observing an effect, it limits mechanistic inferences that would other-
wise be possible by narrowing the window of exposure to a specific
developmental time point. For example, the confinement of methyl
supplementation to a single week during mid-gestation (corresponding
to primordial germ cell migration and epigenetic reprogramming) re-
sulted in a shift in offspring coat colour [92]. Another study on Avy mice
showed that feeding Avy/a offspring a methyl donor diet post-weaning
for a period of 29 weeks neither shifts coat colour nor IAP LTR me-
thylation levels [96]. Together, these studies reveal that early pre-im-
plantation embryogenesis is not the only environmentally susceptible
period in development yet confirms that coat colour phenotype in Avy
mice and its associated epigenetic control are fixed by the age of
weaning. Further experiments that fine-tune the exact period of en-
vironmental vulnerability will help identify the windows of opportunity
and hence possible mechanisms contributing to changes in epigenetic
state.
6.2. Innate versus induced epigenetic inheritance – a sense of semantics
Most studies on epigenetic inheritance across generations in mam-
mals follow phenotypes or epigenetic changes triggered by ancestral
exposures to environmental insults (e.g. [97–99]). Others track phe-
notypes in wild-type offspring caused by a mutation in a previous
generation (e.g [100,101]). The volume of these studies is ever ex-
panding. In response, it has become useful to distinguish transgenera-
tional from intergenerational epigenetic inheritance. For true transge-
nerational epigenetic inheritance to take place, the induced phenotype
must arise from germ cells never exposed to the original stimulus
[2,3,102]. In the case of maternal exposure during pregnancy, the
primordial germ cells of the developing embryo (the future F2 gen-
eration) are also exposed, so the induced change must persist at least to
the F3 generation, arising from unexposed germ cells. This is not an
issue for paternal exposure, so the heritable effect can be considered
transgenerational if it persists to the F2 generation, and intergenera-
tional if it does not.
This nomenclature is confusing when applied to Avy mice. Many
have referred to the Avy mouse model as one of the best lines of evi-
dence for transgenerational epigenetic inheritance. This is based on the
pivotal finding that maternal Avy phenotype, which is epigenetically
controlled, influences that of the offspring [18]. As mentioned pre-
viously, grand-maternal phenotype also affects Avy coat colour [18].
The extent to which this compounding effect extends beyond the F2
generation is unclear. We stress that these effects occur naturally in the
population and no environmentally or genetically triggered phenotype
is being tracked across generations in these experiments. If it were to be
reported that the coat colour of F0 females influences that of the F3
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generation, regardless of F1 and F2 coat colours, then the term trans-
generational could be used. To our knowledge, this has not been in-
vestigated. To control for confounding F1 and F2 effects, such a study
would require a large number of crosses extending down multiple
generations. Therefore, it is currently unknown whether innate epige-
netic inheritance at the Avy locus is trans- or intergenerational.
That said, the unique non-genetic inheritance of the Avy pelt pat-
terns combined with their reported environmental susceptibilities have
sparked interest in determining the heritability of environmentally in-
duced epigenetic changes at the Avy locus. In utero exposure to methyl
donors was found to shift coat colour toward pseudoagouti in both the
F1 and F2 generations without additional supplementation of F1 dams
[92]. This implies that aspects of the mechanism of epigenetic change
in response to exposure can persist (either directly or indirectly)
throughout gamete maturation and embryo development. Whether or
not the complete demethylation of Avy/a embryos at the blastocyst
stage occurs in this methyl-supplemented context is unknown. Given
this finding, it follows that continuous methyl supplementation of F0,
F1, and F2 dams might result in a cumulative phenotypic shift in off-
spring toward pseudoagouti. This hypothesis was tested but not sub-
stantiated [95]. However, a subsequent study showed that multi-gen-
erational methyl supplementation leads to a progressive increase in the
proportion of pseudoagouti mice if the supplementation is paired with
selection for the silent pseudoagouti phenotype, whereby only pseu-
doagouti offspring are set up for breeding to produce the next genera-
tion [103]. This cumulative effect was completely reversed after dis-
continuing supplementation. Despite disagreements on the merits and
shortfalls of studies on this topic [104], it is clear that the effects of a
maternal methyl supplementation do not extend beyond the F2 gen-
eration in the absence of continuous exposure. Hence, in the environ-
mental (or induced) context, epigenetic inheritance at Avy is inter-
generational.
There is therefore a need to discriminate between innate and in-
duced epigenetic inheritance across generations. Equally important,
however, is the distinction between generational and cellular (mitotic)
epigenetic inheritance to differentiate parent-to-offspring and mitotic
cell-to-cell transmission, respectively, so the generational qualifier must
be kept. To avoid semantic headaches, we propose reserving the use of
transgenerational and intergenerational for cases where the phenotype is
traced to a specific generation, and employ the more generic term
generational otherwise. Thus, instances of generational epigenetic in-
heritance are innate or induced and can be further categorised as inter-
or transgenerational when appropriate (Fig. 3B). Considering the di-
rection of studies in this field, the latter distinction will most often be
reserved for induced contexts. Accordingly, Avy mice display innate
generational epigenetic inheritance and diet-induced intergenerational
epigenetic inheritance.
6.3. Additional Avy-influencing environmental exposures
Other environmental insults have been found to influence coat
colour in Avy mice. Maternal ethanol consumption shifts offspring coat
colour towards pseudoagouti, regardless of whether ethanol is ad-
ministered preconceptionally or during gestation [105]. A shift in the
same direction and an increase in methylation levels at the IAP LTR
were observed following maternal supplementation of genistein, an
isoflavone abundant in soy [106]. Intrauterine ionizing radiation has
been reported to favour the silenced version of the Avy allele in a dose-
and sex-dependent manner, rescued by dietary anti-oxidants [107].
Maternal dietary bisphenol-A (BPA) consumption and lead exposure
were independently shown to have the opposite effect on Avy/a off-
spring coat colour distribution, shifting it towards yellow [108–110].
More recently, maternal exposure to phthalates, commonly found in
plastics and cosmetics, caused altered coat colour distributions and
higher IAP LTR methylation levels in Avy/a offspring [111]. Finally, in
vitro culture of zygotes to the blastocyst stage was found to significantly
shift pup coat colour towards yellow and decrease IAP LTR methylation
levels [112].
Research on Avy environmental modulation has been controversial.
A 2008 study on maternal consumption of casein and soy protein iso-
late, which contain genistein, showed no alteration of Avy/a offspring
coat colour [113]. Similarly, an extensive analysis using generalized
linear mixed models on a total of 426 mouse litters and six different
dietary interventions was unable to reproduce previously reported ef-
fects of BPA and genistein on Avy/a offspring coat colour [114]. The
same study revealed a strong parity effect, whereby changes in coat
colour distribution were observed in offspring born from different pa-
rities within a single treatment group, highlighting the extreme care
that must be taken in designing these experiments.
6.4. Environmental modulation of other loci
While most research programs on the environmental modulation of
metastable epialleles have focused on Avy, there is evidence that other
loci are also susceptible. Maternal methyl supplementation causes a
decrease in the incidence of kinked tails in AxinFu/+ offspring and an
increase in DNA methylation at the AxinFu locus [24]. Methylation le-
vels at CabpIAP are decreased in offspring born to BPA-exposed dams
[108], and mildly increased following lead exposure [115]. As observed
for Avy-associated phenotypes, in vitro culture of AxinFu/+ embryos
from the zygote to the blastocyst stage leads to a more severe tail kink
phenotype [53].
Since the Avy and AxinFu loci arose from insertional mutations,
commonly used laboratory mouse strains do not carry these loci. The
recent identification of novel metastable epialleles in the C57BL/6J
genome allows for the assessment of a repertoire of regions in the same
set of environmentally perturbed mice to determine whether they re-
spond synchronously, and to the same extent, to intrauterine environ-
mental influences. One such study detected small tissue-specific DNA
methylation differences at three variably methylated IAPs following
perinatal lead exposure [110,116]. Table 1 summarises the studies
conducted to date concerning the environmental modulation of me-
tastable epialleles.
6.5. The Avy mouse model: an epigenetic biosensor of environmental
compromise?
The Avy mouse model has been documented as a sensitive epigenetic
biosensor of environmental compromise [117–119]. An ideal epigenetic
biosensor is (1) particularly susceptible to a given environmental
change and (2) exhibits an epigenetic response that is both predictable
and easily detectable. Coat colour in Avy mice appears to be acutely
sensitive to slight changes in embryonic environment, likely via epi-
genetic influences at the Avy locus. However, its innate epigenetic and
phenotypic variability, established in large part by a stochastic process,
is precisely what makes it a poor biological readout with little pre-
dictive value. The full range of coat colour phenotypes and associated
methylation levels are observed in both control and exposed mice in
these studies, requiring hundreds of mice to detect an effect and reach
sufficient statistical power. Indeed, when over 2000 animals were
analysed to assess the effect of in utero BPA and genistein exposures
(both separately and together) on Avy offspring coat colour, no sig-
nificant shifts were observed [114]. Together, this not only makes the
use of the Avy mouse model a costly and inefficient biosensor of en-
vironmental perturbation, but also questions its efficacy in this context.
Further studies on the more recently identified metastable epialleles in
C57BL/6J mice will clarify whether some regions are better biosensors
than others, or whether perhaps metastable epialleles en masse can
potentially be used to build a multifactor epigenetic biosensor with
enhanced predictive capabilities.
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7. Functional and evolutionary relevance of metastable epialleles
The well-described relationship between IAP methylation and phe-
notypic outcome observed in Avy and AxinFu mice suggests that me-
tastable epialleles can have a profound influence on phenotype, po-
tentially acted upon both positively and negatively by natural selection.
However, direct impact on neighbouring gene expression is not an
obvious prerequisite for variable methylation at IAP elements, and in
fact, inverse correlations between VM-IAP methylation and expression
of nearby genes are rare [31]. This suggests that metastability per se is
not maintained as a product of host genome hijacking of the cis reg-
ulatory sequences present in repeat elements. It should be noted that
retroelements are capable of regulating host gene expression in a trans
capacity in addition to their better-described cis regulatory potential
[120]. A remarkable number of transcription factor binding sites are
embedded in repeat elements; 40% of mouse CTCF binding sites are
derived from transposable elements [120]. This along with the recently
reported enrichment of CTCF binding at VM-IAP flanking regions sug-
gests metastable epialleles may also play a role in orchestrating long-
range regulatory networks [31]. Until these other contributions are
explored, the functional relevance and evolutionary consequences of
metastable epialleles remain open questions.
The metastable epialleles AxinFu, Avy and CabpIAP are associated
with evolutionarily young IAPs of the IAPLTR1_Mm subclass [29,121].
VM-IAPs are similarly enriched for young IAP elements and show high
levels of absence/presence polymorphism across mouse strains [31]. It
is possible that inter-individual methylation variation reflects a
transient epigenetic state associated with recent retrotransposition be-
fore reaching full repression. Under this premise, metastability might
represent a snapshot in evolutionary time and a biologically incon-
sequential phenomenon. In the cases where the variably methylated
transposable element positively affects host genome function, selective
pressures would stabilize the epigenetic state of the element accord-
ingly, likely in a tissue-specific manner [122].
Alternatively, locus-specific epigenetic variability itself may confer
an evolutionary advantage. It has been proposed through mathematical
modelling that stochastic methylation at repeat elements could allow
for more rapid fixation of the element and its associated genes, as well
as increase the probability of fixation in the first place [123]. Other
evolutionary models have also been proposed, whereby the phenotypic
plasticity conferred by metastable epialleles enables rapid adaptation to
sudden environmental changes [124]. Developmental epigenetic re-
programming of these loci is consistent with this theory, allowing the
re-establishment of epigenetic marks according to new environmental
cues and rendering the developing embryo responsive to the environ-
ment into which it will be born. The predictable reconstruction of
precise inter-individual methylation ranges observed at metastable
epialleles may be a product of the controlled environments experi-
mental mice are housed in, deliberately kept free of environmental
fluctuations. The jury is still out on whether metastability is sympto-
matic of incomplete silencing or whether selective pressures are
maintaining epigenetic stochasticity at specific regions in the genome.
Further research on the now-expanded repertoire of known metastable
epialleles will allow questions like these to be addressed more com-
prehensively.
8. Conclusion
The characterization of novel metastable epialleles in mammals has
provided additional insight into their biology. It has become clear that
inter-individual methylation variation at a repetitive element is not
always accompanied by epigenetic inheritance or transcriptional reg-
ulation of neighbouring genes. In fact, the Avy and AxinFu loci appear
rare in this regard. The predictable reconstruction of epigenetic varia-
bility across generations is what truly sets metastable epialleles apart
from other genomic loci. Therein may lie their value, as models of
biological stochasticity in the absence of genetic variation. The rela-
tively subtle effects observed so far with respect to their environmental
modulation argues against their use as biosensors of environmental
change, but additional studies on other loci will help resolve this.
The advent of more sophisticated mathematical modelling ap-
proaches and the optimization of high-throughput sequencing for re-
peat genome analyses have been and will continue to be key in un-
ravelling the prevalence, molecular drivers, and functional
consequences of epigenetic metastability. While this review has largely
focused on IAP-associated murine metastable epialleles, we anticipate
research in the coming years will determine the extent to which other
regions of the mouse genome are associated with variable methylation,
including unique non-repetitive loci and repeat elements of other sub-
classes. In addition, comparative and interdisciplinary research in hu-
mans and across model organisms will enrich our understanding of the
functional and evolutionary implications and mechanistic conservation
of inter-individual epigenetic variation.
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